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ALPHNAME: ADAMS

NAME: Infant son
YEAR: 1849
AGE: t 5 days
BIRTHDATE: 1849
DEATHDATE: Sep. 6, 1849
HEADSTONE: marble obelisk/1850
FOOTSTONE: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Ella Elizabeth/children of Benj. & Adaline Adams

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, ABIE

NAME: Abiel C. Adams
YEAR: 1874
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1814
DEATHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/ADAMS
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/ADAMS
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elizabeth H., Willie

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, ADEL

NAME: Adaline
YEAR: 1849
AGE: t 66
BIRTHDATE: 1849
DEATHDATE: Sept. 10, 1849
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Benjamin his wife, Eliza Jane his wife, Lucilla E. his wife

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ

NAME: General Benjamin Adams
YEAR: 1876
AGE: t75yrs. 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: 1814
DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1876
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Eliza Ann his wife, Adaline his wife, Lucilla E. his wife

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ

NAME: B.A.
YEAR: 1876
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1876
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/small sunken/leaning/lichen
FOOTSTONE: 

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, ABIE

NAME: Infant son
YEAR: 1849
AGE: t 5 days
BIRTHDATE: 1849
DEATHDATE: Sep. 6, 1849
HEADSTONE: marble obelisk/1850
FOOTSTONE: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Ella Elizabeth/children of Benj. & Adaline Adams

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, ADEL

NAME: Adaline
YEAR: 1849
AGE: t 66
BIRTHDATE: 1849
DEATHDATE: Sept. 10, 1849
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Benjamin his wife, Eliza Jane his wife, Lucilla E. his wife

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ

NAME: General Benjamin Adams
YEAR: 1876
AGE: t75yrs. 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: 1814
DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1876
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Eliza Ann his wife, Adaline his wife, Lucilla E. his wife

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ

NAME: B.A.
YEAR: 1876
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1876
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/small sunken/leaning/lichen
FOOTSTONE: 

MONUMENT: #191-c/Benjamin Adams
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, CHAR
LOTNUM: 090 -e
NAME: Charles W.S. Adams
YEAR: 1902
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 3, 1850
DEATHDATE: May 24, 1902
HEADSTONE: see #90-g/CHARLIE ADAMS
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: ornate granite shaft,urn/ADAMS
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear side
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, CHAR
LOTNUM: 090 -g
NAME: Charlie Adams
YEAR: 1902
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/ivy/CHARLIEADAMS
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: #90-e/Charles W.S. Adams
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, CLAR
LOTNUM: 090 -e
NAME: Clara A. Holt
YEAR: 1900
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 29, 1827 Temple
DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1900
HEADSTONE: see #90-c/C.A.H.A.
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: ornate granite shaft,urn/ADAMS
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: widow of Thomas Adams/born Temple N.H./front with Thomas Adams
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, CLAR
LOTNUM: 090 -c
NAME: C.A.H.A.
YEAR: 1900
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: rounded/granite
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: see #90-e/Clara A. Holt Adams
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 158 -b
NAME: Elizabeth H. Adams
YEAR: 1908
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1822
DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/ADAMS
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Abiel C., Willie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 191 -c
NAME: Eliza Jane Bush
YEAR: 1837
AGE: 74yrs,4mo,23dy
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1837
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Eliza Ann/daughter of Benj. & Eliza Ann Adams
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, ELIZ                     LOTNUM:   191  -c
NAME: Eliza Ann                         YEAR: 1852        AGE:  17yrs, & 5mo.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 25, 1852
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850                       COND: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Eliza Ann/daughter of Benj. & Eliza Ann Adams
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, ELIZ                     LOTNUM:   191  -c
NAME: Eliza Ann                         YEAR: 1849        AGE:  30
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 18, 1835
HEADSTONE: #191-d/E.A.A.                            COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850                       COND: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Benjamin his wife, Adaline his wife, Lucilla E. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, ELLA                     LOTNUM:   191  -c
NAME: Ella Elizabeth                    YEAR: 1849        AGE:  2yrs & 24d.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 24, 1849
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850                       COND: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with infant son/children of Benj. & Adaline Adams
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, EMMA                     LOTNUM:   090  -f
NAME: Emma Adams                        YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/ivy design                COND: chip on low left front of base
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, E.LIZ                     LOTNUM:   191  -d
NAME: E.A.A.                            YEAR: 1835        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/small              COND: sunken/leaning/lichen/mower
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #191-c/Eliza Ann                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   ADAMS, JOHN                     LOTNUM:   102  -a
NAME: John R. Adams, Esq.               YEAR: 1848        AGE:  50
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 16, 1848
HEADSTONE: marble/tall rounded shaft/urn at top  COND: good/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: B. Day  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Graduated at Harvard Univ. 1818

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN  LOTNUM: 192 -c
NAME: J.Q.A.  YEAR: 1850  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/flat  COND: out of ground/lichen/mower
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #192-b/John Quincy Adams  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN  LOTNUM: 192 -b
NAME: John Quincy Adams  YEAR: 1850  AGE: 49yrs,3mos,21d
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: April 1, 1850
HEADSTONE: #192-c/J.Q.A.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: marble/fairly tall/"crown top"  COND: lichen, reg. & black
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with William Henry Adams

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOSI  LOTNUM: 192 -b
NAME: Josiah Francis Adams  YEAR: 1842  AGE: 44mos, 11dys
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: marble/fairly tall/"crown top"  COND: lichen, reg. & black
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:children of William & Sarah S. Adams/with Sarah Elizabeth

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, LUCI  LOTNUM: 191 -c
NAME: Lucilla E.  YEAR: 1882  AGE: 66
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: April 8, 1882
HEADSTONE: #191-a/L.E.A.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/1850  COND: corner cracks mid part/lichen
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side with Benjamin his wife, Eliza Jane his wife, Adaline his wife

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, LUCI  LOTNUM: 191 -a
NAME: L.E.A.  YEAR: 1882  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/small  COND: out of gr/mower scratch/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #191-c/Lucilla E.  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SARA  LOTNUM: 192 -b
NAME: Sarah Elizabeth Adams  YEAR: 1838  AGE: 4mos, 11dys
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 19, 1838
DEATHDATE: Aug. 19, 1838

HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble/fairly tall/"crown top" COND: lichen, reg. & black
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: children of William & Sarah S. Adams/with John Francis Adams

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SOLO
LOTNUM: 089 -a
NAME: Solomon Adams
YEAR: 1850 AGE: 54
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Nov. 20, 1850
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: very ornate marble obelisk COND: good/some lichen
MAKER: B. Day VERSE: yes
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, THOM
LOTNUM: 090 -e
NAME: Thomas J. Adams
YEAR: 1881 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 4, 1805 DEATHDATE: Dec. 11, 1881
HEADSTONE: #90-d/T.J.H. COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: ornate granite shaft, urn/ADAMS COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Clara A. Holt his widow

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, THOM
LOTNUM: 090 -d
NAME: T.J.H.
YEAR: 1881 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/T.J.H. COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #90-e/Thomas Adams COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL
LOTNUM: 158 -b
NAME: Willie Adams
YEAR: 1932 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1850 DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/ADAMS COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Abiel C., Elizabeth H.

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL
LOTNUM: 192 -a
NAME: W.A.
YEAR: 1851 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: upright marble rectangle COND: mower scrapes/black lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #192-b/Capt. William Adams JR. COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL
LOTNUM: 192 -d
NAME: W.H.A.
YEAR: 1845 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/flat
COND: loose/mower
scratches/lichen

FOOTSTONE: COND:

MONUMENT: #192-b/William Henry Adams COND:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: with John Quincy Adams

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL LOTNUM: 192 -b
NAME: William Henry Adams YEAR: 1845 AGE: 21
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 4, 1845
HEADSTONE: #192-d/W.H.A. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble/fairly tall/"crown top" COND: lichen, reg. & black
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: front: with John Quincy Adams

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL LOTNUM: 192 -b
NAME: Capt. William Adams Jr. YEAR: 1851 AGE: 60
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: March 12, 1851
HEADSTONE: #192-a/W.A. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble/fairly tall/"crown top" COND: lichen, reg. & black
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: right side

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ALLEN, SARA LOTNUM: 235 -a
NAME: Sarah Adams YEAR: 1898 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mch. 9, 1808 DEATHDATE: Nov. 1, 1898
HEADSTONE: granite COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: widow of Charles H. Allen, M.D.

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ANDERSON, JOHN LOTNUM: 349 -a
NAME: John C. Anderson YEAR: 1914 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1868 DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: granite/curved/Masonic/ANDERSON COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ANGEL, WILL LOTNUM: 151 -b
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 8, 1847
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: broken in 2/flatt on gr/chip
FOOTSTONE: marble/W.H.A. COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: APPLEBEE, HENR LOTNUM: 205 -a
NAME: Henry YEAR: 1850 AGE: 5yrs,6mos,4days
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 19, 1850
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: very poor/v. bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: I. H. ?  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Alpheus & Emaline Applebee/Parker 1906 list: AEt 5 yrs. 6 mos. & 4 days

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ARMITAGE, ANN  LOTNUM: 207A -a
NAME: Annie  YEAR: 1955  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864  DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE  COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Joseph Francis/Arthur, Arthur F. Lorraine Smith

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ARMITAGE, JOSE  LOTNUM: 207A -a
NAME: Joseph Francis  YEAR: 1955  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1863  DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE  COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Annie/Arthur, Arthur F. Lorraine Smith

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ASMUS, ESTH  LOTNUM: 062 -e
NAME: Esther Almira Dunn  YEAR: 1881  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 11, 18??  DEATHDATE: Aug. 25, 1881
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/WIFE  COND: bad acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of John H. M. Asmus/P.H. Parker notes of 1906 says b. Mar. 11, 1827

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ASMUS, JOHN  LOTNUM: 062 -d
NAME: John H. M. Asmus  YEAR: 1889  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 3, 1833 Hamburg  DEATHDATE: Aug. 6, 1889
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/HUSBAND  COND: much lichen, acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Born in Hamburg, Germany

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ASMUS, MARI  LOTNUM: 062 -f
NAME: Marie H. Catherina  YEAR: 1874  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 19, 1806 Lubec  DEATHDATE: May 2, 1874
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/MOTHER  COND: lichen/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Phillip Asmus/Born in Lubec, Germany

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: ATWOOD, CHAR  LOTNUM: 207 -a
NAME: Charles E.  YEAR: 1934  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875  DEATHDATE: 1934
ALPHNAME:   ATWOOD, JENN                    LOTNUM:   207  -a
NAME: Jennie A.                         YEAR: 1951        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876                       DEATHDATE: 1951
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/pink granite/FARROW/ATWOOD        COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Jennie/Samuel Farrow, his wife Lillian
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   AUSTIN, DANI                    LOTNUM:   194  -d
NAME: Daniel F. Austin                  YEAR: 1882        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 16, 1807              DEATHDATE: Aug. 3, 1882
HEADSTONE: #194-a/HUSBAND                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: tall/pointed/granite/AUSTIN               COND: a little lichen just starting
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Martha his wife/right side:Daniel Henry
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   AUSTIN, DANI                    LOTNUM:   194  -c
NAME: Daniel H.                         YEAR: 1857        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 31, 1844              DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1857
HEADSTONE: marble,marble base/slanted               COND: tipped sl/offset onbase/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #194-d/DANIEL F. AUSTIN                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   AUSTIN, MART                    LOTNUM:   194  -d
NAME: Martha                            YEAR: 1893        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sep. 8, 1810              DEATHDATE: Dec. 31, 1893
HEADSTONE: #194-b/WIFE                           COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/pointed/AUSTIN COND: a little lichen just starting
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Daniel F. his wife/right: Daniel Henry
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: AUSTIN, MART
LOTNUM: 194 -b
NAME: Wife
YEAR: 1893
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/small COND: tipped left but firm/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #194-d/Martha
MAKER:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: AVILLA, JOSE
LOTNUM: 208 -d
NAME: Joseph A. Avilla
YEAR: 1854
AGE: 58yrs.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Mar. 1854
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: fair/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Mary A. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: AVILLA, JOSE
LOTNUM: 208 -c
NAME: Joseph A. Avilla
YEAR: 1881
AGE: 27yrs 2ms.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 1, 1881
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/J.A.A.
COND: large mower chip
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
COMMENT: VERSE: no
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: AVILLA, MARY
LOTNUM: 208 -d
NAME: Mary A.
YEAR: 1858
AGE: 29yrs. 1mo.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 1, 1858
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Joseph, his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BAGLEY, BARB
LOTNUM: 329 -a
NAME: Barbara E. Bagley
YEAR: 1988
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909
DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/KERSHAW BAGLEY/book,music
COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: music notes, G clef/with Samuel Kershaw, his wife, Mary A. E. Kershaw
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BAILEY, MARY
LOTNUM: 057 -a
NAME: Mary Ann
YEAR: 1856
AGE: 29yrs 6mos
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 16, 1856
HEADSTONE: Gothic pointed marble
COND: acid rain/lichen/poor repair
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of G. O. Bailey/Garside Granite 1997 fixed by cementing 2 pieces, 2 pins
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BALL, HARR LOTNUM: 263 -a
NAME: Harry Ball YEAR: 1943 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859 DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: gran./pointed/flowers,leaves/BALL MILLS COND: a little lichen, black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William & Jane Ball, Florence & Herman Mills, James Ball
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BALL, JAME LOTNUM: 263 -a
NAME: James Ball YEAR: 1954 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877 DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pointed granite block/BALL MILLS/flowers COND: a little lichen, black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Ball, his wife Jane, Harry Ball/Florence, Herman Mills
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BALL, WILL LOTNUM: 263 -a
NAME: William H. Ball YEAR: 1910 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856 DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pointed granite block/BALL MILLS/flowers COND: a little lichen, black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Jane Bailey his wife, James, Harry Ball/Florence, Herman Mills
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BALLINGER LOTNUM: 353 -b
NAME: none YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pinkgran./BALLINGER/Masonic symbol/flower COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BALLINGER, MARY LOTNUM: 357 -a
NAME: Mary A. YEAR: 1928 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865                      DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath with B/BALLINGER  COND: very good
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Wm. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BALLINGER, RAYM          LOTNUM: 353 -a
NAME: Raymond Ballinger            YEAR: 1973      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 7, 1897        DEATHDATE: May 10, 1973
HEADSTONE: bronze rectangle/flush/cross  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PVt US Army World War I
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BALLINGER, WILL          LOTNUM: 357 -a
NAME: Wm. Ballinger               YEAR: 1943      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862                  DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath with B/BALLINGER  COND: very good
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Mary A. his wife/Odd Fellows emblem, M.U.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BARKER, CHAR             LOTNUM: 034 -a
BIRTHDATE: April 6, 1853 Lowell  DEATHDATE: 1853 Lowell
HEADSTONE: rounded pointed marble/anchor  COND: acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: sandstone base/his grave outlined by 6 marble posts
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BARNES, W.E.             LOTNUM: 252 -a
NAME: W. E. Barnes                 YEAR: 1913      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                  DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers, leaves  COND: excellent
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with J.C.Nicholson, L.F.Kecy, their wife Elva Kecy
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BARTLETT, ANNA           LOTNUM: 228 -g
NAME: Anna Batchelder              YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1899                  DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/low/BARTLETT  COND: lichen
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clemantine, Rev. Ernest, Katherine
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BARTLETT, CLEM            LOTNUM: 228 -g
NAME: Clemantine Sheldon           YEAR: 1866      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866                  DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/low/BARTLETT   COND: lichen
MAKER:                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Anna, Rev. Ernest, Katherine
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BARTLETT, ERNE     LOTNUM: 228  -g
NAME: Rev. Ernest Clark Bartlett   YEAR: 1943   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865   DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/low/BARTLETT   COND: lichen
MAKER:                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Anna, Clemantine, Katherine
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BARTLETT, KATH     LOTNUM: 228  -g
NAME: Katherine Clark M.D.   YEAR: 1963   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906   DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/low/BARTLETT   COND: lichen
MAKER:                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clemantine, Rev. Ernest, Anna
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BARTON, FRAN     LOTNUM: 130  -d
NAME: Frank   YEAR: 1872   AGE: 16yrs & 5mos.
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: May 28, 1872
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded marble/granite base               COND: lichen/some acid
rain/loose
MAKER: Moran & Dutton, Lowell                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of James H. & Marinda P. Barton
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BARTON, HANNA     LOTNUM: 130  -a
NAME: Hannah M.   YEAR: 1849   AGE: 2yrs & 25days
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: April 19, 1849
HEADSTONE: pointed marble   FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
ALPHNAME: BARTON, JAME
LOTNUM: 130 -g
NAME: James H. Barton
YEAR: 1861
AGE: 47yrs, 6mos.
BIRTHDATE: July 17, 1861
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/granite base
COND: some acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Witherell
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BARTON, JOHN
LOTNUM: 130 -c
NAME: John W. Barton
YEAR: 1886
AGE: illegible
BIRTHDATE: May 12, 1886
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded marble, granite base
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George H., Mertie A.

ALPHNAME: BARTON, LUCI
LOTNUM: 130 -e
NAME: Lucien C.
YEAR: 1871
AGE: 16yrs, 1mo, 2d'y
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 12, 1871
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/granite base
COND: a bit acid rain & lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Moran & Dutton, Lowell
COMMENT: son of James H. & Marinda P. Barton/on same base as Marinda

ALPHNAME: BARTON, MARI
LOTNUM: 130 -f
NAME: Marinda P.
YEAR: 1871
AGE: 56yrs 4mos 10d
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 3, 1874
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/granite base
COND: acid rain, a bit lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Moran & Dutton Lowell
COMMENT: wife of James H. Barton/on same base as Lucien

ALPHNAME: BARTON, MERT
LOTNUM: 130 -c
NAME: Mertie A.
YEAR: 1888
AGE: illegible
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 18, 1888
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded marble/granite base
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of J.W. & A.M. Barton/with George H., John W.
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care  COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: BATCHELENDER on front/right side:with Orrin S. Batchelnder his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATCHELDER, ANN  LOTNUM: 228 -d
NAME: A.M.B.  YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low  COND: black lichen 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: #228-f/Ann Maria Swett  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATCHELDER, ORRI  LOTNUM: 228 -f
NAME: Orrin S. Batchelder  YEAR: 1897  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1828  DEATHDATE: 1897 
HEADSTONE: #228-e/Orrin S. Batchelder  COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care  COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: BATCHELENDER on front/right side:with his wife Ann Maria Swett
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATCHELDER, ORRI  LOTNUM: 228 -e
NAME: O.S.B.  YEAR: 1897  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1828  DEATHDATE: 1897 
HEADSTONE: #228-f/Orrin S. Batchelder  COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care  COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BEARCE, AUST  LOTNUM: 078 -c
NAME: Austin  YEAR: 1858  AGE: 6years & 1mo. 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 14, 1858 
HEADSTONE:  COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: marblestoneontallgranitepillar  COND: lichen/top appears broken
MAKER:  VERSE: yes 
COMMENT: eldest son of Elijah D. & Mary A. Bearce/front: with Florence
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BEARCE, ELIJ  LOTNUM: 078 -a
NAME: Elijah D. Bearce  YEAR: 1906  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 20, 1824  DEATHDATE: July 7, 1906 
HEADSTONE: double/rounded/marble/Odd Fellow 3 Rings  COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: a Brotherhood symbol, including 3 rings/with Mary Arvilla Howard wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BEARCE, FLOR  LOTNUM: 078 -c
NAME: Florence  YEAR: 1861  AGE: 2years1mo.5days 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 3, 1861 
HEADSTONE:  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 

MONUMENT: marblestone on tall granite pillar  COND: lichen/top appears broken
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: daughter of Elijah D. & Mary A. Bearce/V.R. say died Feb. 13, 1861

ALPHNAME: BEARCE, MARY  LOTNUM: 078 -a
NAME: Mary Arvilla Howard  YEAR: 1889  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 29, 1827  DEATHDATE: Feb. 11, 1889
HEADSTONE: double/marble/rounded  COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of E.D. Bearce

ALPHNAME: BEARCE, RUTH  LOTNUM: 086B -a
NAME: Ruth Smith Bearce  YEAR: 1913  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 6, 1854  DEATHDATE: Nov. 20, 1913
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: double/rounded marble  COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: widow of E.D. Bearce/with Charles P. Smith/rear: Harold & Ida May, children

ALPHNAME: BEAUREGARD?, FATHER  LOTNUM: 118 -d
NAME: Father  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block  COND: a little lichen/mower chip
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BEAUREGARD?, MOTH  LOTNUM: 118 -c
NAME: Mother  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block  COND: a little lichen/chip on base
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT:                           *************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BEEDE, MARG             LOTNUM: 239 -a
NAME: Margaret J. Beede            YEAR: 1903    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859                    DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy        COND: good/some lichen, base
& stone
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Theodore Weiler
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BELKNAP, ALBE           LOTNUM: 167 -a
NAME: Albert                          YEAR:        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: marble stone & base/ vine   COND: offgran.base, flat on
ground
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ruthie/too heavy to lift to see if writing on back
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BELKNAP, RUTH           LOTNUM: 167 -a
NAME: Ruthie                           YEAR:        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: marble stone & base/vine    COND: flat on gr./too heavy
to lift
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Albert
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BELLWOOD, BART          LOTNUM: 336 -a
NAME: Bartholomew Bellwood           YEAR: 1989    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906                    DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD    COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Mabel his wife, William, Eliza/Walton Shaw, Mary Shaw
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BELLWOOD, ELIZ          LOTNUM: 336 -a
NAME: Eliza T.                        YEAR: 1954    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                    DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD    COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with William his wife, Bartholomew, Mabel/Walton Shaw, Mary Shaw
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   BELLWOOD, MABE          LOTNUM: 336 -a
NAME: Mabel F.                        YEAR: 1984    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901                       DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE:               COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD  COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Bartholomew his wife, William, Eliza /Walton, Mary Shaw
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BELLWOOD, WILL                  LOTNUM:   336  -a
NAME: William Bellwood                  YEAR: 1957        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE:               COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD  COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Eliza his wife, Bartholomew, Mabel/Walton Shaw, Mary Shaw
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BENEST                          LOTNUM:   350  -a
NAME: Benest                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/BENEST           COND: very sunken
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT:               COND:
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT: probably a headstone for Clarence &/or Raymond Benest
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BENEST, ALIC                    LOTNUM:   350  -b
NAME: Alice A. Brake                    YEAR: 1956        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1956
HEADSTONE:               COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/BENEST, BRAKE/vines   COND: good
MAKER: Baretto Monument Co., Westford,Mass       VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clarence Benest his wife,Raymond Benest,Elisha Brake,wife MaryAnn,Philip
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BENEST, CLARENCE                LOTNUM:   350  -b
NAME: Clarence J. Benest                YEAR: 1933        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE:               COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/flowers/BENEST BRAKE COND: good
MAKER: Barretto Monuments Co.Westford,MASS       VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Alice, Raymond, Elisha Brake & wife Mary Ann, Philip Brake
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BENEST, RAYM                    LOTNUM:   350  -b
NAME: Raymond C. Benest                 YEAR: 1917        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908                       DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE:               COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/BENEST, BRAKE/vines   COND: good
MAKER: Baretto Monument Co., Westford,Mass       VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clarence Benest his wife Alice,Elisha Brake,his wife MaryAnn,Philip Brake
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BENGTS, JOSE                   LOTNUM:  283  -a
NAME:  Josef Bengts                      YEAR:  1928         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1903 Finland                DEATHDATE:  1928
HEADSTONE:  granite                     COND: good/black lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                     COND:
MONUMENT:                                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                                                                       
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BERNICK, HARM                   LOTNUM:  074  -a
NAME:  Harmones Berick                   YEAR:  1850         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1790 Germany               DEATHDATE: Jan. 13, 1850
HEADSTONE:  flat marble/marble base                  COND: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT:                                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: born in Germany,v.rec. say in Langdale but illeg.on stone/Parker says Cologne           
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BIGGS, JOHN                     LOTNUM:  098  -a
NAME:  John H. Biggs                     YEAR:  1924         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Nov. 7, 1844               DEATHDATE: Feb. 12, 1924
HEADSTONE:                                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:  rounded/pink granite/BIGGS                COND: excellent
MAKER:  F.M. Hadley                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Mary Belinda his wife 
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BIGGS, MARY                     LOTNUM:  098  -a
NAME:  Mary Belinda Ferrin               YEAR:  1934         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Oct. 1839                  DEATHDATE: Mar. 8, 1934
HEADSTONE:                                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:  rounded/pink granite/BIGGS                COND: excellent
MAKER:  F.M. Hadley                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with John H. Biggs his wife
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BIRD, CHAR                      LOTNUM:  093  -d
NAME:  Charles T. Bird                   YEAR:  1857         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Jan. 18, 1813              DEATHDATE: Sept. 4, 1857
HEADSTONE:  see #93-b/FATHER                     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                       COND:
MONUMENT:  tall granite column/BIRD              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: center: BIRD/with Sarah his wife, L. W. Bird
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BIRD, CHAR                      LOTNUM:  093  -b
NAME:  Father                           YEAR:  1857         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  slanted granite block                     COND: good but tipped to left
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT:  see #93-d/Charles T. Bird             COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                                                                       
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:  BIRD, CORR                     LOTNUM:  081  -c
NAME: Corrie Maria Bird       YEAR: 1854        AGE: 1yr.2mos.9dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Feb. 15, 1854
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/ granite base    COND: v.bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                               COND: 
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: much of information guessed after seeing vital records/V.R. Feb. 17, 1854
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   BIRD, L.W.                      LOTNUM:   093  -d
NAME: L.W. Bird                         YEAR: 1933        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1843                       DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD                  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: center: BIRD/ with Charles T., Sarah H. Bird
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   BIRD, MARY                      LOTNUM:   081  -a
NAME: Mary Frances                      YEAR: 1849        AGE: 1yr.5mos.16dys.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 21, 1849
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/ granite base              COND: bad acid rain/leans sl.forward
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of Henry M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   BIRD, MYRO                      LOTNUM:   081  -d
NAME: Myron                             YEAR: 1862        AGE: 11mos. & 9dy
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 18, 1862
HEADSTONE: pointed marble               COND: broken in 2/on ground
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Henry M. & Sarah A. Bird/broken between Sept. 1993 & May 1994/was lean.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   BIRD, OLIVE                     LOTNUM:   081  -b
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 4, 1850
HEADSTONE: pointed marble               COND: part of marble base in front
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/O.C.B.                       COND: flat on ground
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Henry M. Bird
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   BIRD, SARA                      LOTNUM:   093  -d
NAME: Sarah H. Sheldon                  YEAR: 1850        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: July 4, 1817               DEATHDATE: Mar. 26, 1900
HEADSTONE: see #93-a/MOTHER            COND: 
FOOTSTONE: no                          COND: 
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD                  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: center: BIRD/ with Charles T. his wife, L.W. Bird
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BIRD, SARA                      LOTNUM: 093  -a
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1850        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted granite block       COND: good but tipped to left 
FOOTSTONE:                              COND: 
MONUMENT: see #93-d/Sarah H. Sheldon   COND: 
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, BETS                  LOTNUM: 099B -a
NAME: Betsy B.                          YEAR: 1895        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1817                       DEATHDATE: 18 95
HEADSTONE:                            COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                            COND: 
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/BLODGETT COND: good/tilted sl. left 
MAKER:                                VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Frederic W. his wife, Frederic F., his wife Lizzie H. 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, FRED                  LOTNUM: 099B -a
NAME: Frederic W.                       YEAR: 1901        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1814                       DEATHDATE: 19 01
HEADSTONE:                            COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                            COND: 
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/BLODGETT COND: good/tilted sl. left 
MAKER:                                VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Betsy B. his wife, Frederic F., Lizzie H. his wife 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, FRED                  LOTNUM: 099B -a
NAME: Frederic F.                       YEAR: 1914        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1843                       DEATHDATE: 19 14
HEADSTONE:                            COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                            COND: 
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/BLODGETT COND: good/tilted sl. left 
MAKER:                                VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with his wife Lizzie H., Frederic W., his wife Betsy B. 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, FRED                  LOTNUM: 286  -b
NAME: Fred J.                           YEAR: 1920        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1867                       DEATHDATE: 19 20
HEADSTONE: granrectangle/almost flush/BLODGETT/vine COND: good/chips on corners 
FOOTSTONE:                            COND: 
MONUMENT:                            COND: 
MAKER:                                VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Lena G. 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, GEOR                  LOTNUM: 136  -b
NAME: George Warren                     YEAR: 1877        AGE: 11yrs, 7mos. 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 24, 1877 
HEADSTONE: marble on granite/GEORGIE     COND: stone sl.offset on base,firm 
FOOTSTONE:                              COND: 
MONUMENT:                              COND: 
MAKER:                                 VERSE: yes 
COMMENT: son of J.W. & H.M. Blodgett/bad lichen 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, HARR                  LOTNUM: 136  -a
NAME: Harriett M. Blodgett  YEAR: 1915  AGE: 76yrs
BIRTHDATE:                     DEATHDATE: June 20th 1915
HEADSTONE: marble on granite/WIFE  COND: bad lichen/tipped but firm
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                         COND:
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, J.W  LOTNUM: 136 -c
BIRTHDATE:                     DEATHDATE: July 14th 1868
HEADSTONE: marble/My Husband/oak leaves  COND: bad acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                         COND: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: How slender all the fondest ties  That bind us to a world like this
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, LENA  LOTNUM: 286 -b
NAME: Lena G.  YEAR: 1957  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875  DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE: granrectangle/almost flush/BLODGETT/vine  COND: good/chips on corners
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                         COND:
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Fred J.
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLODGETT, LIZZ  LOTNUM: 099B -a
NAME: Lizzie H.  YEAR: 1889  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840  DEATHDATE: 1889
HEADSTONE: wide/curved/granite/BLODGETT  COND: good/tilted sl. left
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                         COND: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Frederic F.his wife,Frederic W.,his wife Betsy B./"new"stone, see memo
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD  LOTNUM: 020 -a
NAME: Benjamin Jr???  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                     DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/BLODGETT  COND: good/tilted sl. left
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: 3 pieces of slate in gr, left of Eliza, are they her husb. Benjamin, Jr/? no vr
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, ADA  LOTNUM: 189 -c
NAME: Ada  YEAR: 1849  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                     DEATHDATE: 1849
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted  COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                         COND:
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Sarah M., Charles A. Blood
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, BENJ  LOTNUM: 121 -c
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Jan. 26, 1860
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/ granite base        COND: bad acid rain/ lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: 
MAKER: B. Nichols Lowell                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
***************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BLOOD, BETS                     LOTNUM:   190  -b
NAME: Betsey                            YEAR: 1872        AGE: 73yrs, 3mos.
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Jan. 6, 1872
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/ 3 dim. flower & leaves  COND: leaning forward badly/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: 
MAKER:                                      VERSE: no
***************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BLOOD, CALE                     LOTNUM:   121  -a
NAME: Caleb Blood                       YEAR: 1856        AGE: 70ys 6mos
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Nov. 12, 1856
HEADSTONE: marble/drapes/finger up           COND: bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: marble/C.B.                        MONUMENT: 
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: red sandstone base/V.R.Age 40, b.Tyngsboro but not listed there/erected by wife
***************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BLOOD, CARR                     LOTNUM:   190  -c
NAME: Carrie M. Blood                   YEAR: 1927        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: lt. gray granite
FOOTSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Francis, Harriet, Hattie
***************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BLOOD, CHAR                     LOTNUM:   189  -c
NAME: Charles A. Blood                  YEAR: 1903        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted            COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah M.Blood, Ada
***************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BLOOD, CHAR                     LOTNUM:   190  -a
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Jan. 6, 1864
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                  COND: fallen off base/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                                      MONUMENT: 
MAKER: Andrews (& Wheeler) Lowell                VERSE: no
COMMENT: probably Masonic emblem/Wheeler of "maker" illegible/V.R. age 72y, 8mo
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, CHAR
LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Charles C. Blood
YEAR: 1906
BIRTHDATE: 1853
DEATHDATE: 1906
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted
COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, CLAR
LOTNUM: 123 -f
NAME: Clara, infant
YEAR: 1867
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Aug. 11, 1867
HEADSTONE: marble block
COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Nathaniel Blood
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, EDWA
LOTNUM: 189 -d
NAME: Edward B. Blood
YEAR: 1921
BIRTHDATE: 1852
DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted
COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 020 -b
NAME: Eliza D.
YEAR: 1890
AGE: 76yr,10mos,6dys
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: June 1, 1890
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/vine
COND: fault line/mower chips
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Benjamin Blood, Jr.
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, FRAN
LOTNUM: 190 -c
NAME: Francis A. Blood
YEAR: 1875
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: 1875
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite block
COND: good/minor lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Harriet his wife, Hattie, Carrie M.
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, HARR
LOTNUM: 190 -c
NAME: Harriet J. Butterick
YEAR: 1922
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: 1875
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: lt. gray granite
COND: good, a little lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Francis, Hattie, Carrie
********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, HATT
LOTNUM: 190 -c
NAME: Hattie F. Blood
YEAR: 1875
BIRTHDATE: 1868
DEATHDATE: 1875
HEADSTONE: lt. gray granite                          COND: good, a little lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Francis, Harriet, Carrie
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, HENRY                     LOTNUM: 123  -c
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 18, 1860              DEATHDATE: Feb. 4, 1915
HEADSTONE: marble block/HENRY                       COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: inscription on back
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, IRA                      LOTNUM: 189  -a
NAME: Ira A. Blood                      YEAR: 1910        AGE: 148
BIRTHDATE: 1850                       DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted                     COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Mary Emma Blood
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, MARY                     LOTNUM: 121  -b
NAME: Mary T.                           YEAR: 1854        AGE: 156
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 4, 1854
HEADSTONE: marble,pointed                           COND: broken in 2 but mended/bad acid drain
FOOTSTONE: marble/M.T.B.                            COND: flat on ground
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Benjamin Blood/stone somewhat sunk en
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, MARY                     LOTNUM: 189  -a
NAME: Mary Emma Blood                   YEAR: 1937        AGE: 146
BIRTHDATE: 1851                       DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted                     COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Ira A. Blood
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, NATH                     LOTNUM: 123  -f
NAME: Nathaniel Blood                   YEAR: 1867        AGE: 80
BIRTHDATE: March 6, 1809             DEATHDATE: April 26, 1867
HEADSTONE: marble block/FATHER                      COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clara, infant
ALPHNAME: BLOOD, SARAH                    LOTNUM: 123  -e
NAME: Sarah L.                          YEAR: 1902        AGE: 79
BIRTHDATE: 1824                       DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE: marble block/MOTHER                      COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 

ALPHNAME: BLOOD, SARA
LOTNUM: 189 -c
NAME: Sarah M. Blood
YEAR: 1894
BIRTHDATE: 1825
DEATHDATE: 1894
HEADSTONE: pink granite/slanted
COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Nathaniel Blood/inscription on back

ALPHNAME: BLOOD, WILLARD N.
LOTNUM: 123 -d
NAME: Willard N. Blood
YEAR: 1857
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 5, 1833
DEATHDATE: Dec. 7, 1857
HEADSTONE: marble block/WILLARD
COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: inscription on back

ALPHNAME: BOIES, ABBI
LOTNUM: 135 -a
NAME: Abbie Jane Shattuck (V.R.)
YEAR: 1921
BIRTHDATE: 1837
DEATHDATE: Feb. 8, 1921 (V.R.)
HEADSTONE: slanted granite/A.J.BOIES/WIFE
COND: firm but not straight on base
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: dates & name from Chelmsford vital records/with husband

ALPHNAME: BOIES, CNDR
LOTNUM: 135 -a
NAME: Andrew J. Boies (V.R.)
YEAR: 1921
BIRTHDATE: 1837
DEATHDATE: June 7, 1921 (V.R.)
HEADSTONE: slanted granite/HUSBAND/A.J.BOIS
COND: firm but not straight on base
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: dates & name from Chelmsford vital records/with his wife

ALPHNAME: BOSWORTH, HENR
LOTNUM: 170A -a
NAME: Henry M. Bosworth
YEAR: 1884
BIRTHDATE: 1852
DEATHDATE: 1884
HEADSTONE: marble block/MARTYN
COND: tipped forward but firm
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BRADSHAW, SHER
LOTNUM: 208 -g
NAME: Sherwood
YEAR: 1849
AGE: 6 yrs. vital rec
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: June 17, 1849 vit.rec
HEADSTONE: flat marble
COND: poor/broken, on ground/ac.rain
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRAKE, ELIS          LOTNUM: 350  -b
NAME: Elisha J. Brake            YEAR: 1934          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869                     DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/BENEST, BRAKE/vines   COND: good
MAKER: Baretto Monument Co., Westford,Mass          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Mary Ann,Clarence Benest,his wife Alice,Philip
  Brake,Raymond Ben
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRAKE, MARY          LOTNUM: 350  -b
NAME: Mary Ann Henwood          YEAR: 1931          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857                     DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/BENEST, BRAKE/vines   COND: good
MAKER: Baretto Monument Co., Westford,Mass          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elisha Benest his wife,Clarence Benest,his wife Alice,Philip
  Brake,Raymon
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRAKE, PHIL          LOTNUM: 350  -b
NAME: Philip W. Brake            YEAR: 1958          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1881                     DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded red granite/BENEST, BRAKE/vines   COND: good
MAKER: Baretto Monument Co., Westford,Mass          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elisha Benest his wife Mary Ann,Clarence Benest,his wife Alice,Philip
  Brake,Raymond Ben
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRIDGEFORD, A. M      LOTNUM: 321  -b
NAME: E. Mae                        YEAR: 1975          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1889                     DEATHDATE: 1975
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/flower basket/BRIDGFORD   COND: a little lichen on
  base
MAKER:                                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with John A., Barbara A., Ernest W. his wife
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRIDGEFORD, BARB       LOTNUM: 321  -b
NAME: Barbara A.                   YEAR: 1943          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                     DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/flower basket/BRIDGFORD   COND: a little lichen on
  base
MAKER:                                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with John A. his wife, Ernest W., E. Mae
ALPHNAME: BRIDGEFORD, ERNE                LOTNUM: 321  -a
NAME: Ernest W. Bridgford               YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 24, 1880 DEATHDATE: April 26, 1967
HEADSTONE: metal rectangle/almost flush/cement base COND: sod beg. to encroach
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #321-b/Ernest W. Bridgford COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts Sgt 14 Engineers World War I
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRIDGEFORD, ERNE                LOTNUM: 321  -b
NAME: Ernest W. Bridgford               YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1880 DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE: #321-a/Ernest W. Bridgford COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/flower basket/BRIDGFORD COND: a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with John B., Barbara A., E. Mae his wife
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRIDGEFORD, JOHN                LOTNUM: 321  -b
NAME: John B. Bridgford                 YEAR: 1935        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856 DEATHDATE: 1935
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/flower basket/BRIDGFORD COND: a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Barbara A. his wife, Ernest W., E. Mae
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRIGGS, AMEL                    LOTNUM: 155  -d
NAME: Amelia R. Briggs                  YEAR: 1916        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1837 DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: gray marble/flat/MOTHER COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BRITTON, JARE                   LOTNUM: 058  -a
NAME: Jared B. Britton                  YEAR: 1860        AGE: 66yrs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 11, 1860
HEADSTONE: fancy granite/pointed COND: fair/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BROWN, AGNE                     LOTNUM: 339  -a
NAME: Agnes Vernon                      YEAR: 1930        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906 DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: brn granite/slant.block/Odd F.ring/BROWN COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: daughter with William, his wife Jean, David, Agnes Vernon
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BROWN, ALLE
LOTNUM: 143 -a
NAME: Allen Hoyt Brown
YEAR: 1874
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1810
DEATHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE: granite/blocklike/WEAVER
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/blocklike/WEAVER
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel Weaver, Maria Weaver, Fred Weaver, Ruth Brown, Joseph Warren Weaver

ALPHNAME: BROWN, CHAR
LOTNUM: 324 -a
NAME: Chas. W. Brown
YEAR: 1924
AGE: 82 yrs, 7 dys.
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 10, 1924
DEATHDATE: Aug. 10, 1924
HEADSTONE: rounded/inset design
COND: sunken/much lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: U.S. Navy only inscription. VR: husband of Jesse Noble

ALPHNAME: BROWN, DAVI
LOTNUM: 339 -a
NAME: David
YEAR: 1941
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1904
DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: brn granite/slant.block/Odd F.ring/BROWN
COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: son with William, wife Jean, daughter Agnes, Agnes Vernon

ALPHNAME: BROWN, JEAN
LOTNUM: 339 -a
NAME: Jean Vernon
YEAR: 1937
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874
DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: brn granite/slant.block/Odd F.ring/BROWN
COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William his wife, daughter Agnes, son David, mMother Agnes Vernon

ALPHNAME: BROWN, NELL
LOTNUM: 324 -b
NAME: Nellie A.
YEAR: 1906
AGE: 62 yrs.
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 20, 1906
DEATHDATE: Mar. 20, 1906
HEADSTONE: fancy granite/3 dim. flower, leaves
COND: black lichen covers letters
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of C. W. Brown

ALPHNAME: BROWN, RUTH
LOTNUM: 143 -a
NAME: Ruth Lovering Brown
YEAR: 1881
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1811
DEATHDATE: 1881
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/blocklike/WEAVER
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel Weaver, Maria Weaver, Fred Weaver, Allen Brown, Joseph Warren Weaver
ALPHNAME: BROWN, WILL LOTNUM: 339 -a
NAME: William Brown YEAR: 1955 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866 DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: brn granite/slant.block/Odd F.ring/BROWN COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Jean Vernon his wife, daughter Agnes, son David, Agnes Vernon mother

ALPHNAME: BUCHANAN, GRAC LOTNUM: 334 -b
NAME: Grace M. YEAR: 1958 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867 DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flower&leaf spray/BUCHANAN COND: excellent but lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James his wife, Margaret, Mildred Buchanan, Elizabeth Guerin

ALPHNAME: BUCHANAN, JAME LOTNUM: 334 -b
NAME: James Buchanan YEAR: 1941 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869 DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flower&leaf spray/BUCHANAN COND: excellent but lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Grace, Margaret Buchanan, Elizabeth Guerin

ALPHNAME: BUCHANAN, MARG LOTNUM: 334 -b
NAME: Margaret Buchanan YEAR: 1990 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906 DEATHDATE: 1990
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flower&leaf spray/BUCHANAN COND: excellent but lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James, Mildred, Grace Buchanan, Elizabeth Guerin

ALPHNAME: BUCHANAN, MILD LOTNUM: 334 -a
NAME: Buchanan YEAR: 1915 AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangular block/BUCHANAN COND: some lichen on top/sunken
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #334-b/Mildred G. Buchanan COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: cemetery records say Mildred is in this grave

ALPHNAME: BUCHANAN, MILD LOTNUM: 334 -b
NAME: Mildred G. Buchanan YEAR: 1915 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898 DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE: #334-a/Buchanan COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flower&leaf spray/BUCHANAN COND: excellent but lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James, Grace, Margaret Buchanan, Elizabeth Guerin

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BUNTEL                          LOTNUM: 338 -a
NAME: no name                           YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:                   HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE: COND: good
MONUMENT: COND:                        MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: no inscription/may be an lot entrance stone or a child not in vital
                     records
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BUNTEL, C.                 LOTNUM: 338 -c
NAME: C. Buntel                         YEAR: 1904        AGE: 4mos, 22dys VR
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sept. 2, 1904 VR
HEADSTONE: granite block                    COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:                          MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Vital records: Chester A. d. Sept. 2, 1904, age 4 mos. 22 dys
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BUNTEL, JENN              LOTNUM: 180 -a
NAME: Jennie Buntel                     YEAR: 1919        AGE: 12 yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sept. 16, 1919
HEADSTONE: granite/block                COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:                          MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BUNTEL, SHIR              LOTNUM: 290B -a
NAME: Shirley Stevens                   YEAR: 1988        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912                       DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE:                             COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/cross/flowers,leaves/BUNTEL COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BUNTEL, T.                LOTNUM: 338 -b
NAME: T. Buntel                         YEAR: 1920        AGE: 20y, 18dys VR
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 26, 1920 VR
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted                  COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:                          MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: may be Roy T., listed with cemetery, or a child not in vital records
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BURGESS, CARR             LOTNUM: 072 -a
NAME: Little Carrie                     YEAR: 1849        AGE: } 15mos.
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: May 27, 1849
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble forward       COND: lichen/tipped sl.
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:                          MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James C. Burgess
*************************************************** ************************
                ALPHNAME: BURGESS, CLAR             LOTNUM: 166 -a
NAME: Clara A.                          YEAR: 1935        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1859                       DEATHDATE: 1935
HEADSTONE: granite block               COND: tipped sl. to left
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of George and Hannah Burgess

*******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   BURGESS, GEOR                   LOTNUM:   166  -b
NAME: George C. Burgess                 YEAR: 1865        AGE: 57 yrs & 1mo.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 11, 1865
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded               COND: bad acid rain/mower chips
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Hannah Ridings his wife
*******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   BURGESS, HANN                   LOTNUM:   166  -b
NAME: Hannah Ridings                    YEAR: 1865        AGE: 30 yrs 1mo.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: April 9, 1865
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded               COND: bad acid rain, mower chips
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with George C. Burgess his wife
*******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   BURGESS, JAME                   LOTNUM:   072  -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 26, 1860
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble               COND: lichen/tipped sl. forward
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Little Carrie
*******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   BURGESS, SUSU                   LOTNUM:   072  -b
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Feb. 19, 1890
HEADSTONE: rounded marble               COND: lichen/some acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of J.C. Burgess
*******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   BURGESS, SUSU                   LOTNUM:   072  -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: March 9, 1869
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/flower/SUSIE  COND: lichen/acid rain on flower
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BURLINGAME LOTNUM: 315 -a
NAME: YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/slanted/DURANT BURLINGAME COND: mower chips
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BURNHAM, FANN LOTNUM: 117 -a
NAME: Fannie C. Burnham YEAR: 1933 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 12, 1863 DEATHDATE: Sept. 20, 1933
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted COND: good except 2 chips
MAKER: C. Wheeler VERSE: mo
COMMENT: with Roswell, his wife Nellie S., his wife Ida M., Frank R. Burnham
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BURNHAM, FRAN LOTNUM: 117 -a
NAME: Frank R. Burnham YEAR: 1907 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 9, 1848 DEATHDATE: Feb. 17, 1907
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted COND: good except 2 chips
MAKER: C. Wheeler VERSE: mo
COMMENT: with Roswell, his wife Nellie S., his wife Ida M., Fannie C.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BURNHAM, IDA LOTNUM: 117 -a
NAME: Ida M. YEAR: 1932 AGE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted COND: good except 2 chips
MAKER: C. Wheeler VERSE: mo
COMMENT: with Roswell, his wife Nellie S., Frank R., Fannie C.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BURNHAM, ROSW LOTNUM: 117 -a
NAME: Roswell S. Burnham YEAR: 1904 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 16, 1821 DEATHDATE: Oct. 27, 1904
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/vine&leaf COND: 2 chips
MAKER: C. Wheeler VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Nellie his wife, Ida M. his wife, Frank R., Fannie C.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BUTTERFIELD, ABBI LOTNUM: 114 -b
NAME: Abbie B. Butterfield YEAR: 1941 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879                         DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/ornate/BUTTERFIELD                COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, his wife Hannah F. their daughter, Mary Grace/ Benjamin McMurphy
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, C. FR
LOTNUM:   222  -a
NAME: Frank
YEAR: 1932
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/FRANK                    COND: chips
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #222-e/C. Frank Butterfield               COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with N. Lorraine Butterfield, front: Luther Sargent, his wife Ada
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, C.FR
LOTNUM:   222  -e
NAME: C. Frank Butterfield
YEAR: 1932
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 12, 1867
DEATHDATE: Sept. 3, 1932
HEADSTONE: #222-a/Frank
COND: chips
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/fancy S/SARGENT                    COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with N. Lorraine Butterfield, front: Luther Sargent, his wife Ada
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, GENE
LOTNUM:   222  -f
NAME: Geneva H. Butterfield/Baby
YEAR: 1923
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1923
DEATHDATE: 1923
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/BABY                      COND: lichen/acid rain starting/chip
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           VERSE: no
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, HANN
LOTNUM:   114  -b
NAME: Hannah F. Sleeper
YEAR: 1899
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842
DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/ornate/BUTTERFIELD                COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John his wife, Mary Grace daughter, Abbie B. Butterfield Benjamin McMurphy
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, JOHN
LOTNUM:   114  -b
NAME: John H. Butterfield
YEAR: 1897
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1837
DEATHDATE: 1897
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/ornate/BUTTERFIELD                COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Hannah his wife, Mary Grace daughter, Abbie B. Butterfield Benjamin McMurphy
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BUTTERFIELD, MARY
LOTNUM:   114  -a
NAME: Mary Grace
YEAR: 1881
AGE:
HEADSTONE: granite/scroll on tree trunk, 3 dimens.  COND: good/some black lichen
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER:                      VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Joseph Buttery/V.R. Lucy A. Buttery
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BYAM, AMOS                     LOTNUM:   033  -d
NAME: Dea. Amos Byam            YEAR: 1851        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 31, 1851
HEADSTONE: pointed marble         COND: broken off/stuck
                    ingr.bycorner
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER:                      VERSE: no
COMMENT: Parker 1906 list: age 70 yrs. & 6 mos./protecting stones cover inform.
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BYAM, EUNI                      LOTNUM:   033  -b
NAME: Eunice A. Gregory            YEAR: 1845        AGE: 26 yrs. & 9 mos.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 22, 1845
HEADSTONE: flat marble              COND: a little
                  lichen/leaning sl.
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell          VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Rufus Byam
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BYAM, RUFU                      LOTNUM:   033  -a
NAME: Rufus G.                    YEAR: 1845        AGE: 2 days
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 17, 1845
HEADSTONE: flat marble              COND: a little
                  lichen/leaning sl.
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER: T. Warren                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Infant son of Rufus & Eunice A.G. Byam
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   BYAM, RUFU                      LOTNUM:   033  -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 2, 1845
HEADSTONE: flat marble              COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Married Nov. 15, 1831
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   COCHRAN, LYDI                  LOTNUM:   031  -d
NAME: Lydia S. Cochran              YEAR: 1879        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 10, 1805            DEATHDATE: Mar. 17, 1879
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/MOTHER    COND: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT:                  COND:
MAKER:                      VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Married Nov. 15, 1831
*********************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   CAMPBELL, C. W.                 LOTNUM:   071  -b
NAME: C. W. Campbell                YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: bad acid rain/some lichen

FOOTSTONE:
COND:

MONUMENT:
COND:

MAKER:
VERSE: no

COMMENT: Co. K, 32D Mass. INF.

*****************************************************

ALPHNAME: CARLL, MATI
LOTNUM: 036 -a

NAME: Matilda A. Nolte
YEAR: 1908
AGE:

BIRTHDATE: Dec. 25, 1837
DEATHDATE: June 7, 1908

HEADSTONE:
COND:

FOOTSTONE:
COND:

MONUMENT: point.marbleoranateshaft/NOLTE
COND: blacklichen/acidrain/toploose

MAKER:
VERSE: no

COMMENT: wife of Henry Carll/rear with Catherine M. Syffermann

*****************************************************

ALPHNAME: CARLSSON, MONI
LOTNUM: 276A -a

NAME: Monika A. Carlsson
YEAR: 1922
AGE:

BIRTHDATE: May 4, 1893 Sweden
DEATHDATE: Sept 20, 1922

HEADSTONE: beige granite block/slants to back
COND: tips back/chips on top

FOOTSTONE:
COND:

MONUMENT:
COND:

MAKER:
VERSE: no

COMMENT: Born in Sweden

*****************************************************

ALPHNAME: CARLTON, PHEB
LOTNUM: 100 -f

NAME: Phebe M.
YEAR: 1879
AGE:

BIRTHDATE: April 9,1833 ME.
DEATHDATE: July 29, 1879

HEADSTONE: curved/marble/PHEBE
COND: fair/acid rain/lichen

FOOTSTONE:
COND:

MONUMENT: #100-f/Phebe M.
COND:

MAKER:
VERSE: no

COMMENT: front: with Phineas his wife/born in Otisfield, ME.

*****************************************************

ALPHNAME: CARLTON, PHIN
LOTNUM: 100 -d

NAME: Phineas H. Carlton
YEAR: 1878
AGE:

BIRTHDATE: May 16, 1824 Rumney, NH
DEATHDATE: Jan. 15, 1878

HEADSTONE: curved/marble/PHINEAS
COND:

FOOTSTONE:
COND:

MONUMENT: tall/pointed/granite/CARLTON
COND: excellent

MAKER:
VERSE: no

COMMENT: front: with Phebe his wife

*****************************************************

ALPHNAME: CARLTON, PHIN
LOTNUM: 100 -e

NAME: Phineas H. Carlton
YEAR: 1878
AGE:

BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:

HEADSTONE: curved/marble/PHINEAS
COND: fair/tipped/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #100-f/Phineas H. Carlton COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, GERT
NAME: Gertrude M.
BIRTHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/leaves & design/CARR MORRILL COND: chip, lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Richard B. Carr his wife, John B. Morrill, his wife Ida

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, HELE
NAME: Helen Haywood
BIRTHDATE: 1896
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: fancygranblock/flowers,vine/HAYWOOD CARR COND: some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John J. his wife, J. Quincy Haywood, his wife Ada

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, JOHN
NAME: John J. Carr
BIRTHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: fancygranblock/flowers,vine/HAYWOOD CARR COND: some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Helen, J. Quincy Haywood, his wife Ada

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, JOSE
NAME: Joseph
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 29, 1847
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: on ground, on back/large chips
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/J.C. COND: on ground/needs reset
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Samuel & Maria Carr

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, MARI
NAME: Maria
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Dec. 31, 1863
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/flowers COND: fair/lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: rounded marble/M.C. COND: out of ground/against stone
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Samuel Carr

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CARR, RICHARD
NAME: Richard B. Carr
BIRTHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite/leaves & design/CARR MORRILL  COND: chip, lichen on base
MAKER: CARR MORRILL  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gertrude M. his wife, John B. Morrill, his wife Ida

ALPHNAME: CARRICK, DONA  LOTNUM: 296 -a
NAME: Donald M. Carrick  YEAR: 1936  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858  DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE: red granite almost square/lilies, leaves  COND: good/some black lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, AUGU  LOTNUM: 053 -d
NAME: Augusta A.  YEAR: 1879  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1827  DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1879
HEADSTONE: steep pointed/marble/book  COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Loammi Chamberlain

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, CHES  LOTNUM: 053 -a
NAME: C. L. Chamberlain  YEAR: 1920  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 25, 1852  DEATHDATE: May 21, 1920
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/thick/gran.base  COND: good/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER: Gumb Brothers  VERSE: no
COMMENT: CHESTER on top

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, ELBR  LOTNUM: 056 -b
NAME: Elbridge F. Chamberlin  YEAR: 1869  AGE: 6y's 9m's
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 16, 1869
HEADSTONE: fancy marble/EBBIE  COND: broken off, on its back
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of G.E. & L.W. Chamberlin/base behind Lydia

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, GEOR  LOTNUM: 056 -a
NAME: George E. Chamberlin  YEAR: 1885  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1826  DEATHDATE: 1885
HEADSTONE: rounded granite  COND: some lichen/lean.back slightly
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Louvicey W. Chamberlin/Parker 1906 list: d. Dec. 31, 1885, b. Sept. 30, 1826

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, ISAA  LOTNUM: 003 -a
NAME: Isaac A. Chamberlin  YEAR: 1896  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 15, 1827  DEATHDATE: Sept. 8, 1896
HEADSTONE: shist/rounded  COND: badsplitin2/broken left bottom
FOOTSTONE:

***************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, LOAM
LOTNUM: 053 -e
NAME: Loammi Chamberlain
YEAR: 1901
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 1, 1813
DEATHDATE: Sept. 16, 1901
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/HUSBAND
COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, LOUV
LOTNUM: 056 -a
NAME: Louvicey W. Chamberlin
YEAR: 1914
BIRTHDATE: 1839
DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: rounded granite
COND: some lichen/leaning sl. back
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MAKER: Witherell Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George E. Chamberlin

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, LYDI
LOTNUM: 056 -c
NAME: Lydia E. Chamberlin
YEAR: 1867
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 20, 1867
DEATHDATE: April 3, 1865
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: broken in 2/on ground face up
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MAKER: Witherell Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, MARI
LOTNUM: 128 -b
NAME: Maria Chamberlin
YEAR: 1932
BIRTHDATE: 1845
DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE: granite block/concrete base
COND: front good/rear lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MAKER: Witherell Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of Robert B. Chamberlin jr. & Elizabeth Johnson

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, MARI
LOTNUM: 053 -c
NAME: Maria O. Chamberlain
YEAR: 1900
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 10, 1817
DEATHDATE: May 13, 1900
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/WIFE
COND: lichen/some moss on base
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER: Gumb Brothers                             VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Loammi Chamberlain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHAMBERLAIN, ROBE               LOTNUM:   128  -a
NAME: Robert B. Chamberlin              YEAR: 1902        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1816                       DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/Masonic/CHAMBERLIN          COND: good/chip left front
corner
MAKER: C. Wheeler Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: CHAMBERLIN/with Susan W.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHAMBERLAIN, ROBE               LOTNUM:   053  -b
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 29, 1919
HEADSTONE: rounded/granite/BABY                     COND: acid rain on top/some
lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of A.B. & H.M. Chamberlain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHAMBERLAIN, SUSA               LOTNUM:   128  -a
NAME: Susan W. Chamberlin               YEAR: 1904        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1824                       DEATHDATE: 1904
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/Masonic/CHAMBERLIN          COND: good/chip on front
left corner
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Robert B.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHAMBERLIN, ROBT                LOTNUM:   056  -e
NAME: Robert B. Chamberlin              YEAR: 1857        AGE: 73
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 21, 1857
HEADSTONE: pointed/marble                           COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHANDLER, AMAS                  LOTNUM:   244  -a
NAME: Amasa O. Chandler                 YEAR: 1893        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: infant
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red-brown granite/open book/CHANDLER      COND: good/some reg. & black
lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: v.r.d. July 10, 1893, age 22 days/with Bert, Edith, Edna
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   CHANDLER, BERT                  LOTNUM:   244  -a
NAME: Bert W. Chandler                   YEAR: 1947        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                       DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: red-brown granite/open book/CHANDLER COND: good/some reg. & black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic emblem/with Edith, Edna A., Amasa O.Chandler (infant)
ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, EDIT LOTNUM: 244 -a
NAME: Edith G. Chase YEAR: 1916 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871 DEATHDATE: 1916
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Bert, Edith G. (Chase), Amasa O. Chandler
ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, EDNA LOTNUM: 244 -a
NAME: Edna A. Knowlton YEAR: 1944 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878 DEATHDATE: 1944 (4/19, Lowellvz)
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Bert, Edith G. (Chase), Amasa O. Chandler
ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, FRAN LOTNUM: 269 -a
NAME: Frances Ingalls YEAR: 1929 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1843 DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block/CHANDLER/leaves, flowers COND: v.good except chip top base rt
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Warren, Willie Chandler
ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, WARR LOTNUM: 269 -a
NAME: Warren Chandler YEAR: 1929 AGE:
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block/CHANDLER/leaves, flowers COND: v.good except chip top base rt
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Francis Ingalls, Willie Chandler
ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, WILL LOTNUM: 269 -a
NAME: Willie Chandler YEAR: 1899 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 20, 1879 DEATHDATE: June 20, 1899
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block/CHANDLER/leaves, flowers COND: v.good except chip top base rt
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Warren Chandler, Francis Ingalls
ALPHNAME: CHARTERS, JAME LOTNUM: 042 -a
NAME: James Charters                     YEAR: 1872        AGE: 51yrs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 25, 1872
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble              COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:                         MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                         COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHARTERS, JAME               LOTNUM:   042  -e
NAME: James H.                         YEAR: 1865        AGE: 6yrs, 6mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 15, 1865
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed             COND: lichen/recent mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: COND:                        MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                        COMMENT: with John/children of J. & M. Charters
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHARTERS, JOHN               LOTNUM:   042  -e
NAME: John                              YEAR: 1861        AGE: 12yrs, 5mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 29, 1861
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed               COND: lichen/recent mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: COND:                        MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                        COMMENT: with James H./children of J. & M. Charters
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHARTERS, MARG               LOTNUM:   042  -b
NAME: Margaret Charters                YEAR: 1904        AGE: 1830 1904
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1830 1904
HEADSTONE: low rectangle/granite/MOTHER COND: some black lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:                        MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                        COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHARTERS, WILL                LOTNUM:   042  -c
NAME: William M. Charters               YEAR: 1897        AGE: 46y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1897
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble on granite base COND: some bl.lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: COND:                        MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                        COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHASE, ALFR                   LOTNUM:   208  -h
NAME: Alfred K.                         YEAR: 1846        AGE: 1yr. 5 mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 12, 1846
HEADSTONE: sl.pointed/marble            COND: poor/broken/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:                        MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                        COMMENT: son of L.W.Chase
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHOATE, HANNA                 LOTNUM:   147  -a
NAME: Hannah J.                         YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845                  DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                         COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/GRAY,CHOATE  COND: good, lichen just beginning
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Alberthis wife, Marcia, Charles F. Gray

ALPHNAME: CHOATE, MARC              LOTNUM: 147 -a
NAME: Marcia Philbrick             YEAR: 1874        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1844                  DEATHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE:                        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                         COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/GRAY,CHOATE  COND: good, lichen just beginning
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Alberthis wife, Hannah J., Charles F. Gray

ALPHNAME: CLARK                    LOTNUM: 193 -a
NAME: Abbie Frances               YEAR: 1849        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1849           DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1865
HEADSTONE: fancy marble/drooping leaves  COND: acid rain/lichen, reg. & blk.
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                        COND:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of David P. & Eliza J. Clark/(illegible) their infant children

ALPHNAME: CLARK, ABBI              LOTNUM: 193 -b
NAME: Abbie Frances               YEAR: 1849        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1849           DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1865
HEADSTONE: fancy marble/drooping leaves  COND: acid rain/lichen, reg. & blk.
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                        COND:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of David P. & Eliza J. Clark/(illegible) their infant children

ALPHNAME: CLARK, BENJ               LOTNUM: 091 -f
NAME: Rev. Benj. F. Clark          YEAR: 1879        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 23, 1808 N.H.         DEATHDATE: May 28, 1879
HEADSTONE: see #91-e/FATHER        COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite       COND: excellent
MAKER:                            VERSE: yes

ALPHNAME: CLARK, BENJ               LOTNUM: 091 -e
NAME: Father                      YEAR: 1879        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted         COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: see #91-f/Rev. Benj. F. Clark   COND:
MAKER:                            VERSE: no
COMMENT:
CLARK, EDWA
NAME: Edward A.
YEAR: 1846
AGE: 6yr's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 2, 1846
HEADSTONE: flatmarble/doublebasew.Frances
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Carlos C. & Emily G.

FRAN
NAME: Frances M.
YEAR: 1841
AGE: 3yr's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 7, 1841
HEADSTONE: flat marble/doublebasew.Edward
FOOTSTONE: marble/F.M.C.
MONUMENT:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of Carlos C. & Emily G. Clark

FRAN
NAME: Francelia B.
YEAR: 1867
AGE: 21yr's, 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 7, 1867
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/drapery cords
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER: E. Cass & Co.
VERSE: no
COMMENT: adopted daughter of Carlos C. & Emily G. CLARKE

FRAN
NAME: Francelia O.
YEAR: 1858
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Apr. 15, 1858
HEADSTONE: see #91-a/FRANCELIA
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Mary Ella/children of BF & MA Clark

FRAN
NAME: Francelia
YEAR: 1858
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: see #91-f/FRANCELIA
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

HENR
NAME: Henry D.
YEAR: 1844
AGE: 2yrs & 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 18, 1844
HEADSTONE: marble/flat
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of David & Harriett Clark

JOHN
NAME: John
YEAR: 1846
AGE: 6yr's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 2, 1846
HEADSTONE: flatmarble/doublebasew.Frances
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Carlos C. & Emily G.
NAME: John Clark   YEAR: 1911   AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 5, 1838   DEATHDATE: June 30, 1911
HEADSTONE: see #91-h/JOHN   COND: 
FOOTSTONE:   COND: 
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite   COND: excellent 
MAKER:   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: rear with his wife Marion

ALPHNAME:   CLARK, JOHN   LOTNUM:   091  -h
NAME: John   YEAR: 1911   AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite/JOHN   COND: excellent 
FOOTSTONE:   COND: 
MONUMENT: see #91-f/John Clark   COND: 
MAKER:   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: double stone with Marion

ALPHNAME:   CLARK, JULI   LOTNUM:   091  -f
NAME: Julia A.   YEAR: 1889   AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 28, 1816   DEATHDATE: Feb. 4, 1889
HEADSTONE: see #91-c/JULIA   COND: 
FOOTSTONE:   COND: 
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite   COND: excellent 
MAKER:   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: wife of Rev. B.F. Clark/right side with Mehetabel A.

ALPHNAME:   CLARK, MARION   LOTNUM:   091  -g
NAME: Marion A. McLane   YEAR: 1935   AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: May 24, 1854   DEATHDATE: July 31, 1935
HEADSTONE: see #91-g/MARION   COND: 
FOOTSTONE:   COND: 
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite   COND: excellent 
MAKER:   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: rear with John Clark, his wife

ALPHNAME:   CLARK, MARY   LOTNUM:   038  -a
NAME: Mary Jane   YEAR: 1848   AGE: 2yrs & 7 mos. 
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite/MARY   COND: excellent 
FOOTSTONE:   COND: 
MONUMENT: see #91-f/Marion A. McLane   COND: 
MAKER:   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: double stone with John Clark

ALPHNAME:   CLARK, MARY
HEADSTONE: flat, marble back, 1" under ground/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Dau. of David & Harriet Clark
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLARK, MARY LOTNUM: 091 -f
NAME: Mary Ella YEAR: 1849 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 11, 1847 DEATHDATE: July 17, 1849
HEADSTONE: see #91-b/MARY COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Francelia/children of BF & MA Clark
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLARK, MARY LOTNUM: 091 -b
NAME: Mary YEAR: 1849 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/MARY COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #91-f/Mary Ella COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLARK, MEHE LOTNUM: 091 -f
NAME: Mehetabel A. YEAR: 1853 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 29, 1806 DEATHDATE: June 16, 1853
HEADSTONE: see #91-d/MOTHER COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall shaft/granite COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Rev. B.F. Clark/right side with Julia A.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLARK, MEHE LOTNUM: 091 -d
NAME: Mother YEAR: 1853 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #91-f/Mehetabel A. COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLAUSSON LOTNUM: 276 -a
NAME: Clausson YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flat/granite rectangle/cross/CLAUSSON COND: some lichen/sod
encroaching
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: probably Ada Claussen, according to cem. list/d. 2/9/1940, age
59yrs/7mos 2dys
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CLAUSSON, ERNE LOTNUM: 276 -b
NAME: Ernest Claussen YEAR: 1943 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 6, 1874 DEATHDATE: March 8, 1948
ALPHNAME: COBURN, BETS
LOTNUM: 139 -d
NAME: Betsey C.
YEAR: 1900
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 4, 1828
DEATHDATE: Feb. 10, 1900
HEADSTONE: double with 139-e/graniteblock
COND: mower chip at rear
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of James Coburn

ALPHNAME: COBURN, ELLA
LOTNUM: 139 -c
NAME: Ella J.
YEAR: 1858
AGE: 7 3mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Dec. 5, 1858
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: leaning/sunken/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of J. B. & Betsey C. Coburn

ALPHNAME: COBURN, GEOR
LOTNUM: 139 -b
NAME: George W.
YEAR: 1856
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: June 25, 1856
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: 3dimen.gone/badacidr/lean/sunk
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of James B. & Betsey Coburn/has been reset

ALPHNAME: COBURN, IDA
LOTNUM: 139 -a
NAME: Ida D.
YEAR: 1855
AGE: 7ms. & 21ds.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Aug.6th, 1855
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: bad acid/rain/lichen/sunken
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of J.B. & Betsey Coburn/verse underground

ALPHNAME: COBURN, JAME
LOTNUM: 139 -e
NAME: James B. Coburn
YEAR: 1892
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1819
DEATHDATE: Oct. 10, 1892
HEADSTONE: double with 139-D/graniteblock
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: COCHRAN, DEBO
LOTNUM: 231 -a
NAME: Deborah J.
YEAR: 1903
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841
DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:                  COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/HOWARD                      COND: good
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Annie, Maud Howard/William Cochran his wife

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COCHRAN, ELLE       LOTNUM:   031 -b
NAME: Ellen L. Cochran            YEAR: 1893     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1832                  DEATHDATE: 1893
HEADSTONE: marble/stone base    COND: lichen covered/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT:                        COND:
MAKER:                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: 

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COCHRAN, OSCA        LOTNUM:   031 -e
NAME: Oscar A.D.                YEAR: 1844     AGE: 1yr & 10 mo.
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: Sept. 22, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat marble/flower   COND: v. bad acid rain, lichen/mowerch
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT:                       COND:
MAKER:                          VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Wm. R. & Lydia Cochran/verse, much of dates illeg., much info from V.R.

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COCHRAN, WILL        LOTNUM:   031 -c
NAME: William K. Cochran         YEAR: 1878     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 10, 1806        DEATHDATE: Apr. 27, 1878
HEADSTONE: pointed marble       COND: rec. mower chip/tipped but firm
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT:                       COND:
MAKER:                          VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Married Nov. 15, 1831/His work is done

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COCHRAN, WILL        LOTNUM:   231 -a
NAME: William T. Cochran         YEAR: 1906     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: 1906
HEADSTONE:                       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/HOWARD   COND: good
MAKER:                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Annie, Maud Howard/Deborah his wife

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COOK, CLAR           LOTNUM:   234 -b
NAME: Clarence Herbert Cook     YEAR: 1936     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853                 DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE: rounded granite      COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT:                       COND:
MAKER:                          VERSE: yes
COMMENT: 

********************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:  COOK, JONA           LOTNUM:   234 -a
NAME: Rev. Jonathan B. Cook     YEAR: 1911     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 21, 1825        DEATHDATE: June 8, 1911
HEADSTONE: granite
COND: excellent except bad chip base
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah N.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: COOK, SARA
LOTNUM: 234 -a
NAME: Sarah N.
YEAR: 1899
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 18, 1824
DEATHDATE: Jan. 7, 1899
HEADSTONE: granite
COND: excellent except bad chip base
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Rev. J. B. Cook/on same stone with him
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: COOKSON, ESTH
LOTNUM: 018A -a
NAME: Esther
YEAR: 1962
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878
DEATHDATE: Dec. 11, 1962cem.rec
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: slanted pink granite/flower
COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Cookson/no death on stone, but date in cem. records
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: COOKSON, JOHN
LOTNUM: 018A -a
NAME: John Cookson
YEAR: 1953
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879
DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: slanted pink granite/flower
COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Esther
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: COOPER, GERA
LOTNUM: 356 -a
NAME: Gerard S. Cooper
YEAR: 1928
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1928
DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers
COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lizzie, Herbert Hopper/James, Edith Kiberd
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CORNELL, CHAR
LOTNUM: 248 -c
NAME: Charles M. Cornell
YEAR: 1913
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1844
DEATHDATE: Jan. 27, 1913
HEADSTONE: #248-a/FATHER
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/CORNELL/leaves
COND: mower chips/bl.lichen at rear
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CORNELL, CHAR
LOTNUM: 248 -a
NAME: Father
YEAR: 1913
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: curved granite/small/FATHER
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #248-c/Charles M. Cornell
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles M. Cornell his wife

ALPHNAME: CORNELL, SARA
LOTNUM: 248 -c
NAME: Sarah
YEAR: 1906
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1855
DEATHDATE: July 18, 1906
HEADSTONE: #248-b/MOTHER
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/CORNELL/leaves
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: CORNELL, SARA
LOTNUM: 248 -b
NAME: Mother
YEAR: 1906
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 1855
DEATHDATE: Jul. 18, 1906
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/small/MOTHER
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #248-c/Sarah
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Henry, his wife

ALPHNAME: CRESSY, LAUR
LOTNUM: 097 -a
NAME: Laura J. McIntire
YEAR: 1877
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 3, 1850
DEATHDATE: Aug. 21, 1877
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/leaves/LAURA
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #97-d/Laura J. McIntire
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Wife of John Y. Cressy

ALPHNAME: CROCKETT, HENR
LOTNUM: 318 -a
NAME: Henry C. Crockett
YEAR: 1913
BIRTHDATE: 1852
DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/CROCKETT/Masonic rings
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Mary S., his wife

ALPHNAME: CROCKETT, MARY
LOTNUM: 318 -a
NAME: Mary S.
YEAR: 1920
BIRTHDATE: 1857
DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/CROCKETT/Masonic rings
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Henry, his wife

ALPHNAME: CUMMINGS, ANNI
LOTNUM: 115 -b
NAME: Annie M. Cummings
YEAR: 1922
BIRTHDATE: 1857
DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/CROCKETT/Masonic rings
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Henry, his wife
ALPHNAME: CUMMINGS, CHAR
LOTNUM: 115 -b
NAME: Charles S. Cummings
YEAR: 1904
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1836
DEATHDATE: 1904
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite block/top slanted
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Charles S., Melvina P. Cummings
VERSE: no
COND: good

ALPHNAME: CUMMINGS, FRED
LOTNUM: 115 -a
NAME: Fred Cummings
YEAR: 1880
AGE: 19yrs & 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: June 6, 1880
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy/flowers&leaves
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
COMMENT: FRED/son of Charles & Vina Cummings
VERSE: no
COND: badacidrain/lichen/tippedback

ALPHNAME: CUMMINGS, MELV
LOTNUM: 115 -b
NAME: Melvina P. Cummings
YEAR: 1899
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1830
DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite block/top slanted
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Charles S., Annie M. Cummings
VERSE: no
COND: good

ALPHNAME: CUMMINGS, OLIV
LOTNUM: 083 -b
NAME: Oliver Cummings
YEAR: 1880
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 14, 1880
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
COMMENT: V.R.: d. March 14, 1879, age 79 yrs, 1 mo., 8 days
VERSE: no
COND: broken off/no base seen

ALPHNAME: CURTIS, MINN
LOTNUM: 260 -a
NAME: Minnie Day Curtis
YEAR: 1930
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864
DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: rectangular granite block/WORDEN/flowers
MAKER:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/rear with Francis Day/Charles, Dorothy Worden on front
VERSE: no
COND: black lichen/sunken

ALPHNAME: CUTLER, JOHN
LOTNUM: 042 -d
NAME: John S. Cutler
YEAR: 1942
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862
DEATHDATE: 1942
ALPHNAME:  CUTLER, LILY                  LOTNUM:   042  -d
NAME:    Lily M.                         YEAR: 1953       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1877                       DEATHDATE: 1953
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lily M. his wife/CUTLER on base

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIDSON, LUCY                  LOTNUM:   055  -b
NAME:    Lucy A. Davidson                  YEAR: 1892       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  June 5, 1809               DEATHDATE: Sept. 27, 1892
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:    FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   MONUMENT: double stone/rounded/red granite/MOTHER   COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Robert D. Davidson/William Henry on rear

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIDSON, ROBE                  LOTNUM:   055  -b
NAME:    Robert D. Davidson                YEAR: 1888       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  July 25, 1810              DEATHDATE: Nov. 6, 1888
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:    FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   MONUMENT: double stone/red granite/FATHER           COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Lucy A. Davidson/rear: son William Henry Davidson

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIDSON, Will                  LOTNUM:   055  -b
NAME:    William Henry Davidson            YEAR: 1862       AGE: 21 years
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 3, 1862/New Orleans
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: on rear side/only son of R.D.&L.A.Davidson/front: Lucy & Robert D.
Davidson

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIS, EDGAR                     LOTNUM:   182  -a
NAME:    Edgar A.                          YEAR: 1890       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1885                       DEATHDATE: 1890
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edwin Davis, his wife Emma, T. Richard Davis

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIS, EDWIN                     LOTNUM:   182  -a
NAME:    Edwin Davis                       YEAR: 1919       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1846                       DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:    FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: pink granite/rounded/DAVIS                     COND: excellent
MAKER:                                                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Emma his wife, Edgar, T. Richard Davis

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIS, EMMA                     LOTNUM:   182  -a
NAME: Emma M.                                YEAR: 1945        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860                               DEATHDATE: 1945
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: pink granite/rounded/DAVIS              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edwin Davis, his wife Emma, Edgar A.

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DAVIS, T. RIC                     LOTNUM:   182  -a
NAME: T. Richard Davis                        YEAR: 1963        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883                               DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: pink granite/rounded/DAVIS              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edwin Davis, his wife Emma, Edgar A.

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DAY, FRAN                       LOTNUM:   260  -a
NAME: Francis Day                             YEAR: 1919        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838                               DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rectangular granite block/WORDEN/flowers     COND: black lichen/sunken
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass       VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/rear with Minnie Day Curtis/Charles, Dorothy Worden on front

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DEAN, INA                       LOTNUM:   164  -c
NAME: Ina Pratt Dean                           YEAR: 1947        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 9, 1864                        DEATHDATE: Apr. 7, 1947
HEADSTONE: granite rectan./flush/Daughter      COND: sod encroaching/2 bad chips
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT:

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, ADA                  LOTNUM:   340  -a
NAME: Ada Swanwick                             YEAR: 1932        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878                               DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/rounded/flowers/DeCARTERET COND: good/a little black lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass       VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Alfred his wife

****************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, ALFR                 LOTNUM:   340  -a
NAME: Alfred DeCarteret                       YEAR: 1953        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874                               DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/rounded/flowers/Decarteret   COND: good/a little black lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass      VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ada Swanwick his wife
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, ANN            LOTNUM: 253 -a
NAME: Annie M.               YEAR: 1899       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872               DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: gran. block/fancy top/leaves/DECARTERET   COND: good
MAKER:       VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Reginald, Mary Ann, Arthur
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, ARTH           LOTNUM: 253 -a
NAME: Arthur                YEAR: 1954       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875               DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: gran. block/fancy top/leaves/DECARTERET   COND: good
MAKER:       VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Annie M., Reginald, Mary Ann
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, CLAR            LOTNUM: 065A -a
NAME: Clarence B. DeCarteret         YEAR: 1990       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903               DEATHDATE: July 13, 1990
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT:   COND: excellent
MAKER: Luz Brothers Inc, Lowell, Mass.      VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Ethel J., Clarence A. DeCarteret
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, CLAR            LOTNUM: 065A -a
NAME: Clarence A. DeCarteret         YEAR: 1990       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924               DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: curved/pinkwhite granite/vines/DECARTERET   COND: excellent
MAKER: Lutz Bros., Lowell, Mass.      VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Clarence B., Ethel J. DeCarteret
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, ETHE            LOTNUM: 065A -a
NAME: Ethel J. DeCarteret          YEAR: 1990       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903               DEATHDATE: Feb. 28, 1990
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: curved/pinkwhite granite/vines/DECARTERET   COND: excellent
MAKER: Lutz Brothers Inc, Lowell, Mass.      VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Clarence, Ethel J. DeCarteret
******************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DECARTERET, JOHN            LOTNUM: 254 -a
NAME: John Dumaresq Decarteret       YEAR: 1932       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 22, 1857            DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE:   COND:            FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/DECARTERET/MACHON/lilies   COND: black lichen/Perpetual Care
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with wife Mary Jane Ellis, & John Jr./Harriet & Theophilus Machon
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, JOHN   LOTNUM:   254  -a
NAME: John Decarteret Jr.      YEAR: 1947       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 9, 1873       DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE:                       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/DECARTERET/MACHON/lilies  COND: black lichen/Perpetual Care
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John D. Decarteret, wife Mary Jane Ellis /Harriet & Theophilus Machon
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, MARY   LOTNUM:   254  -a
NAME: Mary Jane Ellis           YEAR: 1900       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 9, 1866         DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:                       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/DECARTERET/MACHON/lilies  COND: black lichen/Perpetual Care
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of & with John D.Decarteret & with John Jr./Harriet & Theophilus Machon
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, MARY   LOTNUM:   253  -a
NAME: Mary Ann                   YEAR: 1944       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883                  DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE:                       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT: gran. block/fancy top/leaves/DECARTERET   COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Annie M., Reginald, Arthur
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DECARTERET, REGI    LOTNUM:   253  -a
NAME: Reginald                   YEAR: 1902       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902                  DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE:                       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT: gran. block/fancy top/leaves/DECARTERET   COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Annie M., Mary Ann, Arthur
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DELAHAYE, ELIA      LOTNUM:   326  -b
NAME: Elias F. Sr                YEAR: 1933       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864                  DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle                  COND: sod badly encroach./slantsdown
FOOTSTONE:                       COND:
MONUMENT:                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elias F. 3rd, Louisa
********************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DELAHAYE, ELIA      LOTNUM:   326  -b
NAME: Elias F. 3rd               YEAR: 1913       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1913                  DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush  COND: sod encroac.
badly/slants down
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elias F. Sr., Louisa

ALPHNAME:  DELAHAYE, Evel
LOTNUM:  327 -a
NAME: Evelyn M. DeLaHaye  YEAR: 1953  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 3, 1893  DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1953
HEADSTONE: gray granite/rounded  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: yes

ALPHNAME:  DELAHAYE, Loui
LOTNUM:  326 -b
NAME: Louisa  YEAR: 1919  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866  DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush  COND: sod encroac.
badly/slants down
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elias F. DeLaHaye 3rd, Elias F. DeLaHaye SR

ALPHNAME:  DELAHAYE?
LOTNUM:  326 -a
NAME: Father  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite log/FATHER  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: in DeLaHaye lot

ALPHNAME:  DEWHURST, Elsi
LOTNUM:  308 -a
NAME: Elsie Dewhurst  YEAR: 1935  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898  DEATHDATE: 1935
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/flower/cross/vine/JONES  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Theophilus, Emily, Annie Jones

ALPHNAME:  DEXTER, J.B.
LOTNUM:  331/2-a
NAME: J. Boyd Dexter  YEAR: 1958  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873  DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite/point/design  COND: good but a little black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: with Warren F. Prince, Mary Brown Prince

ALPHNAME:  DICKENSON, BLAN
LOTNUM:  317 -a
NAME: Blanch F.  YEAR: 1982  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896  DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross        COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT:                                      COND:
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Harold S.

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DICKENSON, HARO                   LOTNUM:   317  -a
NAME: Harold S.                                 YEAR: 1982        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894                             DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross        COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT:                                      COND:
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                        

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DILLINGHAM, LIZZ                   LOTNUM:   046  -a
NAME: Lizzie A.                                 YEAR: 1871        AGE: 30 yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                                     DEATHDATE: May 16, 1871
HEADSTONE: marble "stones"/openBible/ivy        COND: lichen/erosion
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT:                                      COND:
MAKER: Wheeler, Lowell                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of E.D. Dillingham and dau. of G.M. & Eva Ebert

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DIXON, ALBE                       LOTNUM:   267  -a
NAME: Albert R. Dixon                         YEAR: 1918        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865                             DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE:                                    COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                    COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/columns, designs       COND: good
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: Pertpetual Care/on rear side

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DIXON, EDGA                       LOTNUM:   333  -a
NAME: Edgar Dixon                              YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                             DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:                                    COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                    COND:
MONUMENT: granite double block/DIXON SMALL/flower COND: good
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Lena A., daughter Ethel McGee, Frank & Cecelia Small

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DIXON, EDGA                       LOTNUM:   333  -a
NAME: Edgar Dixon                              YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                             DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:                                    COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                    COND:
MONUMENT: granite double block/DIXON SMALL/flower COND: good
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Lena A., daughter Ethel McGee, Frank & Cecelia Small, Clark & Marie

***************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   DIXON, LENA                       LOTNUM:   333  -a
NAME: Lena A.                                  YEAR: 1950        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                             DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE:                                    COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                    COND:
MONUMENT: granite double block/DIXON SMALL/flower   COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edgar his wife, daughter Ethel McGee, Frank & Cecelia Small, Clark & Marie Dixon
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DIXON, MARIE                    LOTNUM:   333 -a
NAME: Marie                             YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912                       DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite double block/DIXON SMALL/flower   COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clark his wife, Edgar, Lena, Ethel McGee, Frank & Cecelia Small
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DONALDSON, GORD                 LOTNUM:   281B -a
NAME: Gordon Lewis Donaldson            YEAR: 1924        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 19, 1918             DEATHDATE: Dec. 16, 1924
HEADSTONE: granite/flat rectangle                   COND: good/black lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DOWNES, MAUD                    LOTNUM:   266  -b
NAME: Maude M. Downes                   YEAR: 1900        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882                       DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/POTTER                    COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: dau. of C.P. & L.P/with Annie, Charles/George is on rear of stone
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DRAKE, ANN                      LOTNUM:   059  -a
NAME: Ann M.                            YEAR: 1844        AGE: 1 mo. & 19 dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 25, 1844
HEADSTONE: pointed, marble                           COND: poor/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: flat, granite/S.D. A.M.D.                COND: flat in ground/in Lot 76
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: "mother and daughter" with mother, Sis Wyatt Drake
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DRAKE, SUSA                     LOTNUM:   059  -a
NAME: Sis Wyatt (Susanna - r.v)         YEAR: 1844        AGE: 26
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 24, 1844
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                           COND: poor/bad acid rain/verse illeg
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell                         VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Mother and daughter/with Ann M./wife of Nathaniel Drake Jr. (V.C.)
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DREW, LIZZ                       LOTNUM:  173 -c
NAME: Lizzie M. Drew                    YEAR: 1894        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 26, 1894
HEADSTONE: #173-b/Lizzie                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/tall pointed shaft/"P"   COND: excellent
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Angie Parker/dau.of Artemus & Lorinda Parker/designs rear,left
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DREW, LIZZ                      LOTNUM:   173  -b
NAME: Lizzie                            YEAR: 1894        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/small/rounded/LIZZIE   COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #173-c/Lizzie M. Drew           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUCKWORTH, GEOR                 LOTNUM:   277A -a
NAME: George                            YEAR: 1919        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 5, 1919               DEATHDATE: Jan. 23, 1919
HEADSTONE: curved granite                          COND: off of base/upright in dirt
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:  VERSE: yes
MAKER:                                           COMMENT: Son of George & Lillian M. Duckworth
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, AMEL                    LOTNUM:   133/8-m
NAME: Amelia R.                         YEAR: 1923        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 1, 1852               DEATHDATE: June 26, 1923
HEADSTONE: #133-f/AMELIA                COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite block/DUNCAN            COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/right with Fred his wife, Frank S.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, AUGU                    LOTNUM:   157  -a
NAME: Augustus E. Duncan                YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877                       DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/lilies/DUNCAN            COND: some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Daisy/front:Nathaniel, Frances
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, DAIS                    LOTNUM:   157  -a
NAME: Daisy Ripley Duncan               YEAR: 1955        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/lillies/DUNCAN            COND: some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Augustus/front:Nathaniel, Frances
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, FRAN                    LOTNUM:   157  -a
NAME: Frances M.                        YEAR: 1907        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 2, 1825              DEATHDATE: Aug. 6, 1907
HEADSTONE:                      MONUMENT: granite/fancy/lilies/DUNCAN
FOOTSTONE:                      COND: some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Nathaniel his wife/rear:Daisy, Augustus
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, FRAN                    LOTNUM:   133/8-m
NAME: Frank S. Duncan                   YEAR: 1880        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 30, 1874              DEATHDATE: Feb. 13, 1880
HEADSTONE: #138-e/FRANKIE                           MONUMENT: darkgraygraniteblock/DUNCAN
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/right with Fred, Amelia
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, FRED                    LOTNUM:   138  -e
NAME: Fred T. Duncan                    YEAR: 1917        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 8, 1850                DEATHDATE: May 12, 1917
HEADSTONE: #138-g/FRED                              MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Fred T. Duncan
FOOTSTONE:                                          VERSE: no
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/right with Amelia his his, Frank S.
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, FRED                    LOTNUM:   138  -g
NAME: Fred                              YEAR: 1917        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Granite
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/FRED                     MONUMENT: darkgraygraniteblock/DUNCAN
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: bad chip left rear
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   DUNCAN, NATH                    LOTNUM:   157  -a
NAME: Nathaniel J. Duncan               YEAR: 1906        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 29, 1824              DEATHDATE: July 14, 1906
HEADSTONE:                      MONUMENT: granite/fancy/DUNCAN/lilies
FOOTSTONE:                      COND: some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: on front with Frances his wife/rear:Daisy, Augustus
ALPHNAME: DUNCAN, female infant  LOTNUM: 138 -d
NAME:  
YEAR: 1903  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 10/29/1903 cem. rec.  DEATHDATE: 10/29/1903 cem. rec. 
HEADSTONE: no stone  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: information from cemetery record/stillborn

ALPHNAME: DUNCKLEE, C. Est.  LOTNUM: 323 -a 
NAME: C. Estelle Howard  YEAR: 1907  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: March 18, 1886  DEATHDATE: Sept 1, 1907 
HEADSTONE:  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy letters/DUNCKLEE/leaves  COND: very good 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Elmer R. Duncklee, wife

ALPHNAME: DUNCKLEE, ELME  LOTNUM: 323 -a
NAME: Elmer R. Duncklee  YEAR: 1885  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Jan. 6, 1885 
HEADSTONE:  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy letters/DUNKLEE/leaves  COND: very good 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with C. Estella Howard wife of Elmer

ALPHNAME: DUNN, ED  LOTNUM: 062 -c
NAME: Little Eddie  YEAR: 1861  AGE: 1 yrs. 6 mos. 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 10, 1861 
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: good/some lichen 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: son of Elbridge F. & Livonia Dunn/with Elbridge

ALPHNAME: DUNN, ELBR  LOTNUM: 062 -c
NAME: Elbridge F. Dunn  YEAR: 1862  AGE: 32 yrs. 6mos. 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 31, 1862 
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: good/some lichen 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Little Eddie

ALPHNAME: DUNN, ESTHER  LOTNUM: 062 -b
NAME: Esther W. Davis  YEAR: 1874  AGE: 7yrs. 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 2, 1874 
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/MOTHER  COND: lichen, bad acid rain/MOTHER 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: name hard to read/wife of John Dunn

ALPHNAME: DUNN, FRAN  LOTNUM: 134 -a
NAME: Frank L. Dunn                     YEAR: 1935        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 30, 1867                DEATHDATE: July 30, 1935
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: short obelisk/granite/pointed   COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: left side/Rest in Peace/front: DUNN
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DUNN, JAME                      LOTNUM: 134 -a
NAME: James D. Dunn                     YEAR: 1921        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 23, 1837                DEATHDATE: Oct. 31, 1921
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/short/granite   COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: DUNN/with wife Sarah J. Lamb/left: Frank L. Dunn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DUNN, JOHN                      LOTNUM: 062 -a
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Feb. 17, 1854
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/FATHER            COND: some lichen/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: inscription almost illegible.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DUNN, SARA                      LOTNUM: 134 -a
NAME: Sarah J. Lamb                     YEAR: 1885        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 4, 1840                DEATHDATE: Nov. 15, 1885
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: short obelisk/granite/pointed   COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: DUNN/with James D. Dunn wife/left: Frank J. Dunn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: DURANT                          LOTNUM: 315 -a
NAME: Durant                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/slanted/DURANT BURLINGAME COND: mower chips
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
**************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DURANT, ELIZ                      LOTNUM: 032 -c
NAME: Elizabeth C. M.                   YEAR: 1866        AGE: 38
BIRTHDATE: April 25 (probably)           DEATHDATE: April 25, 1906 (probably)
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/sandstone base  COND: broken in 2, top standing in gr
FOOTSTONE: marble/E.C.M.D.               COND: buried at lot 56
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: T. Warren VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Thomas Durant/Parker 1906 list: d. Apr. 25, 1850
**************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: DURANT, EMMA                      LOTNUM: 032 -a
NAME: Emma M.                            YEAR: 1868        AGE: 22yrs8mos9 mos.
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 17, 1868
HEADSTONE: fancy pointed marble/daffodil
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: 3" deep in ground/off granite base/wife of Geo. E. Durant/V.R. age 22-8-27

ALPHNAME: DURANT, THOM
LOTNUM: 032 -b
NAME: Thomas Durant
YEAR: 1898
AGE: 86
BIRTHDATE: 1811
DEATHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/GRANDFATHER
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: F. M. Hadley
COMMENT: with wife Hannah Jaques

ALPHNAME: DURGIN, AMMO
LOTNUM: 052 -b
NAME: Ammon R. Durgin
YEAR: 1866
AGE: 45
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 14, 1866
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/granite base
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with wife Hannah Jaques/wife of A. R. Durgin

ALPHNAME: DURGIN, BETS
LOTNUM: 050 -a
NAME: Betsey
YEAR: 1844
AGE: 59 yrs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 12, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat/marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: t. Warren, Lowell
COMMENT: Wife of Silas Durgin

ALPHNAME: DURGIN, DORA
LOTNUM: 052 -a
NAME: Little Dora
YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/flowers
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: reset behind sandstone base

ALPHNAME: DURGIN, HANNA
LOTNUM: 052 -b
NAME: Hannah Jaques
YEAR: 1855
AGE: 36
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 141, 1855
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Ammon R. Durgin/wife of A. R. Durgin

ALPHNAME: DURGIN, LOMI
LOTNUM: 151 -a
NAME: Lomira A.
YEAR: 1846
AGE: 72
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Dec. 23, 1846
HEADSTONE: flat marble/red sandstone base                                                   COND: small mower
chips/lichen begin
FOOTSTONE:                                        COND:
MONUMENT:                                        COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Joseph H. Durgin/VR died Dec. 3, 1846
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DURGIN, SILA                    LOTNUM:   050  -b
NAME: Silas Durgin                      YEAR: 1846        AGE:  62
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: May 14, 1846
HEADSTONE: flat/marble                          COND: small amount of lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                        COND:
MONUMENT:                                        COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: erected by his son Silas C.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DURGIN, WALL                    LOTNUM:   050  -c
NAME: Wallace W.                         YEAR: 1844        AGE:  3 mos.
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE: Feb. 6, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat/marble                          COND: leaning, firm/mower
scratches
FOOTSTONE:                                        COND:
MONUMENT:                                        COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Joseph B. & Mary B. Pierce
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON                          LOTNUM:   120  -h
NAME: Dutton                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                    DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/12ft. pointed obelisk/DUTTON      COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: no inscription except DUTTON
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, CHAR                    LOTNUM:   221  -b
NAME: Charles H. Dutton                 YEAR: 1909        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 25, 1833              DEATHDATE: Jan. 16, 1909
HEADSTONE: #221-a/Father                     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite/somewhat fancy block/DUTTON       COND: good/some lichen on
base
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Parker Dutton/front with wife Sophronia Oakes Lawrence
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, EMMA                    LOTNUM:   221  -a
NAME: Emma A. Fletcher                  YEAR: 1919        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 28, 1858              DEATHDATE: April 29, 1919
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                        COND:
MONUMENT: long granite block/EMMA-FATHER-MOTHER    COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: d. Haverstraw, N.Y./wife of Charles A Dutton Jr./on rear of stone
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, HENR                    LOTNUM:   120  -g
NAME: Henrietta M.                        YEAR: 1901        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 10, 1838               DEATHDATE: Dec. 28, 1901
HEADSTONE: gray square granite block        COND: mower chips
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of E.W.S. Dutton
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, LUCR        LOTNUM:   120  -b
NAME: Lucretia Sinclair          YEAR: 1882        AGE:
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/granite base        COND: sunken/some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Parker Dutton/b. New London, CT
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, LUCR        LOTNUM:   120  -e
NAME: Lucretia Williams           YEAR: 1848        AGE: 1y'r.
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: Mar. 1, 1843
HEADSTONE: pointed marble        COND: some lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of Parker & Lucretia B.Dutton
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, LUCR        LOTNUM:   120  -f
NAME: Lucretia Woodbridge         YEAR: 1839        AGE: t. 19y'rs
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: Feb. 5, 1839
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed         COND: some lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of Parker & Lucretia B. Dutton
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, MARI        LOTNUM:   120  -d
NAME: Maria E. Goodyear           YEAR: 1860        AGE: 29y'rs
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: Oct. 24, 1860
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed         COND: some lichen, ac. rain/mower chip
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of Parker & Lucretia B. Dutton
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, PARK        LOTNUM:   120  -a
NAME: Parker Dutton               YEAR: 1861        AGE: 64yrs, 8mos.
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: May 15, 1861
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/granite base        COND: sunken/some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                           COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   DUTTON, SOPH        LOTNUM:   221  -b
NAME: Sophronia Oakes Lawrence    YEAR: 1900        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 4, 1840          DEATHDATE: May 30,1900 Cohasset
HEADSTONE: #221-a/MOTHER  COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/somewhat fancy block/DUTTON  COND: good/some lichen on base
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: front with Charles H. Dutton, wife/rear: Emma Fletcher

ALPHNAME: DUTTON, STEP  LOTNUM: 120 -c
NAME: Stephen D.  YEAR: 1892  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 1, 1821  DEATHDATE: Jan. 19, 1892
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: sunken  
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT:  COND:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: son of Parker & Lucretia S. Dutton

ALPHNAME: EADIE, JEAN  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: Jeanie S. Eadie  YEAR: 1928  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1846  DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:  COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: Perpetual care/with George, Henry, Agnes, James, H. Eadie Mosher

ALPHNAME: EBERT, CHAR  LOTNUM: 037 -a
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: June 15, 1845
HEADSTONE:  COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT: marble/cross/EDDIE, CHARLIE  COND: fair/bad lichen, acid rain
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: son of G.M. & Louisa Ebert/with George E.

ALPHNAME: EBERT, FANN  LOTNUM: 046 -b
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 28, 1882
HEADSTONE: marble "box"/cross/FANNIE  COND: lichen/acid rain/tipped to rt.
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT:  COND:  
MAKER: A.R.H.  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: Dau. of G.M. & Louisa Ebert/lily missing from top of cross

ALPHNAME: EBERT, GEOR  LOTNUM: 037 -a
NAME: George E.  YEAR: 1848  AGE: 12yrs. 3mos.  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sep. 3, 1848
HEADSTONE:  COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  COND:  
MONUMENT: marble/ivy/cross/EDDIE, CHARLIE  COND: fair/bad lichen, acid rain
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: son of G.M. & Louisa Ebert/with Charles H.

ALPHNAME: EBERT, GEOR  LOTNUM: 046 -d
NAME: George M. Ebert                     YEAR: 1889        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 10, 1809              DEATHDATE: Mar. 10, 1889
HEADSTONE: marble "box"/FATHER         COND: loose on base/acid
rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                             COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: yes
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EBERT, KATE                     LOTNUM:   037  -c
NAME: Kate                              YEAR: 1870        AGE:  23yrs. 10mos.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1870
HEADSTONE: marble/granite base/lily, cross/KATE     COND: fair/acid rain on top
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of G.W. & Louisa Ebert

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EBERT, LOUI                     LOTNUM:   046  -c
NAME: Louisa Ebert                      YEAR: 1906        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 21, 1821              DEATHDATE: May 15, 1906
HEADSTONE: marble"box"/MOTHER                       COND: lichen/top eroded
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of George M. Ebert/ Born in Lowell

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EDMONSTONE, MARI                LOTNUM:   232  -a
NAME: Maria C. Edmonstone               YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1829                       DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers/MacKay                COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Stewart (1906), Sarah, Anna, Stewart (1947)

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, BENJ                   LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Benj. F.                          YEAR: 1860        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 17, 1857              DEATHDATE: May 6, 1860
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers     COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/left side/with Charles, Nathan F., children N.B.& S.R. Edwards

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, CHAR                   LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Charles                          YEAR: 1855        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 17, 1854              DEATHDATE: Sept. 25, 1855
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers     COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, FRED                   LOTNUM:   082  -d
BIRTHDATE:                          DEATHDATE: Aug. 31, 1861
HEADSTONE:                                 COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: marble/rectangle "box"           COND: acid rain/lichen
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Isaiah Edwards, his wife Harriet N., Harriet Edwards, Abbie Hall

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, GEOR             LOTNUM: 195 -a
NAME: George H.                         YEAR: 1849           AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 14, 1848                 DEATHDATE: Oct. 19, 1849
HEADSTONE:                                 COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers   COND: good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/right side/with Martha F., children of N.B. & M.H. Edwards

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, HARR              LOTNUM: 082 -d
NAME: Harriet N. Howard                  YEAR: 1893           AGE: 77yrs. 9mo.
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Apr. 2, 1893
HEADSTONE: #82-b/Mother                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: marble/rectangle "box"           COND: acid rain/lichen
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Isaiah his wife, Frederick, Harriet A. Edwards, Abbie Hall

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, HARR              LOTNUM: 082 -d
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: April 25, 1846
HEADSTONE:                                 COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: marble/rectangle "box"           COND: acid rain/lichen
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Isaiah Edwards, his wife Harriet N., Frederick Edwards, Abbie Hall

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, HARR              LOTNUM: 082 -b
NAME: Mother                              YEAR: 1893           AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/square "box"/granite base   COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: #82-d/Harriet N. Howard           COND:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Harriet N. his wife, Frederick, Harriet A. Edwards, Abbie H. Edwards Hall

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, ISAI               LOTNUM: 082 -d
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Nov. 2, 1859
HEADSTONE: #82-c/Father                   COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                 COND:
MONUMENT: marble/rectangle box              COND: acid rain/lichen
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Harriet N. his wife, Frederick, Harriet A. Edwards, Abbie H. Edwards Hall

ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, ISAI               LOTNUM: 082 -c
NAME: Father                              YEAR: 1859           AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble square "box"/granite base  COND: lichen/base almost sunken
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #82-d/Isaiah Edwards  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, MARI               LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Maria H. Fletcher  YEAR: 1851  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 29, 1819  DEATHDATE: May 26, 1851
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/right side/wife of N.B. Edwards/with George, Martha
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, MART               LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Martha F.  YEAR: 1850  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 20, 1850  DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1850
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/right side/with George, Martha child.of N.B. & M.H.Edwards/VR
d.Aug31
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, N.B.               LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: N. B. Edwards, M.D.  YEAR: 1893  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1820  DEATHDATE: June 12, 1893
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/EDWARDS/front side
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, NATH               LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Nathan F.  YEAR: 1869  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 1, 1860  DEATHDATE: Feb. 3, 1869
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: brick base/left side/with Charles, Benj. F., children N.B. & S.R. Edwards
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EDWARDS, SIBB               LOTNUM:   195  -a
NAME: Sibbyl R. Hutchins  YEAR: 1917  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite shaft/urn on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   EMERSON, CHAR                LOTNUM:   208  -f
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Mar. 9, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat marble  COND: fair/lichen/flat on ground
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: T. Warren  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Adopted son of Thomas & Betsy Saunders
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EMERY, JULI  LOTNUM: 073 -c
NAME: Julia A. Emery  YEAR: 1822  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 20, 1822  DEATHDATE: Feb. 20, 1907
HEADSTONE: marble, pinkspecks/block/JULIA  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EVANS, FRAN  LOTNUM: 093 -c
NAME: F.S.E.  YEAR: 1929  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1943  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/F.S.E  COND: good but sl. sunken
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: see #93-d/Franklin S. Evans  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EVANS, FRANK  LOTNUM: 093 -d
NAME: Franklin S. Evans  YEAR: 1929  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1843  DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: see #93-c/F.S.E.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side:EVANS/with his wife Lizzie, his sister Mary
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EVANS, LIZZ  LOTNUM: 093 -d
NAME: Lizzie H. Bird  YEAR: 1932  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1852  DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side:EVANS/with Franklin S. his wife, Mary E. Evans
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EVANS, MARY  LOTNUM: 093 -d
NAME: Mary E. Evans  YEAR: 1921  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849  DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE: see #93-f/MARY  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side:EVANS/with Franklin S. his sister, Lizzie H.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: EVANS, MARY  LOTNUM: 093 -f
NAME: MARY  YEAR: 1921  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
**MONUMENT:** see #91-d/Mary E. Evans
**COND:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:**

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARNHAM, MARY
**LOTNUM:** 177/8-a
**NAME:** Mary A. Willsteed
**YEAR:** 1901
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** Jan. 30, 1859
**DEATHDATE:** Mar. 20, 1901
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:** granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed
**COND:** white lichen/black stain
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** backchildren/wifeofE.E.Farnham/with Charles J.Willsteed,Sarah and Joseph Warley

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARR, LEVI
**LOTNUM:** 029 -c
**NAME:** Levi Farr
**YEAR:** 1876
**AGE:** 56yrs. & 7mos.
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:** Jan. 29, 1876
**HEADSTONE:** rounded marble with ears
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:**

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARR, MARY
**LOTNUM:** 029 -b
**NAME:** Mary
**YEAR:** 1873
**AGE:** 86yrs. 6mos.
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:** Aug. 22, 1873
**HEADSTONE:** round. marble with ears/flower
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** yes
**COMMENT:** wife of Levi Farr

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARROW, AMEL
**LOTNUM:** 285{ -a
**NAME:** Amelia M.
**YEAR:** 1949
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** 1873
**DEATHDATE:** 1949
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:** red gray granite/FARROW/flower,vine
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** with Charles his wife, his daughter Olive Lybrand

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARROW, ANGE
**LOTNUM:** 017 -a
**NAME:** Angelina
**YEAR:** 1907
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** 1874
**DEATHDATE:** 1907
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:** curved granite/FARROW
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** with Thomas, Mary, Verna, Joseph

*************************************************** ************************
**ALPHNAME:** FARROW, CHAR
**LOTNUM:** 285{ -a
**NAME:** Charles B.
**YEAR:** 1925
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** 1882
**DEATHDATE:** 1925
**HEADSTONE:**
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: red gray granite/FARROW/flower,vine COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Amelia his wife, his daughter Olive Lybrand
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, JOSE LOTNUM: 017 -a
NAME: Joseph E. YEAR: 1908 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872 DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite/FARROW COND: twisted but firm on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas, Mary, Verna, Angelina
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, LILL LOTNUM: 207 -a
NAME: Lillian C. YEAR: 1959 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874 DEATHDATE: 1959
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/pink granite/FARROW/ATWOOD COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel Farrow, his wife/Charles Atwood, his wife Jennie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, MARY LOTNUM: 017 -a
NAME: Mary A. YEAR: 1901 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842 DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite/FARROW COND: twisted but firm on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas, Verna, Angelina, Joseph
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, SAMU LOTNUM: 207 -a
NAME: Samuel T. YEAR: 1931 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871 DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/pink granite/FARROW/ATWOOD COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Lillian C. Farrow/Charles Atwood, his wife Jennie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, THOM LOTNUM: 017 -a
NAME: Thomas YEAR: 1919 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840 DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite/FARROW COND: twisted but firm on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary, Verna, Angelina, Joseph
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FARROW, VERN LOTNUM: 017 -a
NAME: Verna R. YEAR: 1905 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1905 DEATHDATE: 1905
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: twisted but firm on base
MONUMENT: curved granite/FARROW                     COND:
MAKER:                                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas, Mary, Angelina, Joseph
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FEEHAN, ALTO                    LOTNUM:   170 -b
NAME: Alton B.                          YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1933                       DEATHDATE:            
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush                  COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Jean E.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FEEHAN, JEAN                    LOTNUM:   170 -b
NAME: Jean E.                           YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1933                       DEATHDATE:            
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush                  COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Alton B.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FERNALD, BABY                   LOTNUM:   183 -c
NAME: Baby                              YEAR: 1897        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 1, 1897               DEATHDATE: Apr. 1, 1897 
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted                          COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Infant son of H.T. & M.D. Fernald
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FERNALD, HIRA                   LOTNUM:   183 -d
NAME: Hiram T.                          YEAR: 1945        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1868                       DEATHDATE: 1945      
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/flower,vine/FERNALD      COND: some acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FERNALD, MARY                   LOTNUM:   183 -d
NAME: Mary D.                           YEAR: 1945        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1871                       DEATHDATE: 1945      
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/flower,vine/FERNALD      COND: some acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Hiram, his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FERRIN, AARO                    LOTNUM:   064 -b
NAME: Aaron Ferrin                      YEAR: 1875        AGE: 80yrs,2mos,26dy 
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 15, 1794               DEATHDATE: Jan. 11, 1875     
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy pointed          COND: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elizabeth/acid rain birth illegible, info. from R.H.Parker 1906 list
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FERRIN, CHAR                    LOTNUM:   064  -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Feb. 11, 1865
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/flower leaf design on top COND: lichen/acid rain/stone unattach
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FERRIN, ELIZ                    LOTNUM:   064  -b
NAME: Elizabeth K.                      YEAR: 1876        AGE:  74 yrs
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 18, 18--              DEATHDATE: Sept. 18, 18--
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy pointed                     COND: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Aaron, his wife/Parker 1906 list:
b. Aug.18,1802, d. Sept.28, 1876, ae74y1m10d
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FLAGG, BERT                     LOTNUM:   095  -c
NAME: Bertie                            YEAR: 1862        AGE:  1yr,1m,3dys V.R
HEADSTONE: curved/marble/morning glory              COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: BABY WALTER AND BERTIE/V.R.: date, age & name, Bertha L.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FLAGG, JAME                     LOTNUM:   095  -d
NAME: James Chester Flagg               YEAR: 1947        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867                       DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble                           COND: chips, mower scratches
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lewis Gardner Flagg
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FLAGG, LEWI                     LOTNUM:   095  -d
NAME: Lewis Gardner Flagg               YEAR: 1940        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864                       DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble                           COND: chips, mower scratches
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James Chester Flagg
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   FLAGG, SOPH                     LOTNUM:   095  -b
NAME: Sophia Ripley                     YEAR: 1881        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 11, 1830 Lowell       DEATHDATE: April 21, 1881
HEADSTONE: flat/thick/marble                        COND: poor/lichen/broken top in2prts
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Timothy Flagg/Born at Lowell
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLAGG, TIMO LOTNUM: 095 -a
NAME: Timothy Flagg YEAR: 1875 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 28, 1827 Andover DEATHDATE: March 7, 1875
HEADSTONE: fancy pointed/marble COND: fair/loose on base/chip/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLAGG, WALT LOTNUM: 095 -c
NAME: Baby Walter YEAR: 1860 AGE: 9mo, 7dys V.Rec.
HEADSTONE: curved/marble/morning glory COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: BABY WALTER AND BERTIE/death date & age from vital records
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLANDERS, FANN LOTNUM: 184 -a
NAME: Fannie E. YEAR: 1896 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 7, 1858 DEATHDATE: Aug. 19, 1896
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/flowers, vines/FAN COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Andrew B. Wheeler VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Lyman L. Flanders
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, BENJ LOTNUM: 076 -a
NAME: Benj. Fletcher YEAR: 1886 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 30, 1818 DEATHDATE: Dec. 17, 1886
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/double pointed on top COND: lichen especially on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sara his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, GEOR LOTNUM: 154 -c
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: July 25, 1863
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: very sunken
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/G.H.F. COND:
tippedlft/outofposition/lichen
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, JOAN LOTNUM: 119 -a
NAME: Joan French YEAR: 1865 AGE: 43y'rs 7mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 11, 1865
HEADSTONE: rounded marble COND: bad acid rain/leans but firm
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #30-F/Orra A.G. Flint COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FLINT, ORRA LOTNUM: 030 -f
NAME: Orra A. G. Flint YEAR: 1920
BIRTHDATE: 1830 DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE: see #30-a/ORRA COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rosegranite/fancyshaft/urn/GEORGE COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of A.&M.N.George/left:with Caroline A. George

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FORSAITH, MARG LOTNUM: 118 -e
NAME: Margaret A. Ripley Forsaith YEAR: 1989
BIRTHDATE: 1903 DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/RIPLEY,FORSAITH COND: excellent except mower chip
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic/with Ralph Allen Forsaith, Henry Ripley, Georgiana Ripley

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FORSAITH, RALP LOTNUM: 118 -e
NAME: Ralph Allen Forsaith YEAR: 1963
BIRTHDATE: 1893 DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/RIPLEY,FORSAITH COND: excellent except mower chip
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic/with Margaret Forsaith, henry Ripley, Georgiana Ripley

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FOWLER, MABE LOTNUM: 243 -c
NAME: Mabel M. Fowler YEAR: 1954
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 23, 1865 DEATHDATE: Jan. 19, 1954
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/leaf sprays COND: some lichen stone & base
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: IN LOVING MEMORY

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FRENCH, JAME LOTNUM: 345 -c
NAME: James Howard French YEAR: 1996
BIRTHDATE: Aug 11 1945 DEATHDATE: Dec 16 1996
HEADSTONE: metal rectangle/cross COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: ET N 3 US NAVY VIETNAM

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FRENCH, JASO LOTNUM: 345 -b
NAME: Jason Herbert French YEAR: 1988
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross                     COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side: children, with wife Violet Harriet Howard/front: John Howard, wife Ella
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   FRENCH, VIOL                    LOTNUM:   345 -b
NAME: Violet Harriet Howard             YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 20 Feb. 1919               DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross                     COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side: children, with wife Jason Herbert/ front: John Howard, wife Ella
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GARD, HIRA                      LOTNUM:   024 -c
NAME: H. M. G.                          YEAR: 1855        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flat, marble                             COND: tipped forward & to left/chip
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #24-g/Hiram M. Gard                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GATENBY, CHAR                   LOTNUM:   309 -a
NAME: Charlotte A. Burrows              YEAR: 1950        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873                       DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with William Gattenby his wife/Frederick Gatenby, his wife E. Maud
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GATENBY, E. MAUD                LOTNUM:   309 -a
NAME: E. Maud Whitley                   YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1911                       DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Frederick Gattenby his wife, William, his wife Charlotte Burrows
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GATENBY, FRED                   LOTNUM:   309 -a
NAME: Frederick W. Gatenby              YEAR: 1956        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906                       DEATHDATE: 1956
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with his wife E. Maud, William Gattenby, his wife Charlotte Burrows

ALPHNAME:   GATENBY, WILL  LOTNUM: 309 -a
NAME: William Gatenby  YEAR: 1941  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867  DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with his wife Charlotte A. Burrows/Frederick Gatenby, his wife E. Maud

ALPHNAME:   GAY, ADAL  LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Adaline Maria Gay  YEAR: 1860  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 15, 1859  DEATHDATE: March 8, 1860
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/long/low  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with:Augustus E. Taylor & Gay:Emma Jane, Frederick Taylor, Lucy Adaline, Ziba

ALPHNAME:   GAY, EMMA  LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Emma Jane Gay  YEAR: 1941  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 15, 1859  DEATHDATE: June 29, 1941
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/long/low  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with:Augustus E. Taylor & Gay:Emma Jane, Adaline Maria, Frederick Taylor, Lucy Adaline, Ziba

ALPHNAME:   GAY, FRED  LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Frederick Taylor Gay  YEAR: 1886  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 28, 1850  DEATHDATE: April 12, 1886
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/long/low  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Taylor:Augustus E. Taylor & Gay:Emma Jane, Adaline Maria, Frederick Taylor, Lucy Adaline, Ziba

ALPHNAME:   GAY, LUCY  LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Lucy Adaline Gay  YEAR: 1895  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: October 2, 1822  DEATHDATE: February 11, 1895
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/long/low  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Taylor:Augustus E. & Gay:Emma Jane, Adaline Maria, Frederick Taylor, Ziba

ALPHNAME:   GAY, ZIBA  LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Ziba Gay  YEAR: 1902  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: November 13, 1823  DEATHDATE: March 14, 1902
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/long/low  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Taylor: Augustus E. & Gay: Emma Jane, Adaline Maria, Frederick Taylor, Lucy Adaline

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GEORGE, AARO                  LOTNUM: 030  -c
NAME: Father                        YEAR: 1876        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                         DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rosegranite/small/slant/FATHER            COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: see #30-f/Aaron George      COND:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GEORGE, AARO                  LOTNUM: 030  -f
NAME: Aaron George                   YEAR: 1876        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1803                        DEATHDATE: 1876
HEADSTONE: see #30-c/FATHER           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: rosegranite/fancyshaft/urn/GEORGE  COND: good/some lichen on base
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Mary N. Moody wife

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GEORGE, CARO                  LOTNUM: 030  -f
NAME: Caroline A. George             YEAR: 1902        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1829                        DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE: see #30-b/CARRIE           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: rosegranite/fancyshaft/urn/GEORGE  COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: left: with Orra A. G. Flint

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GEORGE, M. MA                  LOTNUM: 030  -f
NAME: M. Maria                       YEAR: 1844        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1828                        DEATHDATE: 1844
HEADSTONE:                            COND:
FOOTSTONE:                            COND:
MONUMENT: rosegranite/fancyshaft/urn/GEORGE  COND: good/a little lichen on base
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of A. & M. N. George/Buried at Hillsboro N.H./right: with William M.

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GEORGE, MARY                  LOTNUM: 030  -d
NAME: Mother                        YEAR: 1870        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                         DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rosegranite/small/slant/MOTHER        COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: see #30-F/Mary N. Moody  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
**********************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GEORGE, MARY  
LOTNUM:   030 -f  
NAME: Mary N. Moody  
YEAR: 1870  
BIRTHDATE: 1801  
DEATHDATE: 1870  
HEADSTONE: see #30-d/MOTHER  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rosegranite/fancyshaft/urn/GEORGE  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: front:wife of Aaron George/with Aaron George  
**********************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GEORGE, WILL  
LOTNUM:   030 -e  
NAME: Willie  
YEAR: 1855  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: rosegranite/small/slant/WILLIE  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #30-f/William M.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
**********************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GILL, MINN  
LOTNUM:   362 -c  
NAME: Minnie E. Gill  
YEAR: 1986  
BIRTHDATE: 1897  
DEATHDATE: 1986  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/star design  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
**********************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GILSON, GEOR  
LOTNUM:   187 -a  
NAME: George H.  
YEAR: 1866  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Aug. 26, 1866  
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes  
COMMENT: son of George W. and Joan Gilson  
**********************************************************
ALPHNAME:   GILSON, GEOR  
LOTNUM:   187 -b  
NAME: George W. Gilson  
YEAR: 1870  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Apr. 10, 1870  
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes  
COMMENT:  
**********************************************************
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Joanna, his wife

ALPHNAME: GILSON, JOAN LOTNUM: 187 -b
NAME: Joanna YEAR: 1883 AGE: 57yrs. 8mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Nov. 17, 1883
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: reset behind base/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with George E. Gilson, his wife

ALPHNAME: GIORDANO, LAUR LOTNUM: 285 -a
NAME: Laura Giordano YEAR: 1948 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 17, 1948
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/LAKIN on top/flowers COND: good
MAKER: Barretto Monument, Westford, Mass. VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Leroy Lakin, Bell Axworthy Gordon

ALPHNAME: GLEASON, ALPH LOTNUM: 205 -b
NAME: Alpheus Gleason YEAR: 1852 AGE: 66
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 11, 1852
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: fair/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: with infant Alpheus and the other infant

ALPHNAME: GLEASON, ALPH LOTNUM: 205 -b
NAME: Alpheus YEAR: 1848 AGE: 1t. 13 mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 12, 1848
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: fair/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Alpheus & Cornelia Gleason/with Alpheus & their infant

ALPHNAME: GLEASON, ALPH LOTNUM: 205 -b
NAME: Infant YEAR: 1848 AGE: 7 days
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 12, 1848
HEADSTONE: pointed marble COND: fair/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Alpheus & Cornelia Gleason their infant/with father & brother Alpheus

ALPHNAME: GORDON, BELL LOTNUM: 285 -a
NAME: Belle Axworthy Gordon YEAR: 1980 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 23, 1980
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/LAKIN on top/flowers  COND: good
MAKER: Barretto Monument, Westford, Mass.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Leroy Lakin, Laura Giordano

ALPHNAME:  GOWARD, JOSI  LOTNUM:  171A -a
NAME: Josiah W. Goward  YEAR: 1845  AGE: 35
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 6, 1845
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: tall/fancy/marble/pointed  COND: some lichen
MAKER: B. Day  VERSE: no
COMMENT: on front/Laura Clough Goward in left side

ALPHNAME:  GOWARD, LAUR  LOTNUM:  171A -a
NAME: Laura B.  YEAR: 1857  AGE: 39y'rs
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 27, 1857
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: tall/fancy/marble/pointed  COND: some lichen
MAKER: B. Day  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Stillman Clough widow of J.W. Goward/on left side/Josiah on front

ALPHNAME:  GRANT, ELSA  LOTNUM:  283 -b
NAME: Elsa DeLong  YEAR: 1927  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883  DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: granite/rounded/flower vine/GRANT  COND: good/black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Fred L., Lawrence L., Iola E. Grant/Perpetual Care

ALPHNAME:  GRANT, FRED  LOTNUM:  283 -b
NAME: Fred L.  YEAR: 1972  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883  DEATHDATE: 1972
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: granite/rounded/flower vine/GRANT  COND: good/black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elsa D., Lawrence L., Iola E. Grant/Perpetual Care

ALPHNAME:  GRANT, IOLA  LOTNUM:  283 -b
NAME: Iola E. Grant  YEAR: 1906  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: granite/rounded/flower vine/GRANT  COND: good/black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elsa D., Fred L., Lawrence L./Perpetual Care

ALPHNAME:  GRANT, LAWR  LOTNUM:  283 -a
NAME: Lawrence L.  YEAR: 1964  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 4, 1911  DEATHDATE: Sept. 16, 1964
HEADSTONE: granite/flat rectangle/cross  COND: good/some black lichen
FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT:  MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PFC Co A 707 Mil Police BN World War II
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GRANT, LAWRENCE L.                     LOTNUM:   283  -b
NAME: Lawrence L.                                YEAR: 1964        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1911                                  DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE: COND:                                  FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/flower vine/GRANT       COND: good/black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elsa D., Fred L., Iola E. Grant/Perpetual Care
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GRAY, ALBERT R.                     LOTNUM:   147  -a
NAME: Albert R. Choate                        YEAR: 1919        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1843                                  DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE: COND:                                  FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/GRAY,CHOATE            COND: good, lichen just beginning
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Marcia his wife, Hannah J. his wife, Charles F. Gray
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GRAY, CHARLES F.                    LOTNUM:   147  -a
NAME: Charles F. Gray                           YEAR: 1905        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                                  DEATHDATE: 1905
HEADSTONE: COND:                                  FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/GRAY,CHOATE            COND: good, lichen just beginning
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Albert R., Marcia, Hannah J. Choate
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GRAY, EVELYN M.                      LOTNUM:   214A -a
NAME: Evelyn M. Gray                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:                            HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:                                  MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GREEN, HARRY                        LOTNUM:   352  -a
NAME: Harry Green                               YEAR: 1936        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:                           HEADSTONE: rounded marble/cross COND: chips/lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:                                MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Private HQ TR 8 Army Corps
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   GREEN, J. W                         LOTNUM:   281C -a
NAME: J. Wilfred Green                          YEAR: 1932        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1887                                  DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE: granite/flat rectangle/cross          COND: sinking/2 corners chip/bl. lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:                                 MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lillian E. Green

ALPHNAME: GREEN, LILL
LOTNUM: 281C-a
NAME: Lillian E. Green
YEAR: 1918
AGE: 1918
BIRTHDATE: 1891
DEATHDATE: 1891
HEADSTONE: granite/flat rectangle/cross
COND: sinking/2cornerschip/bl.lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with J. Wilfred Green

ALPHNAME: GRIFFIN, FRED
LOTNUM: 063-b
NAME: Fred Griffin
YEAR: 1929
AGE: 1929
BIRTHDATE: 1869
DEATHDATE: 1869
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath/GRIFFIN COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on back with Frederick W. Griffin/Ethel Stuart

ALPHNAME: GRIFFIN, MARJ
LOTNUM: 063-a
NAME: Marjorie B. Griffin
YEAR: 1930
AGE: 1930
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1897
HEADSTONE: #63-a/MARJORIE
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath/GRIFFIN COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on left side

ALPHNAME: GRIFFIN, MARJ
LOTNUM: 063-b
NAME: Marjorie B. Griffin
YEAR: 1930
AGE: 1930
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1897
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/rectangle
COND: sunken some
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #63-b/Marjorie B. Griffin
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: GRIFFIN, MOSE                      LOTNUM: 063  -b
NAME: Moses Griffin                     YEAR: 1853        AGE: 49yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Dec. 2, 1853
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath/GRIFFIN  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Hannah S. Lilley his wife
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GROW, DON                      LOTNUM: 131  -a
NAME: Don Alonzo Grow                   YEAR: 1895        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1822                       DEATHDATE: 1895
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/slanted/GROW     COND: lichen on base
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see lot 140/with Maria Grow, Sophronia Grow, Emily Lothrop
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GROW, MARI                      LOTNUM: 131  -a
NAME: Maria Grow                        YEAR: 1863        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1823                       DEATHDATE: 1863
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/slanted/GROW     COND: lichen on base
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see lot 140/with Don Alonzo Grow, Sophronia Grow, Emily Lothrop
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GROW, SOPH                      LOTNUM: 131  -a
NAME: Sophronia Grow                    YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1827                       DEATHDATE: 1888
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/slanted/GROW     COND: lichen on base
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see lot 140/with Don Alonzo Grow, Maria Grow, Emily Lothrop
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GUERIN, ELIZ                    LOTNUM: 334  -b
NAME: Elizabeth B. Guerin               YEAR: 1926        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1895                       DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flower&leaf spray/BUCHANAN  COND: excellent but lichen
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, Lowell, Mass     VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James, Mildred, Grace Margararet Buchanan
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: HAINSWORTH, EDIT               LOTNUM: 265  -b
NAME: Edith E. Hainsworth               YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1915                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                FOOTSTONE:            COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/2 holes for pots  COND: excellent/a bit lichen
base bk
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON HAINSWORTH/withJames/Will.SarahSwanwick,Philip,Martha Machon
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: HAINSWORTH, FLOR                LOTNUM: 337  -b
NAME: Florence D.                       YEAR: 1958        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1885              DEATHDATE: 1958 
HEADSTONE:                     COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                     COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted        COND: good 
MAKER:                         VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Fred 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HAINSWORTH, FRED   LOTNUM:   337  -b
NAME: Fred                              YEAR: 1967        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1967 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted                           COND: good 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Florence 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HAINSWORTH, JAME   LOTNUM:   265  -b
NAME: James Hainsworth                  YEAR: 1993        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1915                       DEATHDATE: 1993 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross            COND: good/sod starting to 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: #265-a/James Hainsworth                   COND: excellent/a bit lichen 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON HAINSWORTH/withEdith/Will. SarahSwanwick,Philip,Martha 
Machon 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HAINSWORTH, JAME   LOTNUM:   265  -a
NAME: James Hainsworth                  YEAR: 1993        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Jan 2 1915                 DEATHDATE: Sep 7 1993 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross            COND: good/sod starting to 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: #265-b/James Hainsworth                   COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: MM US Navy  World War 11 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALE, CHAR          LOTNUM:   229  -a
NAME: Charles H. Hale                   YEAR: 1981        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1869                       DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/H           COND: black lichen 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Oliver H. Hale, his wife Laura A./death date from cem. rec. 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALE, LAUR          LOTNUM:   229  -a
NAME: Laura A.                              YEAR: 1917        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1849                       DEATHDATE: 1917 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/H           COND: black lichen 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Oliver H. Hale his wife, Charles H. Hale 
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALE, OLIV         LOTNUM:   229  -a
NAME: Oliver H. Hale                YEAR: 1900       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1830                    DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:                        COND:          FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/H    COND: black lichen
MAKER: Gumb Bros.                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Laura A. his wife, Charles H. Hale/G.A.R. Post 185
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALL, ABBI          LOTNUM:   082  -a
NAME: Abbie                            YEAR: 1876       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:          HEADSTONE: marble/leaf design COND: bl.lichen/firm but leaning forward
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:          MONUMENT: #82-d/Abbie H. Edwards COND:
MAKER:                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of George B. Hall/with Isaiah, Harriet N, Frederick, Harriet A. Edwards
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALL, ABBI          LOTNUM:   087  -a
NAME: Abbie E.                          YEAR: 1880       AGE: 10mos, 17dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:          HEADSTONE: fancy point. marble/flower broken design COND: 2 large chips/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:          MONUMENT:                COND:
MAKER:                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of G.B. & E.A. Hall
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALL, CHAR          LOTNUM:   233  -a
NAME: Charlotte Jones                 YEAR: 1920       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 15, 1841           DEATHDATE: Apr. 10, 1920
HEADSTONE:                        COND:          FOOTSTONE:                        COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy H/HALL     COND: good/some lichen
MAKER:                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Sugden Hall, his wife/born at Newtown, Wales
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALL, ESTH          LOTNUM:   061  -c
NAME: Esther S.                        YEAR: 1888       AGE: 77yrs. 9mos.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:          HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite COND: excellent/good
FOOTSTONE:                        COND:          MONUMENT:                COND:
MAKER:                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: double stone left of but same base as #61-d/wife of Harrison Hall
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HALL, FRED          LOTNUM:   061  -a
NAME: Frederick W.                     YEAR: 1841       AGE: 2yr. 6mo.
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 8, 1841  DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1841
HEADSTONE: flat/marble  COND: poor/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Harrison & Esther Hall/death rec. says Frederick Udall Hall
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, HARR  LOTNUM: 061 -d
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 18, 1888
HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite  COND: good
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right of but on same base as #61-c
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, JOHN  LOTNUM: 233 -a
NAME: John Sugden Hall  YEAR: 1907  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 7, 1836  DEATHDATE: Feb. 20, 1907
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy H/HALL  COND: good/some lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charlotte Jones, his wife/born at Greengates, Yorkshire, Eng.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, MARY  LOTNUM: 061 -b
NAME: Mary M.  YEAR: 1849  AGE: 2yrs. 2mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1849
HEADSTONE: flat/marble  COND: tipped right/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of Harrison & Esther S. Hall/Parker 1906: age 2yrs, 2mos, 6dys
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, NANC  LOTNUM: 061 -e
NAME: Nancy Hall  YEAR: 1862  AGE: 75 yrs.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 10, 1862
HEADSTONE: curved/marble  COND: good/a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HALSEY, ALLI  LOTNUM: 016 -a
NAME: Alline M. Page  YEAR: 1908  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side/wife of Welsey W. Halsey
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, M.EL  LOTNUM: 088 -a
NAME: M. Ella Hamblett  YEAR: 1932  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 23, 1852  DEATHDATE: Jan. 25, 1932
HEADSTONE:  
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: ornate/tallgran.shaft/HAMBLETT COND: good/some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/left side: with William J., M. Ella Hamblett
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, MARY
NAME: Mary N. YEAR: 1882 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 1, 1818 DEATHDATE: Aug. 26, 1882
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: ornate/tallgran.shaft/HAMBLETT COND: good/some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front: with William A. Hamblett his wife
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, WILL
NAME: William J. YEAR: 1851 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 29, 1849 DEATHDATE: Feb. 23, 1851
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: ornate/tallgran.shaft/HAMBLETT COND: good/some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of William & Mary Hamblett/left side: with M. Ella, Maria A. Hamblett
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HAMILTON, ALFR
NAME: Alfred M. Hamilton YEAR: 1900 AGE: 62yrs,4mos,17ds
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 18, 1900
HEADSTONE: pinkgray granite/slanted COND: needs reattaching to base
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME:   HAMILTON, MARI                  LOTNUM:   183  -b
NAME: Maria D. Hamilton                 YEAR: 1926        AGE:  84yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sept. 28, 1926
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/flower vine  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:                      MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes                     COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, DAVI                   LOTNUM:   100  -f
NAME: David E. Hancock                  YEAR: 1876        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 26, 1840               DEATHDATE: Oct. 26, 1876
HEADSTONE: #100-c/David                COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:                       MONUMENT: tall/pointed/granite/CARLTON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no                       COMMENT: left side: with Olive, Sophia Hancock/natives of Otisfield, ME.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, DAVI                   LOTNUM:   100  -c
NAME: David                             YEAR: 1876        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble              COND: fair/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                            MONUMENT: #100-f/David E. Hancock COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                       COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, OLIV                   LOTNUM:   100  -f
NAME: Olive W. Hancock                  YEAR: 1858        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 13, 1839                DEATHDATE: June 30, 1857
HEADSTONE: #100-a/Olive                COND:
FOOTSTONE:                            MONUMENT: tall/pointed/granite/CARLTON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no                       COMMENT: left side: with Sophia Hancock, David E. Hancock/natives of Otisfield, ME.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, OLIV                   LOTNUM:   100  -a
NAME: Olive                             YEAR: 1857        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble/Olive         COND: fair/lichen, lichen
FOOTSTONE:                            MONUMENT: see #100-F/Olive W. Hancock COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no                       COMMENT: 6/2/1994 was on ground on face/fixed by 8/25/1994/lying on face 5/28/982
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, SOPH                  LOTNUM:   100  -f
NAME: Sophia Hancock                    YEAR: 1858        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 29, 1841              DEATHDATE: Dec. 3, 1858
HEADSTONE: #100-b-b/Sophia              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                            MONUMENT: tall/pointed/granite/CARLTON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no                       COMMENT: left side: with Olive, David Hancock/natives of Otisfield, ME.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME:   HANCOCK, SOPHI                  LOTNUM:   100  -b
NAME: Sophia                            YEAR: 1858        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble/SOPHIA        COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT: see #100-f/Sophia Hancock     COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: ************************************************************

ALPHNAME: HANSON                          LOTNUM: 284  -a
NAME: lot name stone                    YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle      COND: good/black lichen
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT:                               COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: **************************************************

ALPHNAME: HARRINGTON, DORI              LOTNUM: 036  -a
NAME: Doris Nolte                       YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 19, 1833 DEATHDATE: Aug. 18, 1915
HEADSTONE:                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT: point.marbleornateshaft/NOLTE blackliche/acidrain/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Jesse Harrington/right side with M. Louise Harrington
**************************************************

ALPHNAME: HARRINGTON, M. L.              LOTNUM: 036  -a
NAME: M. Louise Harrington              YEAR: 1952        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 30, 1863 DEATHDATE: Aug. 4, 1952
HEADSTONE:                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT: point/ornatemarbleshaft/NOLTE acidrain/blacklichen/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Doris Nolte Harrington
**************************************************

ALPHNAME: HATCH, EDWA                     LOTNUM: 273  -a
NAME: Edward V. Hatch                    YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848 DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE:                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite/curved/Masonic/HATCH/flower&vine tipped forward
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Etta, dau. Ella, dau. Mary Hatch, Edward G. Walker
**************************************************

ALPHNAME: HATCH, ELLA                     LOTNUM: 273  -a
NAME: Ella M.                            YEAR: 1901        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1889 DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE:                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite/curved/Masonic/HATCH/flower&vine tipped forward
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward, Etta, their dau., their dau. Mary Hatch, Edward G. Walker
**************************************************

ALPHNAME: HATCH, ETTA                     LOTNUM: 273  -a
NAME: Etta B.                            YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1852                     DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/curved/Masonic/HATCH/flower&vine  COND: tipped forward
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Etta his wife, dau. Ella, dau. Mary Hatch, Edward G. Walker
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HATCH, MARY                     LOTNUM:   273  -a
NAME: Mary B.                           YEAR: 1955        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1880                       DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/curved/Masonic/HATCH/flower&vine  COND: tipped forward
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward, Etta, their dau., their dau. Ella, Edward G. Walker
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HAYWOOD, ADA                    LOTNUM:   220  -b
NAME: Ada M. Sheldon                   YEAR: 1902        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860                       DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: fancygranblock/flowers,vine/HAYWOOD CARR  COND: some lichen on base
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with J. Quincy his wife, John Carr, his wife Helen
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HAYWOOD, J. Q.                  LOTNUM:   220  -b
NAME: J. Quincy Haywood               YEAR: 1912        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855                       DEATHDATE: 1912
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: fancygranblock/flowers,vine/HAYWOOD CARR  COND: some lichen on base
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Ada, John Carr, his wife Helen
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HEMLOW, CARL                    LOTNUM:   347  -a
NAME: Carl                              YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble rectangle             COND: overgrown/black lichen
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: no further information/vr: d. April 24, 1915, age 7-1-16
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HENDRICKSON, ALBI               LOTNUM:   363  -a
NAME: Albin                             YEAR: 1978        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/HENDRICKSON/design  COND: excellent
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ruth
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HENDRICKSON, RUTH               LOTNUM:   363  -a
NAME: Ruth                              YEAR: 1987        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
ALPHNAME: HIBBARD, CHAR
LOTNUM: 049 -c
NAME: Charles H. Hibbard
YEAR: 1919
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 14, 1844
DEATHDATE: Aug. 5, 1919
HEADSTONE: gray granite
COND: swivels on base
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Co. D and A 8th N.H. REGT. Served from 1862-1865

ALPHNAME: HIBBARD, ELI
LOTNUM: 049 -a
NAME: Eli H.
YEAR: 1843
AGE: 9mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Dec. 18, 1843
HEADSTONE: flat/marble/leaf spray
COND: some lichen
badly/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Eli & Laura Hibbard

ALPHNAME: HIBBARD, ELI
LOTNUM: 049 -b
NAME: Eli B.
YEAR: 1846
AGE: 19mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 7, 1846
HEADSTONE: flat/marble/leaf spray
COND: fair/eroded
badly/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Eli & Laura Hibbard

ALPHNAME: HIBBERT, IDA
LOTNUM: 015 -a
NAME: Ida M. Hibbert
YEAR:
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: wide curved/granite/NORMAN/ivy
COND: excellent
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Norman W.,Olive m. his wife/John Knudsen, his wife Dorothy M.

ALPHNAME: HILDRETH, ANNI
LOTNUM: 065 -b
NAME: Annie M.
YEAR: 1890
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 4, 1862
DEATHDATE: Sept. 4, 1890
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/HILDRETH on base
COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: HILL, ETHE
LOTNUM: 011 -a
NAME: Ethel M. Hill
YEAR: 1957
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875
DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite
COND: excellent/some lichen
on base
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: HILL/with Nelson C. Hill, Aurilla J. Moody, George K. Hill
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HILL, GEOR                    LOTNUM:   011  -a
NAME: George K. Hill                    YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896                       DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite                                   COND: excellent/some lichen
on base  
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HILL, NELS                    LOTNUM:   011  -a
NAME: Nelson C. Hill                    YEAR: 1932        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                       DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite                                   COND: excellent/some lichen
on base  
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: HILL/with Ehel M. Hill, Aurilla J. Moody, George K. Hill
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HODGSON, FRED                   LOTNUM:   275  -a
NAME: Fred Hodgson                      YEAR: 1894        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888                       DEATHDATE: 1894
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red granite rectangle/almost flat/design  COND: a little black lichen
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel, Martha Hodgson, Edward McEennis
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HODGSON, MART                   LOTNUM:   275  -a
NAME: Martha Hodgson                    YEAR: 1903        AGE:  48th year
BIRTHDATE: 1848                       DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red granite rectangle/almost flat/design  COND: a little black lichen
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel, Fred Hodgson, Edward McEennis
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HODGSON, SAMU                   LOTNUM:   275  -a
NAME: Samuel Hodgson                    YEAR: 1899        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838                       DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red granite rectangle/almost flat/design  COND: a little black lichen
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Martha, Fred Hodgson, Edward Mcennis
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOLGATE, BARB                   LOTNUM:   341  -a
NAME: Barbara E. Holgate                YEAR: 1912        AGE:  48th year
BIRTHDATE: 1938                       DEATHDATE: Feb. 13
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE               COND: very good
MAKER:                                         VERSE: yes
COMMENT: In Loving Memory/was interred Feb. 18, 1912/front:with John Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLGATE, D. R. LOTNUM: 341 -a
NAME: D. R. Holgate YEAR: 1958 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866 DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Janet Holgate, John Holgate, Helen Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLGATE, HELELOTNUM: 341 -a
NAME: Helen Holgate YEAR: 1974 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894 DEATHDATE: 1974
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Janet Holgate, D R. Holgate, John Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLGATE, JANELOTNUM: 341 -a
NAME: Janet Holgate YEAR: 1930 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861 DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with D R. Holgate, John Holgate, Helen Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLGATE, JOHNLOTNUM: 341 -a
NAME: John Holgate YEAR: 1917 AGE: 54th year
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 11
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: In Loving Memory/was interred Oct. 14, 1917/front:with Barbara Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLGATE, JOHN. LOTNUM: 341 -a
NAME: John Holgate YEAR: 1950 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892 DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/HOLGATE COND: very good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Janet Holgate, D R. Holgate, Helen Holgate

ALPHNAME: HOLT, CHARLOTNUM: 101 -e
NAME: Charles A. Holt YEAR: 1915 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1846 DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE: #101-d/Charles COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: flat box/granite/design/HOLT COND: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with Mary, Laura, George B.A.

ALPHNAME: HOLT, CHARLOTNUM: 101 -d
NAME: Charles                           YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/ivy/granite/CHARLES  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: #101-e/Charles A. Holt  COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOLT, CLAR                      LOTNUM: 090 -e
NAME: Clara F. Mansur                     YEAR: 1892        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 2, 1801                   DEATHDATE: Feb. 14, 1892
HEADSTONE: see #90-a/CEMH.                COND:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: ornate granite shaft/urn/ADAMS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Joseph B. Holt his wife
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOLT, GEOR                      LOTNUM: 101 -e
NAME: George B.A. Holt                    YEAR: 1917        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                       DEATHDATE: 1894
HEADSTONE: #101-a/George                COND:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: flat box/granite/design/HOLT   COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Sarah Holt
*********************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOLT, JOSE                      LOTNUM: 090 -e
NAME: Joseph B. Holt                     YEAR: 1851        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 8, 1801                  DEATHDATE: Dec. 21, 1851
HEADSTONE: see #90-b/JBH. Cond:
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: ornate granite shaft, urn/ADAMS Cond: excellent
MAKER: Verse: no
COMMENT: left side: with Clara F. Mansur his wife

ALPHNAME: HOLT, JOSE
LOTNUM: 090-b
NAME: JBH.
YEAR: 1851
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: double/granite/rounded/JBH. Cond: excellent
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: see #90-e/Joseph B. Holt Cond:
MAKER: Verse: no
COMMENT: shares granite base with #90-a/CEMH

ALPHNAME: HOLT, LAUR
LOTNUM: 101-e
NAME: Laura Hoyt Holt
YEAR: 1918
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855
DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: #101-c/Laura Cond:
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: flat box. ivy/granite/HOLT Cond: excellent
MAKER: Verse: no
COMMENT: front: with Charles, Mary, George B.A.

ALPHNAME: HOLT, MARY
LOTNUM: 101-b
NAME: Mary W. Holt
YEAR: 1906
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841
DEATHDATE: 1906
HEADSTONE: #101-b/Mary Cond:
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: flat box/granite/design/HOLT Cond: excellent
MAKER: Verse: no
COMMENT: front: with Charles, Laura, George B.A.

ALPHNAME: HOLT, MARY
LOTNUM: 101-c
NAME: Mary
YEAR: 1906
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/ivy/granite/MARY Cond: excellent
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: #101-e/Mary W. Holt Cond:
MAKER: Verse: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: HOLT, SARA
LOTNUM: 101-e
NAME: Sarah M. C. Holt
YEAR: 1910
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1829
DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: Cond:
FOOTSTONE: Cond:
MONUMENT: flat box/granite/design/HOLT Cond: excellent
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: rear: with George B. Holt
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOOD, J.W.    LOTNUM: 071 -c
NAME: J. W. Hood   YEAR: 1869    AGE: 33 yrs, 9 mos (v.r.)
BIRTHDATE:     DEATHDATE: Feb. 19, 1869 (v.r.)
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble   COND: bad acid rain/mower chips
FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT:   COND: 
MAKER: VERS: no
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOPPER, HERB    LOTNUM: 356 -a
NAME: Herbert Hopper  YEAR: 1905    AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1904    DEATHDATE: 1905
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers   COND: very good
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: with Lizzie Hopper/Gerard S. Cooper/James, Edith Kiberd
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOPPER, LIZZ    LOTNUM: 356 -a
NAME: Lizzie Hopper  YEAR: 1953    AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1869    DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers   COND: very good
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: with Herbert Hopper/Gerard S. Cooper/James, Edith Kiberd
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOWARD, ANN    LOTNUM: 231 -a
NAME: Annie M. Ranger  YEAR: 1936    AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1861    DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: fancy granite/HOWARD   COND: good
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: with Maud/William Cockran, Deborah his wife
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOWARD, CALV    LOTNUM: 124 -c
NAME: Calvin Howard  YEAR: 1870    AGE: 48 yrs. 10 ms.
BIRTHDATE: 1870    DEATHDATE: March 21, 1870
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: marble obelisk/C. HOWARD   COND: good but lichen
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: front: with Mary Taisey his wife
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: HOWARD, CALV    LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: Calvin Howard  YEAR: 1936    AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1860    DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: tall/garnite/WHITTEMORE   COND: excellent
MAKER: VERS: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/right side with Emma his wife/Theodsosia
ALPHNAME: HOWARD, DONA
LOTNUM: 345 -b
NAME: Rev. Donald Billings Howard
BIRTHDATE: 30 Mar. 1907
DEATHDATE: alive 1997
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side: children, with John Albert, Lorne Fernley

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, DORO
LOTNUM: 345 -b
NAME: Dorothy Mae Horne
BIRTHDATE: 25 Oct. 1923
DEATHDATE: alive 1997
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: wife with Winfield Howard/Right side: children Donald, John, Lorne

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, E. BE
LOTNUM: 345 -a
NAME: E. Belle
BIRTHDATE: 1882
DEATHDATE: 1972
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/HOWARD
COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #345-b/E. Belle
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John A., J. Albert, Jr., Lorne F.

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, ELLA
LOTNUM: 345 -b
NAME: Ella Belle Billings
BIRTHDATE: 6 Aug. 1882
DEATHDATE: 18 Sept. 1972
HEADSTONE: #345-a/E. Belle
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: wife, with John Albert S./left: children Jason French wife Violet Howard

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, EMMA
LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: Emma Leora
BIRTHDATE: 1855
DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/WHITTEMORE
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/right side with Calvin Howard his wife, Theodosia

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, HENR
LOTNUM: 124 -c
NAME: Henry E. Howard
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 12, 1861
DEATHDATE: Sept. 13, 1931
HEADSTONE: see #124-b/Father
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/C. HOWARD
COND: gray, orange lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rt side/with Orianna C. Allbe his wife

ALPHNAME: HOWARD, HENR
LOTNUM: 124 -b
NAME: Father                            YEAR: 1861        AGE: 
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/FATHER         COND: acid rain/lichen/crack 
rt side 
FOOTSTONE:                              COND:  
MONUMENT: see #124-c/Henry E. Howard   
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, JOHN                    LOTNUM:   345  -b  
NAME: John Albert S. Howard             YEAR: 1950        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 3 Mar. 1880                  DEATHDATE: 1 Apr. 1950  
HEADSTONE: #345-1/John A.               
FOOTSTONE:                              
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross         
MAKER: Gate City Monument Inc., Nashua, 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: front:wife EllaBelle Billings/ 
left side:children Jason French, wife 
Violet Howard 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, JOHN                    LOTNUM:   345  -b  
NAME: John Albert Howard                YEAR: 1917        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 25 Apr. 1909                 DEATHDATE: 2 Aug. 1917  
HEADSTONE: #345-a/J. Albert, Jr.        
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross         
MAKER: Gate City Monument Inc., Nashua, 
VERSE: yes 
COMMENT: right side:children, with 
Donald, Lorne Fernley 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, JOHN                    LOTNUM:   345  -a  
NAME: John A.                           YEAR: 1950        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1880                          DEATHDATE: 1950  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/HOWARD 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: #345-b/John Albert S. Howard  
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with E. Belle, J. Albert, Jr.,  
Lorne F. 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, JOHN                    LOTNUM:   345  -a  
NAME: J. Albert, Jr.                    YEAR: 1917        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1909                          DEATHDATE: 1917  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/HOWARD 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: #345-b/John Albert Howard     
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with E. Belle, John A., Lorne F. 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, LORN                    LOTNUM:   345  -b  
NAME: Lorne Fernley Howard              YEAR: 1942        AGE:  
HEADSTONE: #345-a/Lorne F.              
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross         
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no 
COMMENT: right side:children, with 
Donald, John Albert Howard 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, LORN                    LOTNUM:   345  -a  
NAME: Lorne F.                           YEAR: 1942        AGE:  

BIRTHDATE: 1911                      DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/HOWARD           COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: #345-b/Lorne F.                                      COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John A., J. Albert, Jr., E. Belle
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, MARY                    LOTNUM:   124  -a
NAME: Mary Bell                                YEAR: 1869         AGE: 4yrs 11ms & 5ds
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 18, 1829                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy/MARY BELL/granite base      COND: bad acid
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #124-c/Mary Bell                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, MARY                    LOTNUM:   124  -c
NAME: Mary Bell                                YEAR: 1869         AGE: 4yrs,11mos,15ds
BIRTHDATE:                                      DEATHDATE: April 30, 1869
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk/C. HOWARD                   COND: gray, orange lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of C.& M. Howard
***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   HOWARD, RACH                    LOTNUM:   169 Tomb
NAME: Rachel V. Howard                           YEAR: 1857        AGE: V.R.
BIRTHDATE:                                      DEATHDATE: June 22, 1857
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: Tomb/granite with metal door/RV.HOWARD COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: above door, RV Howard 1847/death date & full name from vital records

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HOWARD, WINF LOTNUM: 345 -b
NAME: Winfield Hersey Howard YEAR: AGE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed/cross COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: with wife Dorothy Mae Horne/Right side: children Donald, John, Lorne

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HOYT, ARVI LOTNUM: 264 -a
NAME: Arvilla Hoyt YEAR: 1910 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909 DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rose granite/HOYT/cross/leaves COND: lichen front of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John W., his wife Mary A.

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HOYT, JOHN LOTNUM: 264 -a
NAME: John W. Hoyt YEAR: 1941 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873 DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rose granite/HOYT/cross/leaves COND: lichen front of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary A. his wife, Arvilla

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HOYT, MARY LOTNUM: 264 -a
NAME: Mary A. YEAR: 1953 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877 DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rose granite/HOYT/cross/leaves COND: lichen front of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John W. his wife, Arvilla

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HUCKINS, BURD LOTNUM: 141 -d
NAME: Burdett S. YEAR: 1866 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 22, 1866 DEATHDATE: Dec. 6, 1866
HEADSTONE: #141-a/Birdie COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy shaft/HUCKINS COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: perpetual care/on left side, son of T.S. & L.H. Huckins/Front: Thomas, Lorinda

*******************************
ALPHNAME: HUCKINS, BURD LOTNUM: 141 -a
NAME: Birdie YEAR: 1866 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy/shells/BIRDIE COND: bad acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #141-d/Burdette S.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HUCKINS, LORI  
LOTNUM:   141  -d  
NAME: Lorinda H.  
YEAR: 1907  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 14, 1828  
DEATHDATE: July 20, 1907  
HEADSTONE: see #141-b/Lorinda  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy shaft/Huckins  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front:with Thomas S. his wife/left side: Burdett S.  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HUCKINS, LORI  
LOTNUM:   141  -b  
NAME: Lorinda  
YEAR: 1907  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/LORINDA  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #141-d/Lorinda H.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HUCKINS, THOM  
LOTNUM:   141  -d  
NAME: Thomas S. Huckins  
YEAR: 1879  
BIRTHDATE: Feb.10,1836 Lubec Me  
DEATHDATE: Apr. 23, 1879  
HEADSTONE: see #141-c/Thomas  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy shaft/HUCKINS  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HUCKINS, THOM  
LOTNUM:   141  -c  
NAME: Thomas  
YEAR: 1879  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/THOMAS  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #141-d/Thomas S. Huckins  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HYDE, CHAR  
LOTNUM:   006  -b  
NAME: Charles Hyde  
YEAR: 1902  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Apr. 26, 1902  
HEADSTONE: see #6-A/HUSBAND  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite\HYDE\fancy H  
lichens/otherwise good  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: perpetual care/with Susan C. Hardy, wife  
*******************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   HYDE, CHAR  
LOTNUM:   006  -a  
NAME: Husband  
YEAR: 1902  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: curve/slant/dble/grani/HUSBAND  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #6-b/Charles Hyde  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HYDE, GEOR
LOTNUM: 007 -b
NAME: George Hyde
YEAR: 1906
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 17, 1824
DEATHDATE: Dec. 10, 1906
HEADSTONE: #7-d/FATHER
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: gray granite/ HYDE
MAKER:
COMMENT: with wife

ALPHNAME: HYDE, JULI
LOTNUM: 007 -b
NAME: Julia A.
YEAR: 1929
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 24, 1837
DEATHDATE: June 15, 1929
HEADSTONE: #7-c
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: gray granite/ HYDE
MAKER:
COMMENT: with George Hyde his wife, Adeline H. Varney

ALPHNAME: HYDE, SU SA
LOTNUM: 006 -b
NAME: Susan C. Hardy
YEAR: 1889
AGE: 71years
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 24, 1889
HEADSTONE: see #6-A/Wife
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite/ HYDE/fancy H
lichen/otherwise good
MAKER:
COMMENT: perpetual care/wife of Charles Hyde

ALPHNAME: HYDE, SU SA
LOTNUM: 006 -a
NAME: Wife
YEAR: 1889
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 24, 1889
HEADSTONE: slant/dble/granite/curved/wife
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: see #6-b/Susan C. Hardy
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Husband

ALPHNAME: JACQUES, THOM
LOTNUM: 280(-a
NAME: Thomas Jacques
YEAR: 1924
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859
DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: gray granite/candles on cols.
lichen
MAKER:
COMMENT: with George, Gertrude, George Jr. Morley

ALPHNAME: JONES, ANN
LOTNUM: 308 -a
NAME: Annie
YEAR: 1907
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1905
DEATHDATE: 1907
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/cross/flower, vine/JONES
NAME: C. Fred Jones                    YEAR: 1916         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856                      DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: see #75-a/FRED            COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/JONES COND: excellent
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: son, with Charles, Lydia, Lucinda/ his wife Clara

NAME: Fred                          YEAR: 1906         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                           DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/block/FRED COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: see #75-f/C. Fred Jones    COND:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT:

NAME: Charles P. Jones              YEAR: 1898         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1819                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: see #75-c/FATHER          COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/JONES COND: excellent
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wives Lydia, Lucinda/son C. Fred, his wife Clara

NAME: Charles H. Jones              YEAR: 1924         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877                      DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: marble, white, rounded/JONES COND: excel. but a bit lichen start.
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co., Lowell, Mass. VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Elizabeth l. Jones

NAME: Clara                         YEAR: 1907         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849                      DEATHDATE: 1907
HEADSTONE: see #75-b/CLARA           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/JONES COND: excellent
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with C. Fred Jones his wife, Charles, Lydia, Lucinda
ALPHNAME: JONES, CLAR
LOTNUM: 075 -b
NAME: Clara
YEAR: 1907
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/block/CLARA
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: see #75-f/Clara A. Bearce
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: JONES, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 319 -a
NAME: Elizabeth L. Jones
YEAR: 1944
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1877
DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: marble/almost flat/JONES
COND: a little lichen starting 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Charles H. Jones his wife 

ALPHNAME: JONES, EMIL
LOTNUM: 308 -a
NAME: Emily
YEAR: 1954
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1870
DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/cross/flower, vine/JONES
COND: excellent 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Theophilus, Annie Jones/Elsie Dewhurst 

ALPHNAME: JONES, LUCI
LOTNUM: 075 -f
NAME: Lucinda Peck
YEAR: 1882
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1818
DEATHDATE: 1882
HEADSTONE: see #75-d/MOTHER
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/JONES
COND: excellent 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Joel Jones, Lydia his wives/ son C. Fred, his wife Clara 

ALPHNAME: JONES, LUCI
LOTNUM: 075 -d
NAME: Mother
YEAR: 1882
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/block/MOTHER
COND: excellent 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: see #75-f/Lucinda Peck
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: JONES, LYDI
LOTNUM: 075 -f
NAME: Lydia T. Nason
YEAR: 1848
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1819
DEATHDATE: 1848
HEADSTONE: see #75-e/LYDIA
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/JONES
COND: excellent 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Joel, Lucinda his wives/ C. Fred, his wife Clara 

ALPHNAME: JONES, LYDI
LOTNUM: 075 -e
NAME: Lydia                             YEAR: 1840        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/block/LYDIA    COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                               COND: 
MONUMENT: see #75-f/Lydia T. Nason       COND: 
MAKER:                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JONES, THEO                     LOTNUM:   308  -a 
NAME: Theophilus                         YEAR: 1928        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1866                           DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:                                COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/cross/flower, vine/JONES  COND: excellent 
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Emily, Annie Jones/Elsie Dewhurst
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELN, CARR                   LOTNUM:   023  -d
BIRTHDATE: June 2, 1839                  DEATHDATE: Oct. 1, 1913
HEADSTONE: thick,flat marble/faint design COND: much gray lichen 
FOOTSTONE:                                COND: 
MONUMENT:                                COND: 
MAKER:                                    VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Wallace A. Josselyn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELN, NYRH                   LOTNUM:   023  -b
NAME: Nyhre                              YEAR: 1895        AGE:  79years
BIRTHDATE: June 22, 1895                 DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: rounded marble                COND: v.bad lichen,acid rain 
FOOTSTONE:                                COND: 
MONUMENT:                                COND: 
MAKER: C.H. Dutton                        VERSE: yes
COMMENT: verse almost all illegible/Parker list: wife of Edwin Josselyn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN WALL                   LOTNUM:   023  -c
NAME: Wallace A. Josselyn                YEAR: 1913        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: June 2, 1839                  DEATHDATE: Oct. 1, 1913
HEADSTONE: almost flatmarble/thick/design COND: gray lichen/mower chip 
FOOTSTONE:                                COND: 
MONUMENT:                                COND: 
MAKER:                                    VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Stone says Oct. 1, V.R. says Oct. 2, 1913
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, ALBE                  LOTNUM:   023  -e
NAME: Albert W.                          YEAR: 1843        AGE:  10mos. 16dys. 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 4, 1843       
HEADSTONE: flat marble/faint design       COND: v.sunken/badmowerchips/a.rain
FOOTSTONE:                                COND: 
MONUMENT:                                COND: 
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: sunken so age is underground/son of Edwin & Nyhre Josselyn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, EDWI                  LOTNUM:   023  -a
BIRTHDATE:                               DEATHDATE: Feb. 16, 1874
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: loose on base/v. bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: G.E.Witherell.  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Top step of lot says Josselyn
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, EDWI  LOTNUM: 023  -g
NAME: Edwin F.  YEAR: 1863  AGE: 24 (v.r.)
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 3, 1863 (v.r.)
HEADSTONE: tall marble obelisk/flag  COND: bad acid rain/much illegible
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols  Lowell  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Vit. rec.:d.Sept.3,1863 Hempstead,Texas age 24/Parker List age 25 yrs.10 mos.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, ELIZ  LOTNUM: 023  -f
NAME: Eliza A.  YEAR: 1840  AGE: 18 days
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 27, 1840
HEADSTONE: flat marble/design  COND: bad a.rain/mowerchip/sunken
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: was reset behind its base, so deep that date is undergr/dau. of Edwin & Nyrh J
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, HANN  LOTNUM: 018  -a
NAME: Hannah E.H.  YEAR: 1866  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 17, 1811  DEATHDATE: Feb. 12, 1866
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: fancy marble/pointed/Father AND Mother  COND: fair/quite a bit of lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Leavitt R. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   JOSSELYN, LEAV  LOTNUM: 018  -a
NAME: Leavitt R. Josselyn  YEAR: 1878  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: fancy marble/pointed/Father AND Mother  COND: fair/quite a bit of lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Hannah E.H. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   KECY, ELVA  LOTNUM: 252  -a
NAME: Elva Kecy  YEAR: 1943  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE:  FOOTSTONE:  MONUMENT: red granite/flowers, leaves  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with J.C.Nicholson, W.E.Barnes, L. F. Kecy their wife
ALPHNAME: KECY, L.F.  LOTNUM: 252  -a
NAME: L. F. Kecy
BIRTHDATE: 1860  DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: red granite/flowers, leaves
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers, leaves
MAKER:
COMMENT: with J.C.Nicholson, W.E.Barnes, their wife Elva Kecy

ALPHNAME: KENNAN, EMMA  LOTNUM: 008  -a
NAME: Emmaline A. Kennan
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/ivy
MAKER:
COMMENT: with W.M. Kennan

ALPHNAME: KENNAN, W.M.  LOTNUM: 008  -a
NAME: W.M. Kennan
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 16, 1895  DEATHDATE: Jan. 16, 1895
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/ivy
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Emmaline A.

ALPHNAME: KERSHAW, MARY  LOTNUM: 329  -a
NAME: Mary A. E. Kershaw
BIRTHDATE: 1887  DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite block/KERSHAW BAGLEY/book,music
MAKER: Gumb Bros.  Lowell
COMMENT: music notes, G clef/with Samuel Kershaw Sr and his wife, Barbara E. Bagley

ALPHNAME: KERSHAW, SAMU  LOTNUM: 329  -a
NAME: Samuel S. Kershaw Sr
BIRTHDATE: 1889  DEATHDATE: 1981
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite block/KERSHAW BAGLEY/book,music
MAKER: Gumb Bros.  Lowell
COMMENT: music notes, G clef/with his wife Mary A.E. Kershaw, Barbara E. Bagley

ALPHNAME: KEYES, JOSE  LOTNUM: 227  -e
NAME: Josephine Keyes
BIRTHDATE: June 6, 1838  DEATHDATE: March 9, 1912
HEADSTONE: #227-1/S.E.S.
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT
MAKER: Gumb Bros.  Lowell
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/rear:with Charles/sister of Mrs. C.E. Swett

ALPHNAME: KEYES, JOSE  LOTNUM: 227  -i
NAME: J.K.
BIRTHDATE: 1838  DEATHDATE: March 9, 1912
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT
MAKER: Gumb Bros.  Lowell
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/rear:with Charles/sister of Mrs. C.E. Swett
BIRTHDATE: 1873 DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers COND: very good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James/with Lizzie, Herbert Hopper/Gerard S. Cooper

ALPHNAME: KIBERD, EDIT
LOTNUM: 356 -a
NAME: Edith
YEAR: 1953 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873 DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Josephine Keyes
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James/with Lizzie, Herbert Hopper/Gerard S. Cooper

ALPHNAME: KIBERD, HARR
LOTNUM: 312 -a
NAME: Harriet Dawson Kiberd
YEAR: 1945 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866 DEATHDATE: 1945
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Warren Cedric Shawcross/William, Jane Shawcross

ALPHNAME: KIBERD, JAMES
LOTNUM: 356 -a
NAME: James
YEAR: 1940 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873 DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: redgray granite/KIBERD/vine, flowers COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edith/with Lizzie, Herbert Hopper/Gerard S. Cooper

ALPHNAME: KILBORN, MARG
LOTNUM: 223 -a
NAME: Margaret Small Kilborn
YEAR: 1902 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1822 DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/fancy S/SMALL
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Everett F. Small, his mother

ALPHNAME: KNECTTLE, HARR
LOTNUM: 021 -a
NAME: Harriett L.
YEAR: 1853 AGE: 55
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 18, 1853
HEADSTONE: marble/flat/base red sandstone
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of John R. Knectttle

ALPHNAME: KNOX
LOTNUM: 281 -a
NAME: Stone on Step
YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flat rectangle/flush/KNOX  COND: sinking/should be raised
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   KNUDSEN, DORO                   LOTNUM:   015  -a
NAME: Dorothy M.                1       YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
el
MONUMENT: wide curved/granite/NORMAN/ivy            COND: excellent
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co., Lowell, Mass.        VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Knudsen his wife/Norman W. Ritchie, his wife Olive M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   KNUDSEN, JOHN                   LOTNUM:   015  -a
NAME: John Knudsen                      YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/NORMAN/ivy            COND: excellent
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co., Lowell, Mass.        VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Dorothy M/Norman W. Ritchie, his wife Olive M./Ida M. Hibbert
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   KRAUSE, HATT                    LOTNUM:   243  -d
NAME: Hattie M. Krause                  YEAR: 1923        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 8, 1886               DEATHDATE: Oct. 10, 1923
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/leaf sprays              COND: some lichen stone & base
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                          COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: IN LOVING MEMORY
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LAKIN, ALST                     LOTNUM:   187  -c
NAME: Alston H. Lakin                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/LAKIN                     COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Carrie his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LAKIN, CARR                    LOTNUM:   187  -c
NAME: Carrie May                           YEAR: 1920        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867                       DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/LAKIN                     COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Alston, his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LAKIN, LERO                     LOTNUM:   285  -a
NAME: Leroy                                     YEAR: 1943        AGE:
ALPHNAME: LAKIN, LERO
LOTNUM: 285 -b
NAME: LeRoy Taylor Lakin
YEAR: 1943
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 27, 1943
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross
COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #285/a/Leroy Lakin
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Laura Giordano, Bell Axworthy Gordon

ALPHNAME: LAKIN, LUEL
LOTNUM: 342 -a
NAME: Luella G.
YEAR: 1980
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 11, 1876
DEATHDATE: Mar. 7, 1980
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/slanted/LAKIN/flowers, vines
COND: good, well carved
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Eastern star over her name/with Winfred/Masonic sign over his name

ALPHNAME: LAKIN, WINF
LOTNUM: 342 -a
NAME: Winfred T.
YEAR: 1943
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 1, 1870
DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1943
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/slanted/LAKIN/flowers, vines
COND: good, well carved
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic sign over his name/with Luella G./Eastern Star over her name

ALPHNAME: LANE, REBE
LOTNUM: 083 -a
NAME: Rebecca Lane
YEAR: 1861
AGE: 57
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 16, 1861
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: broken off/no base seen/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Oliver Cummings

ALPHNAME: LAWRENCE, ANGE
LOTNUM: 065 -a
NAME: Angeline B.
YEAR: 1902
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 1828
DEATHDATE: Feb. 26, 1902
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/LAWRENCE on base
COND: sunken below Lawrence/chip
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: LAWRENSON, JANE
LOTNUM: 360 -c
NAME: Jane Lawrenson
YEAR: 1926
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858
DEATHDATE: 1926
ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, CATH
LOTNUM: 313 -b
NAME: Catherine Jane Leavitt
YEAR: 1931
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 18, 1852
DEATHDATE: May 31, 1931
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: pointed gran. block/LEAVITT/L in circle
COND: some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, his wife, Margaret

ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, CHAR
LOTNUM: 313 -b
NAME: Charles Sumner Leavitt
YEAR: 1911
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: October 3, 1855
DEATHDATE: Sept. 26, 1911
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: pointed gran. block/LEAVITT/L in circle
COND: some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Catherine Jane, Charles Arthur, Hattie Leavitt

ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, CHAR
LOTNUM: 313 -b
NAME: Charles Arthur Leavitt
YEAR: 1952
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 30, 1884
DEATHDATE: December 4, 1952
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: pointed gran. block/LEAVITT/L in circle
COND: some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles Sumner, Catherine Jane, Charles Arthur Leavitt

ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, F. W.
LOTNUM: 146 -a
NAME: F. W. Leavitt
YEAR: 1956
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/roundedblock
COND: tipped right but firm
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Co. E., 6th U.S. Cav.

ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, HATT
LOTNUM: 313 -b
NAME: Hattie W. Leavitt
YEAR: 1956
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 21, 1889
DEATHDATE: March 28, 1956
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: pointed gran. block/LEAVITT/L in circle
COND: some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles Sumner, Catherine Jane, Charles Arthur Leavitt

ALPHNAME: LEAVITT, INFA
LOTNUM: 313 -a
NAME: Infant son
YEAR: 1956
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COMMENT: Infant son of C.A.L. and H.W.L.

ALPHNAME: LEFEVRE LOTNUM: 355 -a
NAME: no name YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/no inscription COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: may be base for a stone IS IT MARY'S HUSBAND?

ALPHNAME: LEFEVRE, EARL LOTNUM: 355 -b
NAME: Earl T. YEAR: 1907 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906 DEATHDATE: 1907
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: sl.slanted gran. block/top edge rounded COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary M. her son

ALPHNAME: LEFEVRE, MARY LOTNUM: 355 -b
NAME: Mary M. Lefevre YEAR: 1907 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885 DEATHDATE: 1907
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: sl.slanted gran. block/top edge rounded COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with her son Earl T.

ALPHNAME: LEMAN, ELIZ LOTNUM: 359 -a
NAME: Elizabeth YEAR: 1944 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857 DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: pink granite block/pointed/LEMAN COND: very good
MAKER: F. M. Hadley Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Thomas, his wife, Mary White

ALPHNAME: LEMAN, ELIZ LOTNUM: 359 -a
NAME: Elizabeth Leman YEAR: 1979 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897 DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: pink granite block/pointed/LEMAN COND: very good
MAKER: F. M. Hadley Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with George Leman

ALPHNAME: LEMAN, GEOR LOTNUM: 359 -a
NAME: George Leman YEAR: 1944 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886 DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: pink granite block/pointed/LEMAN COND: very good
MAKER: F. M. Hadley Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Elizabeth Leman
ALPHNAME: LEMAN, THOM                     LOTNUM: 359 -a
NAME: Thomas E. A. Leman                YEAR: 1922        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859                       DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE:                             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: pink granite block/pointed/LEMAN   COND: very good
MAKER: F.M. Hadley Lowell  Lowell                       VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with Elizabeth his wife, Mary White
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMARINEL, EMEL                 LOTNUM: 330 -a
NAME: Emelie Greeley                    YEAR: 1911        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842                       DEATHDATE: 1911
HEADSTONE:                             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/LeMARINEL                         COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/front:with John his wife/rear:their grandson Walter
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMARINEL, JOHN                 LOTNUM: 330 -a
NAME: John LeMarinel                    YEAR: 1921        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840                       DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE:                             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/LeMARINEL                         COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/front:with his wife Emelie Greeley/rear:their grandson Walter
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMASURIER, CHRI               LOTNUM: 351 -a
NAME: Christine                         YEAR: 1924        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883                       DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: #351-b/MOTHER                             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/LeMasurier/flower,vine    COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Christine his wife, Joshua, his wife Gladys
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMASURIER, CHRI               LOTNUM: 351 -b
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1924        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/MOTHER                             COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: #351-a/Christine                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: "Mother" stone identified by her son, John LeMasurier, June 1997
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMASURIER, GLAD               LOTNUM: 351 -a
NAME: Gladys                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1915                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/LeMasurier/flower,vine    COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Joshua his wife, Thomas, his wife Christine
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: LEMASURIER, JOSH               LOTNUM: 351 -a
NAME: Joshua                            YEAR: 1981        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1915  DEATHDATE: 1981
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/LeMasurier/flower,vine  COND: good
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Gladys, Thomas, his wife Christine
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LEMASURIER, THOM  LOTNUM: 351 -a
NAME: Thomas  YEAR: 1954  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1881  DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted/LeMasurier/flower,vine  COND: good
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Christine, Joshua, his wife Gladys
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LINCOLN, ALBE  LOTNUM: 047 -a
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 4, 1840
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: some black lichen/on ground
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Mary Ella/children of Israel & Mary A. Lincoln/stone out of gr. since '96
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LINCOLN, MARY  LOTNUM: 047 -a
NAME: Mary Ella  YEAR: 1841  AGE: 15mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Dec. 13, 1841
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: some black lichen, acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Albert H., children of Israel & Mary A. Lincoln
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LONGTIN, ANN  LOTNUM: 225 -d
NAME: Annie Morning Longtin  YEAR: 1978  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 26 1893  DEATHDATE: July 5 1978
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  COND: good/sod starting to encroach
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #225-e/Ann M. Longtin  COND:
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Raymond Walter Longtin
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   LONGTIN, RAYM  LOTNUM: 225 -d
NAME: Raymond Walter Longtin  YEAR: 1970  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct 11 1918  DEATHDATE: March 21 1970
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  COND: good/sod starting to encroach
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #225-e/Raymond  COND:
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Annie Morning Longtin
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LONGTIN, WARR
LOTNUM: 225 -c
NAME: Warren Leo Longtin
YEAR: 1971
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 4, 1920
DEATHDATE: May 8, 1971
HEADSTONE: metal rectangle/flush
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #225-e/Warren
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts, T Sgt US Army World War II
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LORD, SAMU
LOTNUM: 208 -e
NAME: Samuel Lord
YEAR: 1847
AGE: 68
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 3, 1847
HEADSTONE: sl.pointed/marble
COND: poor/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: from Rochdale, England
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOTHROP, EMIL
LOTNUM: 131 -a
NAME: Emily Lothrop
YEAR: 1860
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1832
DEATHDATE: 1860
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/slanted/GROW
COND: lichen on base
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: see lot 140/with Maria, Don Alonzo, Sophronia Grow
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOVELL, ALME
LOTNUM: 006 -c
NAME: Almera Hyde
YEAR: 1897
AGE: 83 years
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 27, 1889
DEATHDATE: June 23, 1897
HEADSTONE: granite/med. tall block/leaves
COND: excellent except
sl.bl.lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of James Lovell
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LYBRAND, OLIV
LOTNUM: 285(-a)
NAME: Olive F. Lybrand
YEAR: 1966
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1899
DEATHDATE: 1966
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: red gray granite/FARROW/flower,vine
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles his daughter, with Amelia
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MACHON, HARR
LOTNUM: 254 -a
NAME: Harriet Decarteret
YEAR:
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 27, 1889
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/DECARTERET/MACHON/lilies
COND: black lichen/Perpetual Care
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John D. Decarteret, Mary Jane Ellis /wife of Theophilus Machon
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MACHON, MART
LOTNUM: 265 -b
NAME: Martha B. Machon                  YEAR: 1955        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1892                       DEATHDATE: 1955  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/2 holes for pots  COND: excellent/a bit lichen  
base bk  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON  
HAINSWORTH/withWill.SarahSwanwick,PhilipMachon,Jas,EdithHainsw  
***************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   MACHON, PHIL                    LOTNUM:   265  -b  
NAME: Philip W. Machon                  YEAR: 1978        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1891                       DEATHDATE: 1978  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/2 holes for pots  COND: excellent/a bit lichen  
base bk  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON  
HAINSWORTH/withWill.SarahSwanwick,MarthaMachon,Jas,EdithHainsw  
***************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   MACHON, THEO                    LOTNUM:   254  -a  
NAME: Theophilus Machon                 YEAR: 1966        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 10, 1888              DEATHDATE: 1966  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: rounded granite/DECARTERET/MACHON/lilies  COND: black lichen/Perpetual  
Care  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with John D. Decarteret, wife Mary Jane Ellis /Harriet his wife  
***************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   MACKAY, ANNA                    LOTNUM:   232  -a  
NAME: Anna C. MacKay                    YEAR: 1924        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1888                       DEATHDATE: 1924  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers/MacKay                COND: good  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with Stewart (1906), Sarah, Stewart (1947)/Maria Edmonstone  
***************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   MACKAY, SARA                    LOTNUM:   232  -a  
NAME: Sarah E. MacKay                   YEAR: 1939        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1866                       DEATHDATE: 1939  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers/MacKay                COND: good  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with Stewart (1906), Anna, Stewart (1947)/Maria Edmonstone  
***************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   MACKAY, STEW                    LOTNUM:   232  -a  
NAME: Stewart MacKay                    YEAR: 1906        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1863                       DEATHDATE: 1906  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:  
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers/MacKay                COND: good  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with Sarah, Anna, Stewart (1947)/Maria Edmonstone
ALPHNAME: MACKAY, STEW
LOTNUM: 232 -a
NAME: Stewart MacKay
YEAR: 1947
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885
DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers/MacKay
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with Stewart (1906), Sarah, Anna/Maria Edmonstone

ALPHNAME: MACKENZIE, AUST
LOTNUM: 098A -d
NAME: Austin D. MacKenzie
YEAR: 1973
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906
DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE: see #982-c/Austin D.
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/flowers
MAKER:  
COMMENT: MacKENZIE SHEPHERD/with E. Louise MacKenzie, James A. Shepherd

ALPHNAME: MACKENZIE, AUST
LOTNUM: 098A -c
NAME: Austin D.
YEAR: 1973
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906
DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #982-d/Austin D. McKenzie
MAKER:  
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MACKENZIE, E. LO
LOTNUM: 098A -d
NAME: E. Louise MacKenzie
YEAR: 1929
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1929
DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: ses #982-a/Louise
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/flowers
MAKER:  
COMMENT: MacKENZIE SHEPHERD/with Austin D. MacKenzie, James A. Shepherd

ALPHNAME: MACKENZIE, E. LO
LOTNUM: 098A -a
NAME: Louise
YEAR: 1929
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1929
DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: flush/pink granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #982-d/E. Louise MacKenzie
MAKER:  
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MAGEE, GERT
LOTNUM: 133/8-m
NAME: Gertrude Magee
YEAR: 1934
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 25, 1875
DEATHDATE: Sept. 29, 1934
HEADSTONE: #133-d/GERTRUDE
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: drkgraygraniteblock/PENDERGAST
MAKER:  
COMMENT: stone catercorner/left with John, Annie, Chester Pendergast

ALPHNAME: MAGEE, GERT
LOTNUM: 133 -d
NAME: Gertrude
YEAR: 1934
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1844
DEATHDATE: 1912
HEADSTONE: granite/cross/MALLALIEU
COND: some bl. lichen/chips on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Virginia M., his wife

ALPHNAME: MALLALIEU, VIRG
LOTNUM: 322 -a
NAME: Virginia M.
YEAR: 1932
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861
DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE: granite/cross/MALLALIEU
COND: some bl. lichen/chips on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Frederick, his wife

ALPHNAME: MANN, LETI
LOTNUM: 225 -b
NAME: Letita M. Mann
YEAR: 1985
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898
DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: granite rect./almost flush/clasped hands
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #225-e/Letita M. Mann
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, ALIC
LOTNUM: 010 -a
NAME: Alice A.
YEAR: 1942
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866
DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE: granite/heart/cord w. tassels
COND: good but some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: MARINEL/rear with John his wife, George W.

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, AMEL
LOTNUM: 330 -b
NAME: Amelia Syvret Marinel
YEAR: 1951
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1891
DEATHDATE: 1951
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, CHAR
LOTNUM: 011A -a
NAME: Charles W. Marinel
YEAR: 1961
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878  DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: long rounded marble/MARINEL/Masonic  COND: excellent
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Groton  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Dorothy G. Woodridge Marinel/monument maker: Groton Rd. State Rte 40 Westford
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, DORO  LOTNUM: 011A -a
NAME: Dorothy G. Woodridge  YEAR: 1958  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882  DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: long rounded marble/MARINEL  COND: excellent
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Groton Rd.  VERSE: no
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, GEOR  LOTNUM: 010 -a
NAME: George W.  YEAR: 1980  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1895  DEATHDATE: 1980
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/heart/cord w. tassels  COND: good but some lichen on base
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: MARINEL/rear with John, his wife Alice A.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, GEOR  LOTNUM: 282 -a
NAME: George L. Marinel  YEAR: 1929  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1929  DEATHDATE: July 22, 1929
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Louisa A. his wife, Harrison, Louisa M. Marinel, William, Edna Newhall
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, HARR  LOTNUM: 282 -a
NAME: Harrison L.  YEAR: 1918  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1918  DEATHDATE: April 5, 1918
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with George L., his wife Louisa A., Louisa M. Marinel, William, Edna Newhall
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, JOHN  LOTNUM: 010 -a
NAME: John  YEAR: 1949  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1863  DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/heart/cross/leaves  COND: good but some lichen on base
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: MARINEL/rear with his wife Alice A., George W.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MARINEL, LOUI
LOTNUM: 282 -a
NAME: Louisa A.                           YEAR: 1952        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                 DEATHDATE: Dec. 1, 1952
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with George L. his wife, Harrison, Louisa M. Marinel, William, Edna Newhall

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, LOUI
LOTNUM: 282 -a
NAME: Louisa M.                           YEAR: 1955        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                 DEATHDATE: Nov. 7, 1955
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with George L., his wife Louisa A., Harrison Marinel, William, Edna Newhall

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, WALT
LOTNUM: 330 -a
NAME: Walter N. Marinel Jr.                YEAR: 1916        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                 DEATHDATE: April 14, 1916
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/LeMARINEL               COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/rear: their grandson/front: with John, his wife Emelie

ALPHNAME: MARINEL, WALT
LOTNUM: 330 -c
NAME: Walter Newton Marinel                YEAR: 1962        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879                            DEATHDATE: 1962
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush         COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MARSHALL, JULI
LOTNUM: 085 -a
NAME: Julia L.                             YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856                            DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: pointed granite                 COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Robert G. Marshall his wife

ALPHNAME: MARSHALL, ROBE
LOTNUM: 085 -a
NAME: Robert G. Marshall                   YEAR: 1909        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                            DEATHDATE: 1909
HEADSTONE: pointed granite                 COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Julia L. his wife

ALPHNAME: MASON, CHAR
LOTNUM: 159 -a
NAME: Charles L. Mason                  YEAR: 1899        AGE:  75 yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Jan. 21, 1899
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall,fancy shaft/MASON             COND: large chip in base,some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Eva, Sarah, Walter
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MASON, EVA                      LOTNUM:   159  -a
NAME: Eva C. Mason                      YEAR: 1878        AGE:  26yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 10, 1878
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall,fancy shaft/MASON             COND: large chip in base/some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles, Sarah, Walter
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MASON, SARA                     LOTNUM:   159  -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 30, 1891
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall,fancy shaft/MASON             COND: large chip in base/some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles, Eva, Walter
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MASON, WALT                     LOTNUM:   159  -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 2, 1906
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall,fancy shaft/MASON             COND: large chip in base/some lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles, Eva, Sarah.inscription almost illegible
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MATTHEWS, MINE                  LOTNUM:   259  -a
BIRTHDATE: 1857                       DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: pointed granite/MOTHER                   COND: good/chip top left corner base
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Garside Granite 1997 installed new foundation & reset it
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MCCONNELL, HOWA                 LOTNUM:   346  -a
BIRTHDATE: 1875                       DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite/vine, flowers          COND: very good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Stuart McConnell
ALPHNAME: MCCONNELL, STUA LOTNUM: 346 -a
NAME: Stuart McConnell YEAR: 1913 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912 DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite/vine, flowers COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Howard McConnell

ALPHNAME: MCCOY, BATH LOTNUM: 152 -c
NAME: MOTHER YEAR: 1880 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: v.fancymarbleblock/MOTHER COND: rodsbroken/stoneeasily removed
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #152-d/BATHSHEBA COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: sunken/top of marble base on granite base flush to ground

ALPHNAME: MCCOY, BATH LOTNUM: 152 -d
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 2, 1880 DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: #152-c/MOTHER COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: v.fancy/granite/urn on top/McCOY COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rt. side/with Charles M. front/Mattie P. left side

ALPHNAME: MCCOY, CHAR LOTNUM: 152 -a
NAME: Husband YEAR: 1890 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/HUSBAND COND: much lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #152-d/Charles M. McCoy COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: crooked on base but firm

ALPHNAME: MCCOY, ELIZ LOTNUM: 239 -a
NAME: Elizabeth A. McCoy YEAR: 1977 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918 DEATHDATE: 1977
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy COND: good/some lichen, base & stone
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Theodore Weiler, Margaret Beede

ALPHNAME: MCCOY, JOHN LOTNUM: 239 -a
NAME: John F. McCoy YEAR: 1943 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1854 DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy COND: good/some lichen, base & stone
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCCOY, MART
LOTNUM: 239
NAME: Martha McCoy
YEAR: 1899
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1823
DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE: 
COND:
FOOTSTONE: 
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy
COND: good/some lichen, base & stone
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, John, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCCOY, MATT
LOTNUM: 152
NAME: WIFE
YEAR: 1924
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/WIFE
COND: lichen/mower scrat.esp.at rear
FOOTSTONE: 
COND:
MONUMENT: #152-d/Mattie P.
COND: 
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: sunken/very little granite base visible

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCCOY, MATT
LOTNUM: 152
NAME: Mattie P.
YEAR: 1924
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 20, 1844
DEATHDATE: June 17, 1924
HEADSTONE: #152-C/MOTHER
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND:
MONUMENT: v.fancy/granite/urn on top/McCOY
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right:wife of William McCoy/with Charles:front, Mattie:left side

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCCOY, McCoy
LOTNUM: 152
NAME: Charles M. McCoy
YEAR: 1890
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 15, 1832
DEATHDATE: Oct. 26, 1890
HEADSTONE: #152-A
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND:
MONUMENT: v.fancy/granite/urn on top/McCOY
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: on front/left:Mattie P./right:Bathsheba

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCCOY, VERA
LOTNUM: 239
NAME: Vera M. McCoy
YEAR: 1965
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883
DEATHDATE: 1965
HEADSTONE: 
COND:
FOOTSTONE: 
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy
COND: good/some lichen, base & stone
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, John, Martha, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler

**********************
ALPHNAME: MCDONALD, BERT
LOTNUM: 009
NAME: Bertha Ione MacDonald
YEAR: 1925
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869
DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: granite/design w. cord tassels
COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co, Manufact., Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCENNIS, EDWA LOTNUM: 275 -a
NAME: Edward McEnnis YEAR: 1902 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897 DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: red granite rectangle/almost flat/design COND: a little black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel, Martha, Fred Hodgson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCGEE, ETHA LOTNUM: 333 -a
NAME: Ethel M. McGee YEAR: 1994 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901 DEATHDATE: 1994
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: gran./wide/flat/DIXON SMALL/circledesign COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: daughter/ with Edgar, his wife Lena
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCGRATH, GERT LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Gertrude B. YEAR: 1985 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896 DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/flowers, leaves COND: some lichen on inscription
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCGRATH, THOM LOTNUM: 170 -f
NAME: Thomas M. McGrath YEAR: 1957 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896 DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/flowers, leaves COND: some lichen on inscription
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gertrude B.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, CHAR LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: Charles H. McIntire YEAR: 1931 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862 DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE: #97-f/HUSBAND/C.H.M. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite col./McINTIRE COND: excellent
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/ with his wife Martha J. Libby
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, CHAR LOTNUM: 097 -f
NAME: C.H.M./Husband YEAR: 1931 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite COND: loose on base/chipped
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #97-d/Charles H. McIntire
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: double stone with his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: Elizabeth Raynor
YEAR: 1911
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 29, 1827
DEATHDATE: June 29, 1911
HEADSTONE: #97-b/MOTHER/E.R.M.
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: granite col./McINTIRE
COND: excellent
MAKER: Andrews & Co.
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with George W. McIntire his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, GEOR
LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: George W. McIntire
YEAR: 1907
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 9, 1825
DEATHDATE: July 23, 1907
HEADSTONE: #97-c/FATHER/G.W.M.
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: #97-d/Elizabeth Raynor
COND: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Elizabeth Raynor his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, GEOR
LOTNUM: 044 -a
NAME: George T.
YEAR: 1852
AGE: 2yrs, 8mos.
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: April 19, 1852
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: granite,double/each rounded
COND: firm/sl. sunken left side
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/with Warren A.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, HARR
LOTNUM: 044 -a
NAME: Harriet
YEAR: 1871
AGE: 61yrs, 2mos.
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: June 25, 1871
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: granite,double/each rounded
COND: firm/sl. sunken left side
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: left side/with Warren, wife

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, HERB LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: Herbert Libby YEAR: 1891 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 31, 1891 DEATHDATE: June 1, 1891
HEADSTONE: #97-e/H.L.M. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite col./MCINTIRE COND: excellent
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/child of Charles H. & Martha J. McIntire

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, H.L.M. LOTNUM: 097 -e
NAME: H.L.M. YEAR: 1891 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite/HERBERT COND: lichen/off base
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #97-d/Herbert L. McIntire COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, JOSE LOTNUM: 044 -b
NAME: Josephine McIntire YEAR: 1898 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 13, 1843 DEATHDATE: Apr. 4, 1898
HEADSTONE: granite/top slanted COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, LAUR LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: Laura J. McIntire YEAR: 1877 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 21, 1877
HEADSTONE: #97-a/LAURA J. McINTIRE COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite col./MCINTIRE COND: excellent
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: on left side/wife of J.Y. Cressy

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, M.WA LOTNUM: 044 -c
NAME: M. Wallace McIntire YEAR: 1898 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 16, 1837 DEATHDATE: Jan. 11, 1897
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: double/granite COND: good/firm but sunken on right
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on right side/with Maria H.

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, MARI LOTNUM: 044 -c
NAME: Maria H. YEAR: 1892 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 4, 1837 DEATHDATE: Jan. 29, 1892
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: double/granite COND: good/firm but sunken on right
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on left side/with M. Wallace McIntire

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, MART  LOTNUM: 097 -d
NAME: Martha J. Libby  YEAR: 1948  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865  DEATHDATE: 1948
HEADSTONE: #97-f/WIFE/M.J.M.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite col./McINTIRE  COND: excellent
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: right side/with Charles H. McIntire his wife/Daughters of the American Emblem

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, MART  LOTNUM: 097 -f
NAME: M.J.M.  YEAR: 1948  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1865  DEATHDATE: 1948
HEADSTONE: double/slanted/granite/WIFE  COND: loose on base/layers chipped
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #97-d/Martha J. Libby  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: double with her husband Charles McIntire

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, WARR  LOTNUM: 044 -a
BIRTHDATE:  Jan. 9, 1872  DEATHDATE: Aug. 17, 1852
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/double(each rounded  COND: firm/sl. sunken left side
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side/with wife Harriet

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, WARR  LOTNUM: 044 -a
BIRTHDATE:  Aug. 17, 1852  DEATHDATE: Jan. 9, 1872
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/double(each rounded  COND: firm/sl. sunken left side
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/with George T.

ALPHNAME: MCMURPHY, BENJ  LOTNUM: 114 -b
NAME: Benjamin H. McMurphy  YEAR: 1882  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1801  DEATHDATE: 1882
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/ornate  COND: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John,his wife Hannah F. their daughter,MaryGrace,Abbie B. Butterfield

ALPHNAME: MCQUADE, JANE  LOTNUM: 225 -a
NAME: Janet Morning  YEAR: 1906  AGE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/McQUADE  COND: very good
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #225-e/Janet M. McQuade          COND:
MAKER: C. Wheeler VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of John McQuade
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MELLEN, CHAR LOTNUM:   041  -c
NAME: Charles A. YEAR: 1852 AGE:  } 18
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 2, 1852
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed COND: bad lichen/recent mower chip
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Warren VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Robert & Deborah Mellen
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MELLEN, ELIZ LOTNUM:   041  -d
NAME: Elizabeth J. YEAR: 1846 AGE: } 20yrs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 10, 1816
HEADSTONE: marble/flat COND: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: In Memory of/daughter of Robert & Deborah Mellen
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MELLEN, ROBE LOTNUM:   041  -a
NAME: Robert Mellen YEAR: 1877 AGE: 81years
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 29, 1877
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed COND: some lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Should 41-b be his wife Deborah, not Page. Deb. is is not recorded
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MILLER, CARO LOTNUM:   280  -b
NAME: Caroline M. Chandler YEAR: 1917 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE: granite/flat/MILLER COND: good/some black lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James R., Mable R.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MILLER, JAME LOTNUM:   280  -b
NAME: James R. Miller YEAR: 1913 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: 280-a/J.R.M. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flat/MILLER COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Co. F. 33D Regt. Mass. Vol./with Caroline, Mable
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   MILLER, JAME LOTNUM:   280  -a
NAME: J.R.M. YEAR: 1913 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle./flush/J.R.M. COND: sunken/had to be dug to see
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #280-b/James R. Miller        COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MILLER, MABL     LOTNUM: 280 -b
NAME: Mable R. Miller       YEAR: 1933       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1869            DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/flat/MILLER COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James R., Caroline M.  
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MILLS, ETHEL          LOTNUM: 357 -a
NAME: Ethel M.                        YEAR: 1917       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1893                DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath with M/MILLS   COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic emblem left, another emblem right/right side:with Forrest, his
wife 
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MILLS, FLOR             LOTNUM: 263 -a
NAME: Florence Mills           YEAR: 1954       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1893                DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: pointed granite block/BALL MILLS/flowers  
COND: a little lichen, black
stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Ball, his wife Jane, James, Harry Ball/Herman Mills 
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MILLS, FORR            LOTNUM: 357 -a
NAME: Forrest A. Mills         YEAR: 1891       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1891                DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath with M/MILLS   COND: very good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic emblem left, another emblem right/right side:with Ethel M. his
wife
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MILLS, HERM            LOTNUM: 263 -a
NAME: Herman Mills             YEAR: 1957       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1893                DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: pointed granite block/BALL MILLS/flowers  
COND: a little lichen, black
stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Ball, his wife Jane, James, Harry Ball/James Mills 
*************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: MITCHELL, MARG         LOTNUM: 067 -a
NAME: Margaret E.               YEAR: 1890       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1836                DEATHDATE: 1890
HEADSTONE: COND: 

FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flat/MITCHELL                     COND: some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Mitchell, his wife/monument also says METCALF
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MITCHELL, WILL LOTNUM: 067 -a
NAME: William Mitchell YEAR: 1910 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1835 DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/flat/MITCHELL COND: some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Margaret E. his wife/monument also says METCALF
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MONEGAN, ALMI LOTNUM: 123 -b
NAME: Almira L. Monegan YEAR: 1928 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1851 DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE: marble block/ALMIRA COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: daughter of Nathaniel & Sarah L. Blood
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MONEGAN, JOHN LOTNUM: 123 -a
NAME: John H. Monegan YEAR: 1874 AGE: 24yrs,2mos,16dy
BIRTHDATE: 1874 DEATHDATE: June 6, 1874
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy/oakleaves&acorns COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MOODY, AURI LOTNUM: 011 -a
NAME: Aurilla J. Moody YEAR: 1940 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1850 DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite COND: excellent/some lichen on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Nelson C., Ethel M., George K. Hill
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MORGAN, JOHN LOTNUM: 043A -e
NAME: John YEAR: 1942 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 26, 1860 DEATHDATE: Aug. 27, 1942
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/flowers,vines/MORGAN COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: MORGAN, MARY LOTNUM: 043A -a
NAME: Mary YEAR: 1952 AGE:
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/flowers,vines/MORGAN COND: excellent
ALPHNAME: MORLEY, GEOR  LOTNUM: 280 ( -a
NAME: George Morley  YEAR: 1945  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882  DEATHDATE: 1945
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/candles on cols.  COND: good but some black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas Jacques/Gertrude, George, Jr. Morley

ALPHNAME: MORLEY, GEOR  LOTNUM: 280 ( -a
NAME: George Morley, Jr.  YEAR: 1914  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912  DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/candles on cols.  COND: good but some black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas Jacques/George, Gertrude, Morley

ALPHNAME: MORLEY, GERT  LOTNUM: 280 ( -a
NAME: Gertrude Morley  YEAR: 1973  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886  DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: gray granite/candles on cols.  COND: good but some black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas Jacques/George, Jr. Morley

ALPHNAME: MORNING, MARG  LOTNUM: 225 ( -e
NAME: Margaret Dixon Morning  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 193
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite "bench"/MORNING  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: children listed on stone. see memo

ALPHNAME: MORRILL, IDA  LOTNUM: 262 ( -a
NAME: Ida M.  YEAR: 1945  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876  DEATHDATE: 1945
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/leaves & design/CARR MORRILL  COND: chip, lichen on base
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John B. his wife, Richard B. Carr, Gertrude M. his wife

ALPHNAME: MORRILL, JOHN  LOTNUM: 262 ( -a
NAME: John B. Morrill  YEAR: 1950  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867  DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/leaves & design/CARR MORRILL  COND: chip, lichen on base
ALPHNAME: MOSHER, AGNE  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: Agnes E. Mosher  YEAR: 1929  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872  DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen
on base
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Henry, James, E. Eadie, George Mosher; Jeanie Eadie

ALPHNAME: MOSHER, GEOR  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: George E. Mosher  YEAR: 1953  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908  DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen
on base
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Jeanie Eadie; Henry, Agnes, James, H. Eadie Mosher

ALPHNAME: MOSHER, H. E  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: H. Eadie Mosher  YEAR: 1901  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900  DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen
on base
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Henry, Agnes, James, H. Eadie Mosher; Jeanie Eadie

ALPHNAME: MOSHER, HENR  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: Henry A. Mosher  YEAR: 1917  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872  DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen
on base
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Agnes, James, H. Eadie, George Mosher; Jeanie S.
Eadie

ALPHNAME: MOSHER, JAME  LOTNUM: 040 -a
NAME: James N. Mosher  YEAR: 1920  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906  DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/MOSHER  COND: good/a little lichen
on base
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Henry, Agnes, H. Eadie, George Mosher; Jeanie Eadie

ALPHNAME: MOULTON, JANE  LOTNUM: 149 -b
NAME: Jane F.  YEAR: 1851  AGE: 32
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 10, 1851
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/willow, urn  COND: good
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/J.F.M./W.H.M.  COND: almost illeg./leaning badly
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: fancy scroll/wife of Wm. B. Moulton/with their son William H.

******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   MOULTON, WILL  LOTNUM:   149  -b
NAME: William H.  YEAR: 1840  AGE: 7, 7 days
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Nov. 9, 1840
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/willow, urn  COND: good
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/J.F.M./W.H.M.  COND: almost illeg./leaning badly
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: fancy scroll/with Jane F. wife of Wm. B. Moulton their son

******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   MOULTON, WM.  LOTNUM:   149  -a
NAME: Wm. B. Moulton  YEAR: 1855  AGE: 36yrs. 5mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: June 3, 1855
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/finger up  COND: 2mended breaks, 1 apart/lichen
FOOTSTONE: flat marble  COND: leaning forward
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: small piece missing at lower break/bottom of stone standing in front of base

******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   MUNGER, HARV  LOTNUM:   035  -e
NAME: Harvey Munger  YEAR: 1884  AGE: 78yrs, 8mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 22, 1884
HEADSTONE: #35-c/Father  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: round marble/gran.base/garland  COND: black lichen/acid rain garland
MAKER: G.F. Witherell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Nancy R. his wife/with Lucinda, Mary J.

******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME:   MUNGER, LUCI  LOTNUM:   035  -c
NAME: Lucinda S.  YEAR: 1870  AGE: 56yrs, 5mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: June 23, 1870
HEADSTONE: #35-b/Lucinda  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: round marble/gran.base/garland  COND: black lichen/acid rain garland
MAKER: G.F. Witherell  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Harvey Munder his wife, Nancy R., Mary J. their dau.
ALPHNAME: MUNGER, LUCI
LOTNUM: 035 -b
NAME: Lucinda
YEAR: 1870
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/LUCINDA
COND: black lichen/loose on base
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: see #35-e/Lucinda S.
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MUNGER, MARY
LOTNUM: 035 -e
NAME: Mary J.
YEAR: 1866
AGE: 23yrs. 8mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Oct. 15, 1866
HEADSTONE: #35-d/Jennie
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: round.marble/gran.base/garland
COND: black lichen/acid rain garland
MAKER: G.F. Witherell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Harvey, Nancy, Lucinda; their dau.

ALPHNAME: MUNGER, MARY
LOTNUM: 035 -d
NAME: Jennie
YEAR: 1866
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/JENNIE
COND: black lichen/loose on base
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #35-e/Mary J.
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MUNGER, NANC
LOTNUM: 035 -a
NAME: Mother
YEAR: 1846
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/marble/rose spray
COND:
bl.lichen/topbadlyworn/loose
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: see #35-e/Nancy R.
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MUNGER, NANC
LOTNUM: 035 -e
NAME: Nancy R.
YEAR: 1846
AGE: 38yrs.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 17, 1846
HEADSTONE: #35-a/Mother
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: round.marble/gran.base/garland
COND: black lichen/acid rain garland
MAKER: G.F. Witherell
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Harvey Munger his wife/with Lucinda, Mary J., Harvey

ALPHNAME: MURRAY, ETHE
LOTNUM: 304 -b
NAME: Ethel
YEAR: 1963
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #304-d/Ethel R. Murray
COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                                                                       **************
ALPHNAME:   MURRAY, ETHE                    LOTNUM:   304  -d
NAME: Ethel R. Murray                   YEAR: 1963        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886 DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: #304-d/Ethel                     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/flowers/ROBINSON   COND: excellent but lichen starting
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Percy T. Robinson, his wife Ruth G., Nancy R. Robinson                       **************
ALPHNAME:   MYRICK, ELIZ                    LOTNUM:   204  -b
NAME: Eliza Myrick                      YEAR: 1858        AGE:    yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Jan. 12, 1858
HEADSTONE: rounded marble                           COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                                                                       **************
ALPHNAME:   MYRICK, FREE                    LOTNUM:   204  -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 24, 1862
HEADSTONE: rounded marble                           COND: lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                                                                       **************
ALPHNAME:   MYRICK, HORA                    LOTNUM:   204  -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sept. 5 1849
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                           COND: poor/broken in 2/leans on base
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER: T. Warren VERSE: no
COMMENT: with 2 infant children of F. & Eliza Myrick/stone fixed & reset by Aug. 1997              **************
ALPHNAME:   MYRICK, INFANT                  LOTNUM:   204  -a
NAME: infant                            YEAR:              AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                           COND: poor/broken in 2/tips back
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Horace and another infant/children of F. & Eliza Myrick
ALPHNAME:   MYRICK, INFANT                  LOTNUM:   204  -a
NAME: infant                            YEAR:              AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                           COND: poor/broken in 2/tips back
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Horace and another infant/children of F. & Eliza Myrick
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NARDIN, EDWA                    LOTNUM:   281  -a
NAME: Edward                            YEAR: 1934        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897                       DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flowers/NARDIN              COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Julia, Louis
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NARDIN, JULI                    LOTNUM:   281  -a
NAME: Julia                             YEAR: 1928        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860                       DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flowers/NARDIN              COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Louis, Edward
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NARDIN, LOUI                    LOTNUM:   281  -a
NAME: Louis                             YEAR: 1930        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859                       DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/cross/flowers/NARDIN              COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Julia, Edward
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NEAL, ROYA                      LOTNUM:   276{ -a
NAME: Royal A. Neal                     YEAR: 1926        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1870                       DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE: flat rectangle/granite                   COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NELSON, AMEL                    LOTNUM: 133/8-m
NAME: Amelia R.                         YEAR: 1907        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 2, 1818               DEATHDATE: Sept. 17, 1907
HEADSTONE: #133-g/MOTHER                COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite block/NELSON             COND: good
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/front: with N. Thomas his wife, sons Frederick, Martin
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NELSON, AMEL                    LOTNUM: 133 -g
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1907        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/Mother                 COND: lichen, especially on top
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Amelia R.             COND:
NAME: Charlotte P. Nelson
YEAR: 1945
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 11, 1901
DEATHDATE: Nov. 10, 1945
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite/point/design
COND: good but a little black lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: PRINCE/with Calvin R, his wife Nellie M., Warren F. Prince, J. Boyd Dexter

NAME: Frederick J.
YEAR: 1866
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 30, 1858
DEATHDATE: Aug. 26, 1866
HEADSTONE: #133-F/FREDDIE
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite block/NELSON
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/front with N. Thomas & Amelia their son, Martin their son

NAME: Martin S.
YEAR: 1914
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 9, 1856
DEATHDATE: June 21, 1914
HEADSTONE: #133-e/MARTIN
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite block/NELSON
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/rear with N. Thomas & Amelia their son, Frederick their son

NAME: N. Thomas Nelson
YEAR: 1888
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 20, 1818
DEATHDATE: May 27, 1888
HEADSTONE: #133-h/FATHER
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite block/NELSON
COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner on lot/front with Amelia R. his wife, sons Frederick, Martin
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NELSON, N. THOM               LOTNUM:   133  -h
NAME: Father                            YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted granite block/FATHER             COND: lichen, especially on top
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/N. Thomas Nelson               COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: outside the outlined lot
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NEWHALL, EDNA                   LOTNUM:   282  -a
NAME: Edna B. Newhall                   YEAR: 1957        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Feb. 18, 1957
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL       COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with George L., his wife Louisa A., Harrison, Louisa M. Marinel, William Newhall
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NEWHALL, WILL                   LOTNUM:   282  -a
NAME: William F. Newhall                YEAR: 1941        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 20, 1941
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: pink & black marble/MARINEL NEWHALL       COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with George L., his wife Louisa A., Harrison, Louisa M. Marinel, Edna Newhall
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NICHOLSON, J.C.                 LOTNUM:   252  -a
NAME: J.C. Nicholson                    YEAR: 1900        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                      DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: red granite/flowers, leaves               COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with W.E. Barnes, L.F. Kecy, their wife Elva Kecy
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NOLTE, HILD                    LOTNUM:   367  -a
NAME: Hildur Nilson                     YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 17, 1899              DEATHDATE: Nov. 27, 1925
HEADSTONE: red granite block/HILDUR/slanted top      COND: very good but chip left front
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                          COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   NOLTE, DELI                    LOTNUM: 036   -a
NAME: Delia M. Nolte                    YEAR: 1923        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 29, 1840              DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1923
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: point.marbleornateshaft/NOLTE COND:
blacklichen/acidrain/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Mary L. Nolte

ALPHNAME: NOLTE, ELIZ LOTNUM: 036 -a
NAME: Elizabeth D. YEAR: 1891 AGE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: point.marbleornateshaft/NOLTE COND:
blacklichen/acidrain/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no

ALPHNAME: NOLTE, JUST LOTNUM: 036 -a
NAME: Justus J. Nolte YEAR: 1895 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 16, 1802 DEATHDATE: April 27, 1895
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: point.ornatemarbleshaft/NOLTE COND:
blacklichen/acidrain/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Elizabeth D. his wife

ALPHNAME: NOLTE, MARI LOTNUM: 037 -b
NAME: Maria L. Nolte YEAR: 1862 AGE: 24yrs., 4mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 6, 1862cem.rec.
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/finger pointing up COND: poor/2 breaks,top on ground
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: bottom 1/3 tipped forward/wife of Martin H. Nolte/break at date

ALPHNAME: NOLTE, MARY LOTNUM: 036 -a
NAME: Mary L. Nolte YEAR: 1905 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 26, 1846 DEATHDATE: June 2, 1905
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: point.marbleornateshaft/NOLTE COND:
blacklichen/acidrain/toploose
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Delia M. Nolte

ALPHNAME: OSGOOD, JENN LOTNUM: 200 -a
NAME: Jennett YEAR: 1851 AGE: 7t. 11mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 26, 1851
HEADSTONE: pointed marble rt.front
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary wife of Augustus N. Osgood, their daughter
NAME: Mary E.                        YEAR: 1856          AGE: 32nd yr.of life
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 28, 1856
HEADSTONE: pointed marble               COND: good/some lichen/chip
rm.front
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell            VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Augustus N. Osgood/with their daughter Jennett
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: OWENS, THOM        LOTNUM: 198 -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 10, 1864
HEADSTONE: pointed marble              COND: v.poor/broken
off/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT:                              COND:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Son of Edward & Elizabeth H. Owens
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PAGE, ALBE       LOTNUM: 307 -a
NAME: Albert Page                   YEAR: 1861          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 12, 1821            DEATHDATE: Oct. 12, 1861
HEADSTONE:                               COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: pointed,granite obelisk/rings F-L-D    COND: some bl.lichen/brick
underbase
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: F.A.P age/Perpetual Care/right side with his wife Clara
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PAGE, CLAR        LOTNUM: 307 -a
NAME: Clara                          YEAR: 1887          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 22, 1824              DEATHDATE: Nov. 7, 1887
HEADSTONE:                               COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: pointed,granite obelisk/rings F-L-D    COND: some bl.lichen/brick
underbase
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Albert Page his wife
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PAGE, EMIL       LOTNUM: 016 -a
NAME: Emily S.                      YEAR: 1894          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 26, 1849            DEATHDATE: Feb. 17, 1894
HEADSTONE:                               COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/ granite/PAGE   COND: excellent
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Hector M. Page & his wife Mary Bolton, their daughter
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PAGE, EVER       LOTNUM: 307 -a
NAME: Everett F.                     YEAR: 1877          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1877              DEATHDATE: Jan. 6, 1877
HEADSTONE:                               COND:
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: pointed,granite obelisk/rings F-L-D    COND: some bl.lichen/brick
underbase
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side
ALPHNAME: PAGE, FRAN  LOTNUM: 016
NAME: Frances B.      YEAR: 1842   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 29, 1841   DEATHDATE: Aug. 20, 1842
HEADSTONE: see #41-B/Francis B.   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE   COND: excellent
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/with Martha O., Harriet F., children of Hector M. & Mary Bolton Page

ALPHNAME: PAGE, FRAN  LOTNUM: 041
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1841
HEADSTONE: marble/flat   COND: bad acid rain/lichen/sunken
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: see #16-a/Francis B.   COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Hector M. & Mary Page

ALPHNAME: PAGE, FRAN  LOTNUM: 307
NAME: Francis A.       YEAR: 1917   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: January 18, 1853   DEATHDATE: August 22, 1917
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: pointed, granite obelisk/rings F-L-D   COND: some bl. lichen/brick underbase
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: F.A. Page/Perpetual Care/son of Albert & Clara Page/front with wife Helen

ALPHNAME: PAGE, HARR  LOTNUM: 016
NAME: Harriet F.       YEAR: 1854   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 29, 1851   DEATHDATE: Nov. 12, 1854
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE   COND: excellent
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/with Francis B., Martha B., children of Hector M. & Mary B. Page

ALPHNAME: PAGE, HECT  LOTNUM: 016
NAME: Hector M. Page    YEAR: 1882   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 20, 1816   DEATHDATE: May 14, 1882
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE   COND: excellent
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Mary Bolton his wife, Emily S. their daughter

ALPHNAME: PAGE, HELE  LOTNUM: 307
NAME: Helen A.         YEAR: 1933   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 23, 1850   DEATHDATE: March 19, 1933
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: pointed, granite obelisk/rings F-L-D  
COND: some bl. lichen/brick underbase
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: F.A. Page/Perpetual Care/son of Albert & Clara Page/front with Francis, his wife

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PAGE, MART  
LOTNUM: 016 -a
NAME: Martha B.  
YEAR: 1846  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: May 4, 1840  
DEATHDATE: June 16, 1846
HEADSTONE:  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE  
COND: excellent
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right/with Francis B., Harriet F., children of Hector M. & Mary Bolton Page

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PAGE, MARY  
LOTNUM: 016 -a
NAME: Mary Bolton  
YEAR: 1890  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: June 7, 1819  
DEATHDATE: Jan. 15, 1890
HEADSTONE:  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: pointed obelisk/granite/PAGE  
COND: excellent
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Hector M. Page his wife, Emily S. their daughter

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PARKER, ANGE  
LOTNUM: 173 -a
NAME: Angie  
YEAR: 1903  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: granite/small/rounded/ANGIE  
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: #173-c/Angeline A.  
COND:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT:  

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PARKER, ANGELINE  
LOTNUM: 173 -c
NAME: Angeline A.  
YEAR: 1903  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 2, 1833  
DEATHDATE: Jan. 9, 1903
HEADSTONE: #173-a/ANGIE  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/tall pointed shaft/"P"  
COND: excellent
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Lizzie Drew/dau.of Artemus & Lorinda Parker/designs rear,left

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PARKER, ARTE  
LOTNUM: 054 -a
NAME: Artemas Parker  
YEAR: 1864  
AGE: 77y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: April 11, 1864
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  
COND:  
badacidrain/some lichen/m.chip
FOOTSTONE: marble/A.P.  
COND: on ground/piece off bottom
MONUMENT:  
COND:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: year questionable but confirmed by Parker, not in v.r.

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   PARKER, ARTE  
LOTNUM: 173 -c
NAME: Artemus Parker  
YEAR: 1883  
AGE:  

**BIRTHDATE:** June 7, 1807  
**DEATHDATE:** October 24, 1883  
**HEADSTONE:** #173-e/Husband  
**COND:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** granite/tall pointed shaft/"P"  
**COND:** excellent  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** yes  
**COMMENT:** front with Lorinda H. his wife/sides:Lizzie, Angeline, designs

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, ARTE  
**LOTNUM:** 173 -d  
**NAME:** Husband  
**YEAR:** 1883  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:**  
**HEADSTONE:** granite/small/rounded/Husband  
**COND:** excellent  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** #173-c/Artemus Parker  
**COND:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, LORI  
**LOTNUM:** 173 -c  
**NAME:** Lorinda H.  
**YEAR:** 1892  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** July 28, 1805  
**DEATHDATE:** August 30, 1892  
**HEADSTONE:** #173-d/Wife  
**COND:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** granite/tall pointed shaft/"P"  
**COND:** excellent  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:** front with Artemus Parker/wife of Artemus Parker/sides:Lizzie, Angline/designs

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, LORI  
**LOTNUM:** 173 -c  
**NAME:** Wife  
**YEAR:** 1892  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:**  
**HEADSTONE:** granite/small/rounded/Wife  
**COND:** excellent  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** #173-c/Lorinda H.  
**COND:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, SAMU  
**LOTNUM:** WoodTomb  
**NAME:** Samuel Parker  
**YEAR:** 1882  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1800  
**DEATHDATE:** 1882  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** Tomb/granite/tall obelisk on top/SF WOOD  
**COND:** excellent  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:** above door S.F.Wood 1842/with his wife Sally,Sarah H.Wood,Samuel Wood

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, SARA  
**LOTNUM:** WoodTomb  
**NAME:** Sarah H. Wood  
**YEAR:** 1892  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1808  
**DEATHDATE:** 1892  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**COND:**  
**MONUMENT:** Tomb/granite/tall obelisk on top/SF WOOD  
**COND:** excellent  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:** above door S.F.Wood 1842/with Samuel Parker his wife,Samuel Wood, his wife Sally

************************************************************ ************************
**ALPHNAME:** PARKER, SIBY  
**LOTNUM:** 054 -b  
**NAME:** Sibyl S. Parker  
**YEAR:** 1870  
**AGE:** 81y'rs. 10mos.  
**BIRTHDATE:** July 3, 17??  
**DEATHDATE:** May 6, 1870
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: v. bad acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/S.S.P.  COND:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of Artemas Parker/date hard to read but confirmed by Parker
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, SIBY  LOTNUM: 054  -c
NAME: Sibyl Parker  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: bad acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: marble/S.S.P.  COND: buried at lot 56
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: "There is rest in Heaven"
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKHURST, ADEL  LOTNUM: 063  -b
NAME: Adelaide I. Parkhurst  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath/GRIFFIN  COND: excellent
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: on front
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PEASE, DAIS  LOTNUM: 142  -b
NAME: Daisey T. Woods  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: fancy/slanted/marble  COND: fair
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER: G.F. Wetherell  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with "Mother" Daisey T. Woods Pease
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PEASE, MARY  LOTNUM: 142  -a
NAME: Mary W. Hoyt  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: marble/granite base  COND: bad acid rain/sunken
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of J.W. Pease/W. broken off
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PENDERGAST, ANN  LOTNUM: 133/8-m
NAME: Annie M.  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: #133-b/ANNIE  COND:  
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: drkgraygraniteblock/PENDERGAST  COND: good
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/left with John his wife, thier son Chester, Gertrude Magee
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   PENDERGAST, ANN                 LOTNUM:   133  -b
NAME: Annie                             YEAR: 1917        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/Annie                      COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Annie M.                       COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   PENDERGAST, CHES                LOTNUM:   133/8-m
NAME: Chester J.                        YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 2, 1878               DEATHDATE: Ja n. 8, 1888
HEADSTONE: #133-c0CHESTER                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: drkgraygraniteblock/PENDERGAST            COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/left with John & Annie their son, Gertrude Magee
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   PENDERGAST, J.CHES              LOTNUM:   133  -c
NAME: J. Chester                        YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 2, 1878              DEATHDATE: Ja nuary 8, 1888
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/dog on top/leaves/CHESTER  COND: bad acid rain,dog can removed
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Chester J.                     COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: data is on back, numbers illegible, info. taken from monument/bad acid rain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   PENDERGAST, JOHN                LOTNUM:   133/8-m
NAME: John Pendergast                   YEAR: 1904        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 15, 1846              DEATHDATE: Ja n. 1, 1904
HEADSTONE: #133-a/JOHN                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: drkgraygraniteblock/PENDERGAST            COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/left:with Annie his wife, Chester their son, Gertrude Magee
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   PENDERGAST, JOHN                LOTNUM:   133  -a
NAME: John                              YEAR: 1904        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/John                       COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138/John Pendergast                  COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:    PERKINS, BESS                   LOTNUM:   242  -a
NAME: Bessie M.                         YEAR: 1908        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                           DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE:                                   COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rough all over/tall/PERKINS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic symbols/with Edward, his wife Mary E., George W., Herbert G.

ALPHNAME: PERKINS, EDWA  LOTNUM: 242 -a
NAME: Edward S.  YEAR: 1910  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853  DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/rough all over/tall/PERKINS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic symbols/with Edward, his wife Mary E., George W., Herbert G.

ALPHNAME: PERKINS, GEOR  LOTNUM: 242 -a
NAME: George W.  YEAR: 1894  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894  DEATHDATE: 1894
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/rough all over/tall/PERKINS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic symbols/with Edward, his wife Mary E., Bessie M., Herbert G.

ALPHNAME: PERKINS, HERB  LOTNUM: 242 -a
NAME: Herbert G.  YEAR: 1918  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884  DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/rough all over/tall/PERKINS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic symbols/with Edward, his wife Mary E., George W., Bessie M.

ALPHNAME: PERKINS, MARY  LOTNUM: 242 -a
NAME: Mary E.  YEAR: 1914  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861  DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/rough all over/tall/PERKINS  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Masonic symbols/with Edward his wife, George W., Bessie M., Herbert G.

ALPHNAME: PETERSON  LOTNUM: 251 -f
NAME: YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/trapezoidal/cross/leaves/vines  COND: good/a little lichen
FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: PETERSON/no inscription, front or rear

ALPHNAME: PETERSON, ANDR  LOTNUM: 251 -c
NAME: Andrew S. Peterson  YEAR: 1919  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 20, 1833  DEATHDATE: Dec. 17, 1919
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/FATHER  COND: bad acid
rain, dates, 1st name
FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: no
ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, AUGUSTA
LOTNUM:      344 -a
NAME: Augusta A. Blaberg
YEAR: 1958
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1868
DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lars A. his wife, Harry F., Helga C.G., Carl A.E., Ruth M. his wife, Ebba

ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, CARL
LOTNUM:      344 -a
NAME: Carl A. E.
YEAR: 1971
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902
DEATHDATE: 1971
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ruth M. his wife, Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Helga C.G., Ebba

ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, EBBA
LOTNUM:      344 -a
NAME: Ebba Peterson
YEAR: 1981
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1910
DEATHDATE: 1981
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Carl A.E. his wife Ruth M., Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Helga C.

ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, GEORGE
LOTNUM:      251 -e
NAME: George W. Peterson
YEAR: 1962
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 26 1873
DEATHDATE: Oct. 12 1962
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush COND: bl.lichen/sod start. encroach
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT:   COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts Co C 6 Regt Mass Inf Spanish American War

ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, HARRY
LOTNUM:      344 -a
NAME: Harry F.
YEAR: 1936
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907
DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE:   COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Helga C.G., Carl A.E., Ruth M. his wife, Ebba

ALPHNAME:    PETERSON, HELGA
LOTNUM:      344 -a
NAME: Helga C. G.
YEAR: 1970
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1904
DEATHDATE: 1970
HEADSTONE:   COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Carl A.E., Ruth M. his wife, Ebba

ALPHNAME: PETERSON, LARS LOTNUM: 344 -a
NAME: Lars Adolph YEAR: 1925 AGE: 1925
BIRTHDATE: 1855 DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: COND: COND: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETRSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Carl A.E., Ruth M. his wife, Ebba

ALPHNAME: PETERSON, MARI LOTNUM: 251 -d
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 12, 1877 DEATHDATE: July 16, 1954
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/MOTHER COND: mower chips, scrapes/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND: COND: COND: COND:
MONUMENT: COND: COND: COND: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Augusta his wife, Harry F., Helga C.G., Carl A.E., Ruth M. his wife, Ebba

ALPHNAME: PETERSON, MARY LOTNUM: 251 -b
NAME: Mary F. Peterson YEAR: 1905 AGE: 1905
BIRTHDATE: June 5, 1839 DEATHDATE: Sept. 29, 1905
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/MOTHER COND: bad mower chips/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND: COND: COND: COND:
MONUMENT: COND: COND: COND: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Carl A.E. his wife, Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Helga C.G., Ebba

ALPHNAME: PETERSON, RUTH LOTNUM: 344 -a
NAME: Ruth M. Davis YEAR: 1979 AGE: 1979
BIRTHDATE: 1900 DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: COND: COND: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/wide,slanted/design/PETERSON COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Carl A.E. his wife, Lars Adolph, his wife Augusta, Harry F., Helga C.G., Ebba

ALPHNAME: PIERCE, J. V. LOTNUM: 029 -d
NAME: J. V. Pierce YEAR: 1863 AGE: 23y, 10m, 17d (VR)
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 21, 1863 (V.R.)
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/thick COND: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/J.V.P. COND: mower chips, scratches
MONUMENT: COND: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: J broken off name/V.R. Jonas Valmar Pierce

ALPHNAME: PIERCE, JOB LOTNUM: 093 -d
NAME: Job A. Peirce YEAR: 1909 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1834  DEATHDATE: 1909
HEADSTONE: see #93-e/JOB  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side: PEIRCE/with his wife Sarah S. Bird
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIERCE, JOB                     LOTNUM:   093  -e
NAME: Job  YEAR: 1909  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: see #93-d/Job Peirce  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIERCE, SARA                    LOTNUM:   093  -d
NAME: Sarah S. Bird  YEAR: 1928  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1839  DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall granite column/BIRD  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side: PEIRCE/with John A. Peirce his wife
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIGGOTT, BESS                   LOTNUM:   077  -a
NAME: Bessie A. Bearce  YEAR: 1943  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866  DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/back slants/top flat  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Preston Lincoln Piggott his wife
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIGGOTT, PRES                   LOTNUM:   077  -a
NAME: Preston Lincoln Piggott  YEAR: 1937  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864  DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/back slants/top flat  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Bessie A. Bearce his wife
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIKE, FRAN                      LOTNUM:   156  -a
NAME: Frank M.  YEAR: 1847  AGE: 6yrs. 3mos.(VR)
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 3, 1847 (VR)
HEADSTONE: marble/sl.pointed  COND: v.bad acid rain,lichen/leaning
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of James & Betsey B. Pike (VR) almost illegible
*****************
ALPHNAME:   PIKE, FRAN                      LOTNUM:   165  -a
NAME: Frank M.  YEAR: 1847  AGE: 6years 3months
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 3, 1847
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: lichen/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of James & Betsy Pike
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PINEL, CHAR LOTNUM: 086A -a
NAME: Charles Pinel YEAR: 1935 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876 DEATHDATE: 1935 (VR Dec. 2)
HEADSTONE: granite/maple leaves COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PINKHAM, THOM LOTNUM: 251 -a
NAME: Thomas J. Pinkham YEAR: 1893 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 11, 1811 DEATHDATE: Nov. 8, 1893
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/GRANDFATHER COND: lichen/mower chips, all corners
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: POLLEY, KATH LOTNUM: 214A -b
NAME: Katherine M. YEAR: 1940 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867 DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/POLLEY COND: excellent/sl. lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Robert his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: POLLEY, ROBE LOTNUM: 214A -b
NAME: Robert W. YEAR: 1943 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865 DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/POLLEY COND: excellent/sl. lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Katherine M.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: POTTER LOTNUM: 266 -a
NAME: No name YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: dark gray granite rectangle COND: good/a little lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: no inscription/perhaps an "entrance" stone to lot
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: POTTER, CHAR LOTNUM: 266 -b
NAME: Charles Potter YEAR: 1920 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853 DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/POTTER COND: good
George C. Potter 1879-1927
Headstone: rounded granite/POTTER
Condition: good

Amy Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.something on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching

Ezra C. Pratt 1862-1940
Headstone: fancy/marble/3dimen.lettering on top
Condition: badacidrain/rodbroken/lichen

Lydia M. Pratt May 31, 1833 - April 26, 1888
Headstone: marble/slants/MOTHER
Condition: much lichen

M. Annie Pratt 1874-1965
Headstone: granite rectangle/flush
Condition: sod encroaching
ALPHNAME: PRATT, MARS
LOTNUM: 164 -e
NAME: Marshall Pratt
YEAR: 1914
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 18, 1832
DEATHDATE: Feb. 5, 1914
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/FATHER
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT:
MAKER: Gumb Bros.
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: PRATT, WILL
LOTNUM: 034 -b
NAME: William H.
YEAR: 1844
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: infant
DEATHDATE: Sept. 2, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat marble/chains
FOOTSTONE: marble/W.H.P.
MONUMENT:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Infant son of Oliver R. & Mary A. Pratt

ALPHNAME: PRINCE, CALV
LOTNUM: 331/2-a
NAME: Calvin F. Prince
YEAR: 1907
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 6, 1870
DEATHDATE: Aug. 4, 1907
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite/point/design
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: PRINCE/with Nellie his wife, Warren, Mary Prince/J. Boyd Dexter/ Charl. Nelson

ALPHNAME: PRINCE, MARY
LOTNUM: 331/2-a
NAME: Mary Brown Prince
YEAR: 1980
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 5, 1898
DEATHDATE: Nov. 11, 1980
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite/point/design
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: with Warren F. Prince, J. Boyd Dexter

ALPHNAME: PRINCE, NELL
LOTNUM: 331/2-a
NAME: Nellie M.
YEAR: 1928
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 3, 1876
DEATHDATE: Nov. 13, 1928
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite/point/design
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: PRINCE/with Calvin his wife, Charlotte Nelson, Warren F. Prince, J. Boyd Dexter

ALPHNAME: PRINCE, WARR
LOTNUM: 331/2-a
NAME: Warren F. Prince
YEAR: 1948
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 11, 1897
DEATHDATE: May 21, 1948
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: dk gray granite/point/design  COND: good but a little black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: with Mary Brown Prince, J. Boyd Dexter

ALPHNAME: QUEEN, CLIF  LOTNUM: 168 -c
NAME: Clifford H.  YEAR: 1968  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1889  DEATHDATE: 1968
HEADSTONE: gran. rectan./flush/QUEEN/cross  COND: good
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Margaret A.

ALPHNAME: QUEEN, CORA  LOTNUM: 168 -b
NAME: Cora E. Huntress  YEAR: 1889  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1869  DEATHDATE: 1889
HEADSTONE: marble box/CORA  COND: slightly sunken
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of H. Sumner Queen/V.R d. May 22, 1889 age 20yr. 4dys

ALPHNAME: QUEEN, H.  LOTNUM: 168 -a
NAME: H. Sumner Queen  YEAR: 1934  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1855  DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: QUEEN, MARG  LOTNUM: 168 -c
NAME: Margaret A.  YEAR: 1986  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1894  DEATHDATE: 1986
HEADSTONE: gran. rectan./flush/QUEEN/cross  COND: good
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clifford H.

ALPHNAME: RANDALL, CLAR  LOTNUM: 132 -b
NAME: Claribel S. Randall  YEAR: 1892  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 29, 1855  DEATHDATE: May 19, 1892
HEADSTONE: fancy marble box/Claribel  COND: lichen/granite base in gr.
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: inscription is on back

ALPHNAME: RANDALL, IRA  LOTNUM: 132 -a
NAME: Our Little Ira  YEAR: 1867  AGE: t.9wks, 3ds.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 23, 1867
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: bad lichen/leaning sl.forward
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
ALPHNAME: RANDALL, JOB | LOTNUM: 132 -d
NAME: Job Randall | YEAR: 1877 | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 14, 1815 | DEATHDATE: Apr. 11, 1877
HEADSTONE: almost flat marble/ granite base | COND: lichen/crack left side/lean bk.
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 
MONUMENT: | COND: 
MAKER: | VERSE: yes
COMMENT: "Father" on front

ALPHNAME: RANDALL, SARA | LOTNUM: 132 -c
NAME: Sarah W. | YEAR: 1863 | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: | DEATHDATE: May 27, 1863
HEADSTONE: almost flat marble | COND: lichen/sl.sunken/leaning forw.
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 
MONUMENT: | COND: 
MAKER: | VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Job Randall

ALPHNAME: RENO | LOTNUM: 241 -d
NAME: | YEAR: | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: | DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/circled cross/flush | COND: good
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 
MONUMENT: | COND: gran."box"/RENO/2 indentations for pots | COND: good
MAKER: | VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PFC Medical Department World War I

ALPHNAME: RENO, ALFR | LOTNUM: 241 -a
NAME: Alfred W. Reno | YEAR: 1949 | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Aug 2 1890 | DEATHDATE: Aug 23 1949
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/circled cross/flush | COND: good
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 
MONUMENT: | COND: gran."box"/RENO/2 indentations for pots | COND: good
MAKER: | VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PFC Medical Department World War I

ALPHNAME: RENO, BEDA | LOTNUM: 241 -b
NAME: Beda M. Reno | YEAR: 1954 | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1891 | DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush | COND: some black lichen
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 

ALPHNAME: RENO, ANN | LOTNUM: 241 -c
NAME: Mother | YEAR: 1927 | AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: | DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle | COND: sunken/had to be dug to see
FOOTSTONE: | COND: 
MONUMENT: | COND: 
MAKER: | VERSE: no
COMMENT: vital records: Anne Jane, wife of Alfred, d. June 16, 1927
MONUMENT:                COND: 
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   RENO, RAYM          LOTNUM: 185  -a
NAME: Raymond E. Reno Sr.   YEAR: 1984       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 2, 1904    DEATHDATE: Aug. 6, 1984 (cem.)
HEADSTONE: flat/granite rectangle/hands        COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT:             COND: 
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   REYNOLDS, HENR       LOTNUM: 220  -a
NAME: Henry L. Reynolds      YEAR: 1924       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1872              DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:             COND: 
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted        COND: good
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: on front/rear:S. Alice Sheldon wife
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   REYNOLDS, S. A.       LOTNUM: 220  -a
NAME: S. Alice Sheldon        YEAR: 1966       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1872              DEATHDATE: 1966
HEADSTONE:             COND: 
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/slanted        COND: good
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: on rear, wife/front: Henry L. Reynolds
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   RIDINGS, AMEL        LOTNUM: 155  -e
NAME: Amelia Healey          YEAR: 1872       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 2, 1811     DEATHDATE: June 14, 1872
HEADSTONE:             COND: 
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT: rounded granite        COND: bad lichen rear
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: wife of Peter Ridings/front with Peter/rear Peter
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   RIDINGS, EDWA        LOTNUM: 155  -b
NAME: Edward               YEAR: 1855       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 28, 1840     DEATHDATE: Sept. 26, 1855(VRmo.)
HEADSTONE: sl.pointed marble                        COND: badly cracked/on ground
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT:             COND: 
MAKER:                   VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Joseph/children of Peter&AmeliaRidings/unreadable mo.from VR Edwin
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:   RIDINGS, ELIZ        LOTNUM: 155  -c
NAME: Eliza                YEAR: 1923       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1843             DEATHDATE: 1923
HEADSTONE: marble on granite base/rosebud            COND: good
FOOTSTONE:             COND: 
MONUMENT:             COND: 
MAKER:                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: last name confirmed by VR to 1850: Eliza Harriott b. Feb. 8, 1843

ALPHNAME: RIDINGS, JANE
LOTNUM: 155 -a
NAME: Jantte
YEAR: 1848
AGE: 4mos. 21d. (VR)
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 12, 1848 (VR)
HEADSTONE: marble rounded/granite base
COND: base almost flush/chip
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: all info. except "Janette" from VR: Maria Jenette dau. of Peter & Amelia Ridings

ALPHNAME: RIDINGS, JOSE
LOTNUM: 155 -b
NAME: Joseph H.
YEAR: 1856
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 23, 1838
DEATHDATE: July 26, 1856
HEADSTONE: sl. pointed marble
COND: flat on ground/bad cracks
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward/children of Peter & Amelia Ridings

ALPHNAME: RIDINGS, JOSE
LOTNUM: 154 -a
NAME: Joseph Edward
YEAR: 1856
AGE: 2mos. 21days
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 21, 1856
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: broken in 2/flat on ground
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/M.J.F. J.E.R.
COND: tilted left/lichen
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary J. Fletcher wife of William H. Ridings, their son

ALPHNAME: RIDINGS, MARY
LOTNUM: 154 -a
NAME: Mary Jane Fletcher
YEAR: 1856
AGE: 19yrs 11mos.
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 22, 1856
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
COND: broken in 2/flat on ground
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/M.J.F. J.E.R.
COND: tilted left/lichen
MONUMENT: 
COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of William H. Ridings/with Joseph Edward their son

ALPHNAME: RIDINGS, PETE
LOTNUM: 155 -e
NAME: Peter Ridings
YEAR: 1893?
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1808
DEATHDATE: 1893 probably
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: rounded granite
COND: bad lichen on rear
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/with Amelia wife on front/ bad lichen so death date hard to read

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, ABBI
LOTNUM: 092 -a
NAME: Abbie Ann
YEAR: 1925
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1841
DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: 
COND: 
FOOTSTONE: 
COND: 
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/RIPLEY
COND: excellent
NAME: Bertha S.       YEAR: 1949       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866       DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: long, low gray granite/fruit of lot COND: a little lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Royal S. his wife, George H., Edith Thorne Ripley

NAME: Edith Thorne       YEAR: 1936       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871       DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/gray granite/RIPLEY COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George H. his wife, Royal S., Abbie Ann Ripley

NAME: Edward Henry Ripley       YEAR: 1903       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 10, 1836       DEATHDATE: Nov. 19, 1903
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: double stone/rounded/red granite/HUSBAND COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with wife Mary Jane Davidson

NAME: Gardner K. Ripley       YEAR: 1914       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 18, 1848       DEATHDATE: May 11, 1914
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/RIPLEY COND: good/chip rt rear top of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gardner K.

NAME: Father       YEAR: 1914       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush COND: sod beginning to encroach
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #224-c/Frederick K. Ripley COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

NAME: Gardner K. Ripley       YEAR: 1903       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 29, 1878       DEATHDATE: Jan. 7, 1903
HEADSTONE: #224-b/GARDIE COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/RIPLEY COND: good/chip rt rear top of base
ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, GARD LOTNUM: 224 -b
NAME: Gardie YEAR: 1903 AGE:
COMMENT: with Frederick K.

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, GEOR LOTNUM: 118 -e
NAME: Georgiana Walker Ripley YEAR: 1925 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1870 DEATHDATE: 1925 HEADSTONE: see also #118-c/Mother FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/RIPLEY,FORSAITH COND: excellent except mower chip MAKER: VERSE: no COMMENT: Masonic/with Henry Tabor Ripley, Ralph Allen Forsaith, Margaret Ripley Forsaith

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, GEOR LOTNUM: 092 -a
NAME: George H. Ripley YEAR: 1942 AGE:

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, HENR LOTNUM: 118 -e
NAME: Henry Tabor Ripley YEAR: 1923 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869 DEATHDATE: 1923 HEADSTONE: see #118-d/Father FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite/RIPLEY,FORSAITH COND: excellent except mower chip MAKER: VERSE: no COMMENT: Masonic/with Georgiana Ripley, Ralph Allen Forsaith, Margaret Ripley Forsaith

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, ISAB LOTNUM: 084 -d
NAME: Isabel YEAR: 1846 AGE: 2yrs. 8mos.

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, ISAB LOTNUM: 084 -a
NAME: Isabell YEAR: 1846 AGE: 2yrs. 8mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 24, 1846 HEADSTONE: marble block/ISABELL COND: tipped forward/lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #84-d/ISABEL COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of Lewis & Sophia Ripley

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, JEAN LOTNUM: 094 -a
NAME: Jeannie Grady YEAR: 1922 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861 DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/granite COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Herbert his wife, George Thomas, his wife Julia, Lewis, Royal

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, JOSE LOTNUM: 004 -a
NAME: Josephine E. YEAR: 1916 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1854 DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: long,low granite/atfrontoflot COND: a little lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: RIPLEY/Perpetual care/woth Bertha S., Marion B., Stearns L.

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, LEWI LOTNUM: 084 -d
NAME: Lewis Ripley YEAR: 1885 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 18,1802 Walpole DEATHDATE: Feb. 10, 1885
HEADSTONE: #84-b/FATHER COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk COND: fair/acid rain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Born in Walpole, N.H./with Sophia W. Gardner his wife, dau. Isabel

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, LEWI LOTNUM: 084 -b
NAME: Father YEAR: 1885 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded marble COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #84-d/Lewis Ripley COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, MARI LOTNUM: 004 -a
NAME: Marion B. YEAR: 1902 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1829 DEATHDATE: 1902
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: low, long granite/atfrontoflot COND: a little lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: RIPLEY/Perpetual care/with Bertha S., Josephine E., Stearns L.

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, MARI LOTNUM: 118 -f
NAME: Marie Beauregard Ripley YEAR: 1941 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876 DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER: A.G. Lundberg, Westford, Mass. VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ralph L. Ripley his wife

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, MARY
LOTNUM: 055 -a
NAME: Mary Jane Davidson
YEAR: 1908 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 4, 1836 DEATHDATE: Nov. 14, 1908
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: double stone/rounded/red granite/WIFE COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Edward Henry Ripley

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, RALP
LOTNUM: 118 -f
NAME: Ralph L. Ripley
YEAR: 1942 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873 DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/Masonic/RIPLEY COND: good, a little lichen
MAKER: A.G. Lundberg, Westford, Mass. VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Marie Beauregard

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, ROYA
LOTNUM: 118 -b
NAME: Royal B. Ripley
YEAR: 1933 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901 DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: granite block/slanted top COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, SOPH
LOTNUM: 084 -d
NAME: Sophia W. Gardner
YEAR: 1877 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 21, 1801 Walpole DEATHDATE: Oct. 24, 1877
HEADSTONE: see #84-c/MOTHER COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble obelisk COND: fair/acid rain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Born in Walpole, N.H./with Lewis Ripley his wife, dau. Isabel

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, SOPH
LOTNUM: 084 -c
NAME: Mother
YEAR: 1877 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/MOTHER COND: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #84-d/Sophia W. Gardner COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: RIPLEY, STEA
LOTNUM: 004 -a
NAME: Stearns L.
YEAR: 1894 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1826 DEATHDATE: 1894
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: long, low granite/at front of lot COND: a little lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: RIPLEY/Perpetual care/with Bertha S., Josephine E., Marion B.
ALPHNAME: RIPLEY. ROYA  LOTNUM: 092 -a
NAME: Royal S. Ripley  YEAR: 1913  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840  DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/RIPLEY  COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Abbie Ann, George H., Edith
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RITCHIE, NORM  LOTNUM: 015 -a
NAME: Norman W. Ritchie  YEAR: 1947  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864  DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: wide curved/granite/NORMAN/ivy  COND: excellent
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co., Lowell, Mass.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Olive his wife/Ida M. Hibbert/John Knudsen, Dorothy his wife
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RITCHIE, OLIV  LOTNUM: 015 -a
NAME: Olive M.  YEAR: 1955  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1881  DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: wife curved/granite/NORMAN/ivy  COND: excellent
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co., Lowell, Mass.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Norman W., his wife/Ida M. Hibbert/John Knudsen, Dorothy M. his wife
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROACHE, GEOR  LOTNUM: 258 -a
NAME: George P. Roache  YEAR: 1958  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879  DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/sides slant/ROACHE/flowers,leave  COND: lichen/black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Susan Pullan, William Pullan, his wife Harriet/Perpetual Care
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROACHE, HARR  LOTNUM: 258 -a
NAME: Harriet  YEAR: 1900  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849  DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/sides slant/ROACHE/flowers,leave  COND: lichen/black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Pullan his wife, George P. his wife Susan/Perpetual Care
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROACHE, SUSA  LOTNUM: 258 -a
NAME: Susan Pullan  YEAR: 1955  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877  DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/sides slant/ROACHE/flowers,leave  COND: lichen/black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George P. his wife, William Pullan, his wife Harriet/Perpetual Care
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROACHE, WILL  LOTNUM: 258 -a
NAME: William Pullan  YEAR: 1928  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1847  DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/sides slant/ROACHE/flowers, leave  COND: lichen/black lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Harriet, George P. his wife Susan/Perpetual Care
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBERTS, MARY  LOTNUM: 181 -a
NAME: Mary  YEAR: 1914  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1835  DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite tree stump/anchor/cross  COND: excellent
MAKER: William Warley  source:Geo. Merrill  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: back with Silas, his wife, Thos. Warley, Sarah Warley
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBERTS, OSCA  LOTNUM: 355 -c
NAME: Oscar E. Roberts  YEAR: 1954  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept, 5, 1895  DEATHDATE: June 10, 1954
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  COND: very good
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PFC Co 151 Depot Brigade World War I
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBERTS, RALP  LOTNUM: 118 -a
NAME: Ralph W. Roberts  YEAR: 1927  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1926  DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE: granite block  COND: good except mower chip
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Otis & Irene Ripley Roberts
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBERTS, SILA  LOTNUM: 181 -a
NAME: Silas Roberts  YEAR: 1893  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1823  DEATHDATE: 1893
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite tree stump/anchor/cross  COND: excellent
MAKER: William Warley  source:Geo. Merrill  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: back with his wife Mary, Thos. Warley, Sarah Warley
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBINSON, NANC  LOTNUM: 304 -c
NAME: Nancy  YEAR: 1957  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #304-d/Nancy R.  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: ROBINSON, NANC  LOTNUM: 304 -d
NAME: Nancy R.  YEAR: 1957  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1942  DEATHDATE: 1957
ALPHNAME: ROBINSON, PERC  LOTNUM: 304 -a
NAME: Percy  YEAR: 1969  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle  COND: excellent 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: #304-a/Percy T. Robinson  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Percy T. Robinson, his wife Ruth G./ Ethel R. Murray
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROBINSON, PERC  LOTNUM: 304 -d
NAME: Percy T. Robinson  YEAR: 1969  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1891  DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE: #304-a/Percy  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/flowers/ROBINSON  COND: excellent but lichen starting
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with his wife Ruth G., Nancy R./ Ethel R. Murray
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROBINSON, RUTH  LOTNUM: 304 -d
NAME: Ruth G. Wotton  YEAR: 1984  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892  DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE:  COND: 
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/fancy block/flowers/ROBINSON  COND: excellent but lichen starting
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Percy T. Robinson his wife, Nancy R./ Ethel R. Murray
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROPER, ANDR  LOTNUM: 073 -a
NAME: Andrew Roper  YEAR: 1832  AGE:  } 20y.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1837
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: fair:acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Joel, Sarah Jane
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROPER, JOEL  LOTNUM: 073 -a
NAME: Joel Roper  YEAR: 1852  AGE:  } 69
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: March 14, 1852
HEADSTONE: rounded marble  COND: fair:acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND: 
MONUMENT:  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah Jane, Andrew
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROPER, NANC  LOTNUM: 073 -b
NAME: Nancy Ellis  YEAR: 1873  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Jan 25, 1873 broken
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: repaired 1994
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: Moran & Dutton, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Joel Roper/not in v.r./Parker 1906 list: Jan. 25, 1873, aged 87
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROPER, SARA
LOTNUM: 073 -a
NAME: Sarah Jane Roper
YEAR: 1826
AGE: } 6yrs.
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 9, 1826
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
COND: fair:acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Joel, Andrew
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ROULEAU, JUNE
LOTNUM: 365 -a
NAME: June Rouleau
YEAR: 1918
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908
DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: red granite/square/ROULEAU
COND: very good
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: name on rear side
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RUSSON, AMEL
LOTNUM: 362 -b
NAME: Amelia Russon
YEAR: 1945
AGE: 55yrs.
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 1, 1917
DEATHDATE: Mar. 1, 1917
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/MOTHER/design
COND: very good
MAKER: J. P. Meehan
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Benjamin Russon (d. 1945)
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RUSSON, BENJ
LOTNUM: 362 -a
NAME: Benjamin Russon Jr.
YEAR: 1955
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 20, 1889
DEATHDATE: Jan. 17, 1955
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross
COND: very good
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PFC Co L 23 Infantry 2 Div World War 1 SS
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RUSSON, BENJ
LOTNUM: 362 -b
NAME: Benjamin Russon
YEAR: 1945
AGE: 85yrs.
BIRTHDATE: June 24, 1945
DEATHDATE: June 24, 1945
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/MOTHER/design
COND: very good
MAKER: J. P. Meehan
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Amelia Russon
*****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: RUSSON, FLOR
LOTNUM: 249 -b
NAME: Flora
YEAR: 1967
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 7, 1894
DEATHDATE: Sept. 22, 1967
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross/flowerspray
COND: somebl.lichen/sodstartencroach
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
ALPHNAME: RUSSON, JOSE  LOTNUM: 249  -a
NAME: Joseph W. Russon  YEAR: 1974  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894  DEATHDATE: 1974
HEADSTONE: gran. rectangle/flush/cross/flower sprays  COND: good
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: SAMPSON, ANTO  LOTNUM: 125  -a
NAME: Antoinette F. Small  YEAR: 1906  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 31, 1852  DEATHDATE: March 24, 1906
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/SAMPSON  COND: good
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of J. A. Sampson/rear:with James A./front:Seth P., Rhoda Taisey Sampson

ALPHNAME: SAMPSON, JAME  LOTNUM: 125  -a
NAME: James A. Sampson  YEAR: 1916  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/SAMPSON  COND: good
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Antoinette wife/front:Seth P., Rhoda Taisey Sampson

ALPHNAME: SAMPSON, RHOD  LOTNUM: 125  -a
NAME: Rhoda Taisey  YEAR: 1891  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 8, 1821  DEATHDATE: Feb. 18, 1891
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: fancy/granite/SAMPSON  COND: good
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Seth P. Sampson/with Seth P., James A., Antoinette F.

ALPHNAME: SAMPSON, SETH  LOTNUM: 125  -a
NAME: Seth P. Sampson  YEAR: 1901  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 29, 1822  DEATHDATE: July 1, 1901
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/SAMPSON  COND: good
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with Rhoda Taisey wife/rear:James A. Sampson, Antoinette F. Sampson

ALPHNAME: SANBORN, ARTH  LOTNUM: 024  -a
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May, 10, 1845
HEADSTONE: flat marble  COND: bad acid rain/some lichen
FOOTSTONE:  

MONUMENT:                        COND:                        
MAKER: T. Warren Lowell            VERSE: no                        
COMMENT: son of L.C. & Sarah E. Sanborn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SANBORN, SARA         LOTNUM:   024  -b
NAME: Sarah E.                  YEAR: 1845       AGE:  34
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: June 6, 1845
HEADSTONE: flat/marble            COND: fair/some erosion
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell          VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Leonard C. Sanborn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SARGENT, BELI          LOTNUM:   162  -a
NAME: Belinda H. Sargent            YEAR: 1879       AGE:  73y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: Aug. 31, 1879
HEADSTONE: fancy marble            COND:
someacidrain&lichen/leanbutfir
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Joshua Sargent  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SARGENT, H. E.          LOTNUM:   222  -e
NAME: H. Ellen                        YEAR: 1924       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 20, 1844              DEATHDATE: Nov. 25, 1924
HEADSTONE: #222-c/Nelly               COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/fancy S/SARGENT        COND: excellent
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Luther his wife/rear:C. Frank Butterfield, N.Lorraine
Butterfield                      
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SARGENT, H. E.          LOTNUM:   222  -c
NAME: Nelly                             YEAR: 1924       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/NELLY       COND: chip
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: #222-e/H. Ellen Sargent     COND:
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT:                              
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SARGENT, JOSH           LOTNUM:   162  -b
NAME: Joshua Sargent                 YEAR: 1888       AGE:  84y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE: Mar. 23, 1888
HEADSTONE: fancy marble            COND:
someacidrain&lichen/leanbutfir
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT:                          COND:
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT:                              
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SARGENT, LUTH           LOTNUM:   222  -e
NAME: Luther H. Sargent             YEAR: 1903       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 14, 1842              DEATHDATE: Nov. 7, 1903
HEADSTONE: #222-d/Luther             COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
| MONUMENT: fancy granite/fancy S/SARGENT | COND: excellent |
| MAKER: | VERSE: no |
| COMMENT: front with H. Ellen his wife/rear:C. Frank Butterfield, N.Lorraine Butterfield |

| ALPHNAME: SARGENT, LUTH. | LOTNUM: 222 -d |
| NAME: Luther | YEAR: 1903 |
| BIRTHDATE: | DEATHDATE: |
| HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/LUTHER | COND: bad chip |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: #222-e/Luther H. Sargent | COND: |
| MAKER: | VERSE: no |
| COMMENT: |

| ALPHNAME: SCALES, SAMU | LOTNUM: 206 -b |
| NAME: Samuel A. Scales | YEAR: 1856 |
| BIRTHDATE: | DEATHDATE: Oct. 16, 1856 |
| HEADSTONE: pointed marble | COND: fair/some acid rain/lichen |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: | COND: |
| MAKER: | VERSE: yes |
| COMMENT: |

| ALPHNAME: SCRIBNER, BERT | LOTNUM: 226 -a |
| NAME: Bertha E. | YEAR: 1934 |
| BIRTHDATE: 1864 | DEATHDATE: 1934 |
| HEADSTONE: | COND: |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: granite/curved/flowers & leaves | COND: excellent |
| MAKER: | VERSE: no |
| COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Charles, Robert, Ruth |

| ALPHNAME: SCRIBNER, CHAR | LOTNUM: 226 -a |
| NAME: Charles F. | YEAR: 1938 |
| BIRTHDATE: 1861 | DEATHDATE: 1938 |
| HEADSTONE: | COND: |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: granite/curved/flowers & leaves | COND: excellent |
| MAKER: | VERSE: no |
| COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Bertha, Robert, Ruth |

| ALPHNAME: SCRIBNER, ROBE | LOTNUM: 226 -a |
| NAME: Robert B. | YEAR: 1919 |
| BIRTHDATE: 1883 | DEATHDATE: 1919 |
| HEADSTONE: | COND: |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: Granite/curved/flowers & leaves | COND: excellent |
| MAKER: | VERSE: no |
| COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Charles, Bertha, Ruth |

| ALPHNAME: SCRIBNER, RUTH | LOTNUM: 226 -a |
| NAME: Ruth M. | YEAR: 1912 |
| BIRTHDATE: 1894 | DEATHDATE: 1912 |
| HEADSTONE: | COND: |
| FOOTSTONE: | COND: |
| MONUMENT: Granite/curved/flowers & leaves | COND: excellent |
Perpetual Care/with Charles, Bertha, Robert

Frank C. Sellors
BIRTHDATE: 1873
DEATHDATE: 1893

with Charles and Minnie Ware

Arthur L. Senior
BIRTHDATE: 1905
DEATHDATE: 1977

with James, Helena, William

Helena M. Senior
BIRTHDATE: 1879
DEATHDATE: 1965

with James, William, Arthur

James A. Senior
BIRTHDATE: 1878
DEATHDATE: 1966

with Helena, William, Arthur

William C. Senior
BIRTHDATE: 1913
DEATHDATE: 1973

with James, Helena, Arthur

Autie Sharp
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 18, 1875
HEADSTONE: fancy marble
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/A.S.
MONUMENT:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: only son of Henry & Caroline Sharpe/Erected by his sisters.
ALPHNAME: SHARP, CLAR
LOTNUM: 096 -d
NAME: Clara J.  
YEAR: 1880  AGE: 57yrs.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Nov. 27, 1880
HEADSTONE: see #96-b/MOTHER  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rounded/marble/oak leaf wreath  
COND: poor/acid rain, broken on gr.
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James M. Sharp his wife, E.F. Waters their dau.

ALPHNAME: SHARP, CLAR
LOTNUM: 096 -b
NAME: Mother  
YEAR: 1880  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/MOTHER  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #96-d/Clara J.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: SHARP, JAME
LOTNUM: 096 -d
NAME: James M. Sharp  
YEAR: 1864  AGE: 42yrs & 7mos.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Sept. 26, 1864
HEADSTONE: see #96-a/FATHER  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rounded/marble/oak leaf wreath  
COND: poor: lichen/broken, on ground
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Clara, their dau. E.F. Waters

ALPHNAME: SHARP, JAMES
LOTNUM: 096 -a
NAME: Father  
YEAR: 1864  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: fancy/pointed/marble/FATHER  
COND: fair/acid rain, lichen, loose
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: see #96-d/James M. Sharp  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: SHARP, MATT
LOTNUM: 099 -a
NAME: Martha A. Sharp  
YEAR: 1862  AGE: 3yrs. & 8mos.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Feb. 26, 1862
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/Little Mattie  
COND: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: flat marble/M.S.  
COND: lichen
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Dau. of Henry & Caroline Sharp/her correct name from vital records

ALPHNAME: SHARPE, MAMI
LOTNUM: 099 -c
NAME: Mamie  
YEAR: 1885  AGE: 23yrs. & 2m's.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: May 17, 1885
HEADSTONE: flat block/marble  
COND: lichen/acid rain/legible
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Dau. of Henry & Caroline Sharpe

ALPHNAME: SHAW, ABBI LOTNUM: 129 -a
NAME: Abbie J. Tuck YEAR: 1870 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849 DEATHDATE: 1870
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block MAKER: VERSE: no
COND: COND: good
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/withElishahiswife, Harriotte/rear: Abbie, Sarah, Sarah, Carrie, Anna

ALPHNAME: SHAW, ANNA LOTNUM: 129 -a
NAME: Anna T. YEAR: 1888 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884 DEATHDATE: 1888
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block MAKER: VERSE: no
COND: COND: good
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/rearwith: Sarah, Sarah, Carrie, Anna/front: Elisha, Abbie, Harriotte

ALPHNAME: SHAW, CARR LOTNUM: 129 -a
NAME: Carrie E. YEAR: 1881 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1880 DEATHDATE: 1881
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: granite block MAKER: VERSE: no
COND: COND: good
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/rearwith: Abbie, Sarah, Sarah, Carrie/front: Elisha, Abbie, Harriotte

ALPHNAME: SHAW, CLIF LOTNUM: 243 -e
NAME: Clifford F. Shaw YEAR: 1929 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 14, 1878 DEATHDATE: May 10, 1929
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/leaf sprays FOOTSTONE: MONUMENT: MAKER: VERSE: no
COND: slightly sunken/some lichen COND: COND:
COMMENT: In Memory Of

ALPHNAME: SHAW, DANA LOTNUM: 026 -a
NAME: Dana P. YEAR: 1852 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 6, 1852 DEATHDATE: Oct. 18, 1852
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE:
COND: COND:
MONUMENT: 7' tall/granite/flat top/SHAW

Making: VERSE: no

COMMENT: back side with Lothair L., children of Elisha & Marcia M. Shaw

ALPHNAME: SHAW, ELISH
LOTNUM: 129 -a
NAME: Elisha Herman Shaw
BIRTHDATE: 1847
DEATHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE: granite block
FOOTSTONE: granite block
MONUMENT: granite block
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on front side

ALPHNAME: SHAW, EMIL
LOTNUM: 026 -a
NAME: Emily Shaw
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 16, 1814
DEATHDATE: Sept. 30, 1843
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/flush
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Elisha Shaw/left side with Morgan

ALPHNAME: SHAW, GRAC
LOTNUM: 243 -b
NAME: Grace M. Shaw
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 28, 1887
DEATHDATE: Mar. 15, 1974
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
MONUMENT: granite rectangle/flush
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: SHAW, HARRI
LOTNUM: 129 -a
NAME: Harriette E. Evans
BIRTHDATE: 1847
DEATHDATE: 1912
HEADSTONE: granite block
FOOTSTONE: granite block
MONUMENT: granite block
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/withElishahis wife,Abbie/rear:Abbie,Sarah,Sarah,Carrie,Anna

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, LOTH
NAME: Lothair L.  YEAR: 1852  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 5, 1849  DEATHDATE: Feb. 22, 1852
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: 7' tall/granite/flat top/SHAW
black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: back side with Dana P., children of Elisha & Marcia M.

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, MARC
NAME: Marcia M.  YEAR: 1852  AGE: 29 yrs.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Jan. 22, 1852
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: 7' tall/granite/flat top/SHAW
black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Martha/wife of Elisha Shaw

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, MART
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 20, 1844
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: 7' tall/granite/flat top/SHAW
black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Marcia/wife of Elisha Shaw

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, MORG
NAME: Morgianna  YEAR: 1866  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 21, 1843  DEATHDATE: Aug. 2, 1866
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: 7'tall/granite/flat top/SHAW
black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Emily/dau. of Elisha & Emily Shaw

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, Mary
NAME: Mary L.  YEAR: 1924  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD
COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Walton his wife/Bartholomew, Mabel, William, Eliza McCoy

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, SARA
NAME: Mary L.  YEAR: 1924  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD
COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Walton his wife/Bartholomew, Mabel, William, Eliza McCoy

ALPHNAME:   SHAW, SARA
NAME: Mary L.  YEAR: 1924  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:       FOOTSTONE:      MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD
COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Walton his wife/Bartholomew, Mabel, William, Eliza McCoy
NAME: Sarah M.                          YEAR: 1874        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874                       DEATHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE: granite block               COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite block                COND: good
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/rearwith:Abbie,Sarah,Carrie,Anna/front:Elisha,Abbie,Harriotte
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SHAW, SARA                      LOTNUM:   129  -a
NAME: Sarah V.                          YEAR: 1882        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                       DEATHDATE: 1882
HEADSTONE: granite block               COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite block                COND: good
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/rearwith:Abbie,Sarah,Carrie,Anna/front:Elisha,Abbie,Harriotte
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SHAW, WALT                      LOTNUM:   336  -a
NAME: Walton Robert Shaw                YEAR: 1922        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1850                       DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: granite block               COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: redgranite/slanted/flowers,vine/BELLWOOD  COND: good/some black lichen
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Mary his wife/Bartholomew, Mabel, William, Eliza McCoy
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SHAWCROSS, JANE                 LOTNUM:   312  -a
NAME: Jane Dawson                       YEAR: 1939        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853                       DEATHDATE: 1939
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Shawcross his wife, Warren Cedric/Harriet Dawson Kiberd
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SHAWCROSS, WARR                 LOTNUM:   312  -a
NAME: William Shawcross                 YEAR: 1924        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849                       DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: beloved son of Leonard & Bessie Shawcross/with William,Jane Shawcross,Harriet
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SHAWCROSS, WILL                 LOTNUM:   312  -a
NAME: William Shawcross                 YEAR: 1924        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849                       DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:
MONUMENT: granite/slanted sides/SHAWCROSS/flowers   COND: good
MAKER:                                VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Jane Dawson, Warren Cedric/Harriet Dawson Kiberd
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SHELDON, ARTH      LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Arthur H. Sheldon    YEAR: 1911   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 29, 1832      DEATHDATE: Dec. 22, 1911
HEADSTONE: #227-a/A.H.S.     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                   COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT  COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell     VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front:with Sarah E. Swett his wife, Charles E. & wife Clementine

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, ARTH      LOTNUM: 227 -a
NAME: A.H.S.                     YEAR: 1911   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low   COND: mower chips/slightly sunken
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Arthur H. Sheldon  COND:
MAKER:                         VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, ARTH      LOTNUM: 227 -h
NAME: A.H.S.                     YEAR: 1911   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low   COND: sunken/almost flush/mower chip
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Arthur Harold   COND:
MAKER:                         VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, CHAR       LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Charles Henry            YEAR: 1895   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 1, 1858        DEATHDATE: Aug. 1, 1895
HEADSTONE:                     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT  COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell      VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/son of A.H. & S.E.S. Sheldon

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, CHAR       LOTNUM: 227 -f
NAME: C.H.S.                      YEAR: 1895   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low   COND: sunken/flush/sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Charles Henry Sheldon  COND:
MAKER:                         VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, GEOR        LOTNUM: 094 -a
NAME: George Thomas             YEAR: 1903   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1829                 DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE:                     COND:
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:
MONUMENT: sl.rounded granite/SHELDON  COND: good
MAKER:                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Julia Ripley, George Herbert, his wife Jeannie, Lewis Ripley, Royal Ripley

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, GEOR
LOTNUM: 094
NAME: George Herbert
YEAR: 1912
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/SHELDON
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
with his wife Jeannie Grady, George Thomas, his wife Julia, Lewis Ripley, Royal Ripley

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, HILM
LOTNUM: 227
NAME: Hilma Sheldon
YEAR: 1918
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 27, 1885
HEADSTONE: #227-g/H.S
COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT
COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/Dau. of C.H. & A.C. Swett/left side

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, JEAN
LOTNUM: 094
NAME: Jeannie Grady
YEAR: 1922
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/SHELDON
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
with George Herbert, his wife, George Thomas, his wife Julia, Lewis Ripley, Royal Ripley

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, JULI
LOTNUM: 094
NAME: Julia Ripley
YEAR: 1898
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1828
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/SHELDON
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
with George Thomas, his wife, George Herbert, Jeannie Grady, Lewis Ripley, Royal Ripley

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, LEWI
LOTNUM: 094
NAME: Lewis Ripley
YEAR: 1859
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/SHELDON  
MAKER:  Gumb Bros.  Lowell  
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front: with Arthur H. Sheldon his wife, Charles E. & Clementine

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, SARA  
LOTNUM: 227 -e  
NAME: Sarah E. Swett  
YEAR: 1927  
BIRTHDATE: July 1, 1836  
DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1927  
HEADSTONE: #227-b/S.E.S.  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with George, his wife Julia Ripley, George Herbert, his wife Jeannie, Royal Ripley

ALPHNAME: SHELDON, SARA  
LOTNUM: 227 -b  
NAME: S.E.S.  
YEAR: 1927  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low  
COND: mower chips/slightly sunken  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: #227-e/Sarah E. Swett  
MAKER:  
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, CECEI  
LOTNUM: 203 -b  
NAME: Cecil R.  
YEAR: 1898  
BIRTHDATE: 1897  
DEATHDATE: 1898  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pink granite/pointed/SHEPHERD  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with George, his wife Gertrude, Ella E., James H.

ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, ELIZ  
LOTNUM: 099A -a  
NAME: Elizabeth Anderson  
YEAR: 1918  
BIRTHDATE: 1842  
DEATHDATE: 1918  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: curved granite/SHEPHERD  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: wife with John George Shepherd, daughter Lizzie Eglin

ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, ELLA  
LOTNUM: 203 -b  
NAME: Ella E.  
YEAR: 1900  
BIRTHDATE: 1899  
DEATHDATE: 1900  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pink granite/pointed/SHEPHERD  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with George, his wife Gertrude, Cecil R., James H.

ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, GEOR  
LOTNUM: 203 -b  
NAME: George E.  
YEAR: 1959  
BIRTHDATE: 1873  
DEATHDATE: 1959  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pink granite/pointed/SHEPHERD  COND: excellent  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with his wife Gertrude E., Cecil R., Ella E., James H.  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, GERT  LOTNUM: 203 -b  
NAME: Gertrude E.  YEAR: 1947  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1877  DEATHDATE: 1947  
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pink granite/pointed/SHEPHERD  COND: excellent  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with George, his wife, Cecil R., Ella E., James H.  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, JAME  LOTNUM: 098A -d  
NAME: James A. Shepherd  YEAR: 1942  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1878  DEATHDATE: 1942  
HEADSTONE: see #982-b/James A.  FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/flowers  COND: good/some black stain  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: MacKENZIE SHEPHERD/with Austin D., E. Louise MacKenzie  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, JAME  LOTNUM: 098A -b  
NAME: James A.  YEAR: 1942  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1878  DEATHDATE: 1942  
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle  FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: #982-d/James A. Shepherd  COND:  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, JAME  LOTNUM: 203 -b  
NAME: James H.  YEAR: 1912  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1911  DEATHDATE: 1912  
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: pink granite/pointed/SHEPHERD  COND: excellent  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with George, his wife Gertrude, Cecil R., Ella E.  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, JOHN  LOTNUM: 099A -a  
NAME: John George Shepherd  YEAR: 1900  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1841  DEATHDATE: 1900  
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: curved granite/SHEPHERD  COND: excellent  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with wife Elizabeth, daughter Lizzie  
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, JOHN  LOTNUM: 203 -a  
NAME: John W.  YEAR: 1902  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1902  DEATHDATE: 1902  
HEADSTONE: marble block  FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT:  COND: fair/black lichen  
MAKER: VERSE: no  
COMMENT: son of James & Emma Shepherd
**ALPHNAME: SHEPHERD, LIZZ**
**LOTNUM: 099A -a**

**NAME:** Lizzie Eglin  
**YEAR:** 1904  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1869  
**DEATHDATE:** 1904  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:** curved granite/SHEPHERD  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:** with John, Elizabeth Shepherd, their dau.

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE**
**LOTNUM: 320 -f**

**NAME:** no name  
**YEAR:**  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:**  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:** gray granite/vines&leaves/SHERBURNE  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, ADA**
**LOTNUM: 320 -d**

**NAME:** Ada A.  
**YEAR:** 1935  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1853  
**DEATHDATE:** 1935  
**HEADSTONE:** granite/flush rectangle  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, GEOR**
**LOTNUM: 320 -e**

**NAME:** George J.  
**YEAR:** 1926  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1846  
**DEATHDATE:** 1926  
**HEADSTONE:** granite/flush rectangle  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, HARR**
**LOTNUM: 360 -b**

**NAME:** Harry S.  
**YEAR:** 1974  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1895  
**DEATHDATE:** 1974  
**HEADSTONE:** red gran.rect./flush/2crosses/SHERBURNE  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, MABE**
**LOTNUM: 360 -a**

**NAME:** Mabel S.  
**YEAR:** 1987  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** 1896  
**DEATHDATE:** 1987  
**HEADSTONE:** red gran.rect./flush/2crosses/SHERBURNE  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MONUMENT:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** no  
**COMMENT:**

**ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, MARY**
**LOTNUM: 320 -b**
NAME: Mary E. Sherburne        YEAR: 1971        AGE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:          COND:
MONUMENT:            COND:
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT:        ******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SHERBURNE, VICT       LOTNUM: 320 -a
NAME: Victor Sherburne          YEAR: 1973        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 14, 1885        DEATHDATE: Nov. 3, 1973
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:          COND:
MONUMENT:            COND:
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT:  ******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SHORE, WESL           LOTNUM: 049 -d
NAME: Wesley H.                 YEAR: 1846        AGE: 3mos. & 24ds.
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: Oct. 27, 1846
HEADSTONE: flat/marble/leaf spray COND: poor/bad erosion & lichen
FOOTSTONE: marble/W.H.S.        COND: buried at lot 56
MONUMENT:            COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell        VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Luther W. & Clarissa M. Shores
******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SHORES, ANSE          LOTNUM: 049 -e
NAME: Ansel S.                  YEAR: 1844        AGE: 16mos. & 8 days
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: Mar. 25, 1844
HEADSTONE: flat/marble/leaf spray COND: a little lichen
FOOTSTONE:          COND:
MONUMENT:            COND:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell        VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of Luther & Clarissa M. Shores
******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, AMOS          LOTNUM: 028 -c
NAME: Amos                      YEAR: 1863        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: small/fancy/marble/rope,acorns COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:          COND:
MONUMENT: see #28-d/Amos H. Silver COND:
MAKER:               VERSE: no
COMMENT:        ******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, AMOS          LOTNUM: 028 -d
NAME: Amos H. Silver             YEAR: 1863        AGE: 42y'rs & 6mos
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: Dec. 10, 1863
HEADSTONE: 28-c/Amos            COND:
FOOTSTONE:          COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall/pointed top/SILVER COND: good
MAKER: Dresser, Lowell         VERSE: yes
COMMENT: front with wife Eleanor
******************************************* ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, ELEA           LOTNUM: 028 -d
NAME: Eleanor M.                YEAR: 1863        AGE: 32y'rs & 10mos
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE: June 29, 1863
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall/pointedtop/SILVER COND: good
MAKER: Dresser, Lowell VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of A.H. Silver/front with Amos
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, ELEA LOTNUM: 028 -b
NAME: Eleanor YEAR: 1863 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/slanted top/rope COND: lichen covered/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #28-d/Eleanor M. COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, ELLE LOTNUM: 028 -d
NAME: Ellen YEAR: 1861 AGE: 6mos. & 2d's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 11, 1861
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: marble/tall/top pointed/SILVER COND: good
MAKER: Dresser, Lowell VERSE: yes
COMMENT: dau. of A.H. & E.M. Silver/with parents but on rear
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SILVER, ELLE LOTNUM: 028 -a
NAME: Nellie YEAR: 1861 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/slanted/scallops COND: lichen/bad acid rain
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: see #28-d/Ellen COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SIMMONS, EMMA LOTNUM: 133/8-m
NAME: Emma C. Simmons YEAR: 1946 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 30, 1861 DEATHDATE: May 11, 1946
HEADSTONE: #138-b/EMMA COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/SIMMONS COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner.rear with William, Wendell
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SIMMONS, EMMA LOTNUM: 138 -b
NAME: Emma YEAR: 1946 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/slanted/EMMA COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Emma C. Simmons COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SIMMONS, WEND LOTNUM: 133/8-m
NAME: Wendell C. Simmons YEAR: 1945 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 9, 1895 DEATHDATE: Feb. 20, 1945
HEADSTONE: #138-C/WENDELL COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: drk gray granite block/SIMMONS                  COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner/rear with William, Emma
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SIMMONS, WEND  LOTNUM:   138 -c
NAME: Wendell                              YEAR: 1945        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/slanted/WENDELL           COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/Wendell C. Simmons         COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SIMMONS, WILL  LOTNUM:   133/8-m
NAME: William B. Simmons                YEAR: 1921        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 7, 1846                  DEATHDATE: Sept. 5, 1921
HEADSTONE: #138-a/WILL                   COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: dark gray granite/SIMMONS                 COND: good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone catercorner on lot/rear with Emma, Wendell/1863 U.S.N. 1866
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SIMMONS, WILL  LOTNUM:   138 -a
NAME: Will                                   YEAR: 1921        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/slanted/WILL           COND: good
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: #133/138-m/William B. Simmons         COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SLEEPER, ABBI  LOTNUM:   116 -a
NAME: Abbie M.                             YEAR: 1898        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 14, 1808                  DEATHDATE: Feb. 14, 1898
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: marble block/granite base             COND: lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Solomon S. Sleeper his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SLEEPER, BETS  LOTNUM:   116 -d
NAME: Betsy S.                              YEAR: 1880        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 1, 1837                   DEATHDATE: June 5, 1880
HEADSTONE: marble/granitebase/fancy           COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of James F. Sleeper
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SLEEPER, DANI  LOTNUM:   238 -a
NAME: Daniel W. Sleeper                   YEAR: 1901        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 16, 1838                  DEATHDATE: July 26, 1901
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/S/Sleeper/designs      COND: black lichen
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sophia Douglas his wife
ALPHNAME: SLEEPER, JAME
NAME: James F. Sleeper
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 18, 1837
HEADSTONE: granite/fancy
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: Kidder & Co.
COMMENT: Garside Granite 1997 installed foundation & reset

ALPHNAME: SLEEPER, KATE
NAME: Kate Sleeper
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 27, 1865
HEADSTONE: fancy/granite
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: Kidder & Co.
COMMENT: same shape, material, design as James Sleeper/Garside 1997 installed found. reset

ALPHNAME: SLEEPER, SOLO
NAME: Solomon S. Sleeper
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 23, 1811
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Abbie M. his wife

ALPHNAME: SLEEPER, SOPH
NAME: Sophia Douglas
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 12, 1848
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Daniel W. Sleeper his wife

ALPHNAME: SMALL, CECE
NAME: Cecelia
BIRTHDATE: 1877
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Frank his wife, Edgar Dixon, Lena Dixon, Ethel McGee

ALPHNAME: SMALL, ETHE
NAME: Ethel M.
BIRTHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: daughter of Everett F. & Laura E. Clark
ALPHNAME: SMALL, EVERLOTNUM: 223 -a
NAME: Everett F. Small YEAR: 1921 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848 DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/fancy S/SMALL COND: good/some lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Laura, his wife Sarah, daughter Ethel, mother Margaret

ALPHNAME: SMALL, FRANLOTNUM: 333 -a
NAME: Frank Small YEAR: 1919 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876 DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite double block/DIXON SMALL/flower COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Cecelia his wife, Edgar, Lena Dixon, Ethel McGee

ALPHNAME: SMALL, LAURLOTNUM: 223 -a
NAME: Laura E. Clark YEAR: 1877 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1853 DEATHDATE: 1877
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/fancy S/SMALL COND: good/some lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Everett his wife, his wife Sarah, his daughter Ethel, his mother Margaret

ALPHNAME: SMALL, SARALOTNUM: 223 -a
NAME: Sarah I. Paige YEAR: 1913 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1851 DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/fancy S/SMALL COND: good/some lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Everett his wife, his wife Laura, his daughter Ethel, his mother Margaret

ALPHNAME: SMART, JOHNLOTNUM: 196 -a
NAME: John W. YEAR: 1861 AGE: 71 yrs.& 16mos.
BIRTHDATE: May 26, 1861 DEATHDATE: May 26, 1861
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/flower COND: acid stain/lichen/tipped some
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Lucia E.

ALPHNAME: SMART, JOSILOTNUM: 196 -d
NAME: J. T. Smart YEAR: 1878 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded marble COND: some acid stain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: CO.C 6th MASS INF/v.r. Josiah T. d. April 29, 1878, age 48

**********************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SMART, LUCI

NAME: Lucia E.
YEAR: 1864
AGE: 16mos.
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: June 6, 1864
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/flower
stain/lichen/tipped some
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with John W./children of J.T. & L. Smart

ALPHNAME: SMART, LUCI

NAME: Lucia S.
YEAR: 1879
AGE: 5mos.
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: Feb. 15, 1879
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Josiah T. Smart

ALPHNAME: SMART, WALT

NAME: Walter J.
YEAR: 1883
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 14, 1866
DEATHDATE: Oct. 25, 1883
HEADSTONE: rounded marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Josiah T. & Lucia S. Smart

ALPHNAME: SMITH, ABBI

NAME: Abbie E. Smith
YEAR: 1888
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1859
DEATHDATE: 1888
HEADSTONE: flat,top thick marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of Nathaniel & Sarah L. Blood

ALPHNAME: SMITH, ABBI

NAME: Abbie J.
YEAR: 1866
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 16, 1864
DEATHDATE: Sept. 27, 1866
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH
corners
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: resr:withIsaac,his wife Josephine,their other children Cora, Mabel

ALPHNAME: SMITH, ABIG

NAME: Abigail M.
YEAR: 1880
AGE: 76yrs. 11mos.
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: Mar. 30, 1880
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
FOOTSTONE: pointed marble/GES AMS
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elisha, his wife
SMITH, ALICE

NAME: Alice E.
YEAR: 1918
AGE: 1918
BIRTHDATE: 1887
DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: granite obelisk/wreath with S/SMITH
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath with S/SMITH
MAKER: COND: very good
VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side: with Wm. his wife/rear: wreath, no inscription

SMITH, ARTHUR

NAME: Arthur F.
YEAR: 1970
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1890
DEATHDATE: 1970
HEADSTONE: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE
MAKER: COND: excellent
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Lorraine, Arthur F. Edith/Joseph, Annie Armitage

SMITH, CHARLES

NAME: Charles P. Smith
YEAR: 1891
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 15, 1819
DEATHDATE: Nov. 23, 1891
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: double/rounded marble
MAKER: COND: good/a little lichen
VERSE: no

SMITH, CORA

NAME: Cora A.
YEAR: 1866
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 8, 1863
DEATHDATE: Aug. 23, 1866
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH
MAKER: COND: mower chips on base corners
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Isaac, his wife Josephine, their child; other children Abbie, Mabel

SMITH, EDIT

NAME: Edit
YEAR: 1866
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 8, 1863
DEATHDATE: Aug. 23, 1866
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH
MAKER: COND: mower chips on base corners
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Isaac, his wife Josephine, their child; other children Abbie, Mabel
NAME: Edith E.                          YEAR: 1973        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1889          DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Arthur, Arthur F. Lorraine/Joseph, Annie Armitage
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SMITH, ELIS                     LOTNUM:   214  -a
NAME: Capt. Elisha Smith                YEAR: 1847        AGE: 52
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 21, 1847
HEADSTONE: pointed marble                           COND: fair/acid rain, lichen
FOOTSTONE: pointed marble/G.E.S.  A.M.S.                           COND: in lot 214A/good
MONUMENT:  
MAKER:  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Abigail M. his wife
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SMITH, GEOR                     LOTNUM:   148  -a
NAME: Col. George H. Smith              YEAR: 1920        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1836                        DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH                     COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Hannah his wife, Isaac E./lot step:G. H.Smith Perpetual Care
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SMITH, HANN                     LOTNUM:   148  -a
NAME: Hannah F.                        YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842                        DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH                     COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George H. his wife, Isaac E./lot step:G.H.Smith Perpetual Care
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SMITH, HARO                     LOTNUM:   086B -a
NAME: Harold R.                        YEAR: 1891        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 14, 1890            DEATHDATE: Apr. 9, 1891
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: double/rounded marble                     COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Ida May, children of C.P. & P.H. Smith
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SMITH, IDA                      LOTNUM:   086B -a
NAME: Ida May                           YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 6, 1887           DEATHDATE: Mar. 31, 1888
ALPHNAME: SMITH, ISAA
LOTNUM: 039-a
NAME: Isaac H. Smith
YEAR: 1910
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 27, 1830
DEATHDATE: April 11, 1910
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Josephine his wife, their children Cora, Abbie, Mabel

ALPHNAME: SMITH, JOSE
LOTNUM: 039-a
NAME: Josephine
YEAR: 1914
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 2, 1832
DEATHDATE: July 26, 1914
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/SMITH
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Isaac his wife, their children Cora, Abbie, Mabel

ALPHNAME: SMITH, LORR
LOTNUM: 207A-a
NAME: Lorraine D.
YEAR: 1920
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: long rectangle/granite/SMITH/ARMITAGE
COND: excellent
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Arthur, Arthur F. Edith/Joseph, Annie Armitage

ALPHNAME: SMITH, M.
LOTNUM: 306-a
NAME: M. Ella Swett Smith
YEAR: 1919
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848
DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/pointed/SWETT
COND: 2 sm.chips/some lichen on base
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George W. Swett, his wife, Ida F.

ALPHNAME: SMITH, MABE
LOTNUM: 039-a
NAME: Mabel T.
YEAR: 1945
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 1873
DEATHDATE: June 20, 1945 cem.rec
ALPHNAME:   SPRAGUE, CORA                   LOTNUM:   144  -a
NAME: Cora Viola                        YEAR: 1880        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                       DEATHDATE: 1880
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: browngranite/rounded/SPRAGUE              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Cordice, Mary, Frank, Herbert

ALPHNAME:   SPRAGUE, CORD                   LOTNUM:   144  -a
NAME: Cordice R. Sprague                YEAR: 1911        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1846                       DEATHDATE: 1911
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: browngranite/rounded/SPRAGUE              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary his wife, their children: Frank, Cora, Herbert

ALPHNAME:   SPRAGUE, FRAN                   LOTNUM:   144  -a
NAME: Frank Hindle                      YEAR: 1879        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877                       DEATHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: browngranite/rounded/SPRAGUE              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Cordice, Mary, Cora, Herbert

ALPHNAME:   SPRAGUE, MARY                   LOTNUM:   144  -a
NAME: Mary Smith                        YEAR: 1919        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1844                       DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: browngranite/rounded/SPRAGUE              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Cordice, his wife, their children: Frank, Cora, Herbert

ALPHNAME:   SPRAGUE, HERB                   LOTNUM:   144  -a
NAME: Herbert Langdon                   YEAR: 1908        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869                       DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: browngranite/rounded/SPRAGUE              COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Cordice, Mary, Frank, Cora

ALPHNAME:   STANTON, JOHN                   LOTNUM:   317  -b
NAME: John Stanton                      YEAR: 1918        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1854                       DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/flower       COND: chips/off center/tipped b. firm
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: STAPLES, ANN
LOTNUM: 266 -b
NAME: Annie M. Staples
YEAR: 1905
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878
DEATHDATE: 1905
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/POTTER
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of C.P. & L.P./front with Charles Potter, Maud M. Downes

ALPHNAME: STETSON, GEOR
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: George G. Stetson
YEAR: 1925
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 13, 1848
DEATHDATE: May 15, 1925
HEADSTONE: see #27-f/HUSBAND
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with Nancy J. Durant, his wife, Zenas T. Stetson

ALPHNAME: STETSON, ISAAC
LOTNUM: 027 -d
NAME: Isaac Oldham
YEAR: 1849
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 5, 1847
DEATHDATE: Jan. 29, 1849
HEADSTONE: see #27-d/ISAAC
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Martha Jane, children of Zenas & Martha Stetson

ALPHNAME: STETSON, MART
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: Martha Melvin
YEAR: 1878
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 6, 1806
DEATHDATE: April 20, 1878
HEADSTONE: see #27-b/MOTHER
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: 4'tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: center with Zenas, his wife

ALPHNAME: STETSON, MART
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: Martha Jane
YEAR: 1855
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 6, 1838
DEATHDATE: May 12, 1855
HEADSTONE: see #27-c/MARTHA
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
CONDITION: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side with Isaac Oldham, children of Zenas & Martha Stetson

ALPHNAME: STETSON, Mart
LOTNUM: 027 -c
NAME: Martha
YEAR: 1855
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/curved/marble/MARTHA
CONDITION: some black lichen
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MONUMENT: see #27-h/Martha Jane
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: STETSON, NANC
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: Nancy J. Durant
YEAR: 1909
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1841
DEATHDATE: Nov. 4, 1909
HEADSTONE: see #27-e/WIFE
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
CONDITION: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side with George G. Stetson, his wife, Zenas T. Stetson

ALPHNAME: STETSON, NANC
LOTNUM: 027 -e
NAME: Wife
YEAR: 1909
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/curved/marble/WIFE
CONDITION: some black lichen
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MONUMENT: see #27-h/Nancy J. Durant
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: STETSON, ZENA
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: Zenas Stetson
YEAR: 1847
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 26, 1809
DEATHDATE: Dec. 24, 1847
HEADSTONE: see #27-a/FATHER
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MONUMENT: 4'tall/granite/flattop/STETSON
CONDITION: excellent
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: center with Martha Melvin his wife

ALPHNAME: STETSON, ZENA
LOTNUM: 027 -h
NAME: Zenas T. Stetson                  YEAR: 1918        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1841 DEATHDATE: 1918 
HEADSTONE: see #27-g/ZENAS COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: tall/granite/flattop/STETSON COND: excellent 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: right side with George T. Stetson, Nancy J. Durant, his wife
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STETSON, ZENA LOTNUM: 027-a 
NAME: Father YEAR: 1925 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1847 
HEADSTONE: slanted/curved/marble/FATHER COND: some black lichen 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: see #27-h/Zenas Stetson COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STETSON, ZENAS LOTNUM: 027-g 
NAME: Zenas YEAR: 1918 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: curved/slanted/marble/ZENAS COND: some black lichen/sunken 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: see #27-h/Zenas T. Stetson COND: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STEVENS, DELL LOTNUM: 230-a 
NAME: Della L. Butler YEAR: 1931 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1865 DEATHDATE: 1931 
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/leaves COND: excellent 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with James his wife, daughter Susan 
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STEVENS, HANN LOTNUM: 153-a 
NAME: Hannah YEAR: 1913 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1854 DEATHDATE: 1913 
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: rounded/tan granite/STEVENS COND: lichen starting 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Sidney N. Stevens his wife, Mary E. his wife 
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STEVENS, JAME LOTNUM: 230-a 
NAME: James W. Stevens YEAR: 1942 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1866 DEATHDATE: 1942 
HEADSTONE: COND: 
FOOTSTONE: COND: 
MONUMENT: granite/leaves COND: excellent 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with his wife Della, daughter Susan 
****************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: STEVENS, MARY LOTNUM: 153-a 
NAME: Mary E. YEAR: 1892 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1861 DEATHDATE: 1892
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/tan granite/STEVENS               COND: lichen starting
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sidney N. Stevens his wife, Hannah his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   STEVENS, SIDN                   LOTNUM:   153  -a
NAME: Sidney N. Stevens                 YEAR: 1921        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840                       DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/tan granite/STEVENS               COND: lichen starting
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary E. his wife, Hannah his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   STEVENS, SUSA                   LOTNUM:   230  -a
NAME: Susan Marion                      YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896                       DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/leaves                            COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: daughter/with James, his wife Della
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   STUART, ETHE                    LOTNUM:   063  -b
NAME: Ethel Stuart                      YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892                       DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite obelisk/wreath/GRiffin            COND: excellent
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: on back with Fred, Fredereick W. Griffin
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SUPPLE, ESTH                    LOTNUM:   286  -a
NAME: Esther M.                         YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 6, 1875               DEATHDATE: Dec. 29, 1945
HEADSTONE: grani.rectangle/flush/SUPPLE/vine,flower  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William J.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SUPPLE, WILL                    LOTNUM:   286  -a
NAME: William J.                        YEAR: 1987        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908                       DEATHDATE: 1987
HEADSTONE: granı.rectangle/flush/SUPPLE/vine,flowers  COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Esther M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   SWALES, CHAR                    LOTNUM:   066  -a
NAME: Charles Swales                    YEAR: 1945        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 6, 1875               DEATHDATE: Dec. 29, 1945
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: wide/curved/granite/ivy/SWALES            COND: excellent
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary, Richard, Mary Jane Swales
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SWALES, MARY LOTNUM: 066 -a
NAME: Mary Swales YEAR: 1911 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 10, 1840 DEATHDATE: Mar. 11, 1911
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: wide/round/granite/ivy/SWALES COND: excellent
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Wm Swales/of Bradford Yorks England/with Richard, Charles, Mary
Jane
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SWALES, MARY LOTNUM: 066 -a
NAME: Mary Jane Swales YEAR: 1893 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 4, 1880 DEATHDATE: Oct. 11, 1893
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: wide/curve/granite/ivy/SWALES COND: excellent
MAKER: Barretto Monument Co., Westford VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary, Richard, Charles Swales/probably 2nd stone. Parker: aged 14 years
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SWANWICK, SARAH LOTNUM: 265 -b
NAME: Sarah Ann Swanwick YEAR: 1931 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855 DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/2 holes for pots COND: excellent/a bit lichen base bk
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON HAINSWORTH/with William Swanwick, Philip, Martha Machon, Jas, Edith Hain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SWANWICK, WILL LOTNUM: 265 -b
NAME: William Swanwick YEAR: 1898 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1852 DEATHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/2 holes for pots COND: excellent/a bit lichen base bk
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWANWICK MACHON HAINSWORTH/with Sarah Swanwick, Philip, Martha Machon, Jas, Edith Hain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SWASEY, HANNAH LOTNUM: 031 -a
NAME: Hannah Swasey YEAR: 1851 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 1, 1781 DEATHDATE: July 19, 1851
HEADSTONE: pointed/marble  COND: lichen covered, acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:  
MONUMENT:                     COND:  
MAKER:                     VERSE: yes
COMMENT: GRANDMOTHER/Relict of John Swasey/v.r. July 19, 1853 age 73yr, 2mo.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, ADEL   LOTNUM:   188  -a
NAME: Adelaide E. Sweat       YEAR: 1880       AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 14, 1839      DEATHDATE: June 12, 1880
HEADSTONE:                     COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT       COND: good/a small amount of lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Lillie M., Charlotte F.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, ANNA   LOTNUM:   228  -f
NAME: Anna Babcock          YEAR: 1867       AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1800             DEATHDATE: 1867
HEADSTONE: #228-b/Anna Babcock Swett       COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care       COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear:SWETT/Left side:with Charles his wife, John their son, Harriet their daughter
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, ARTH   LOTNUM:   227  -e
NAME: Arthur Harold          YEAR: 1918       AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 17, 1875     DEATHDATE: Nov. 10, 1918
HEADSTONE:                     COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT       COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell     VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/with Edith Josephine/son of C.E. & C.K. Swett
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, BELI   LOTNUM:   188  -a
NAME: Belinda                 YEAR: 1885       AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 9, 1814       DEATHDATE: Sep. 28, 1885
HEADSTONE:                     COND:  
FOOTSTONE:                     COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT       COND: good/small amount of lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with William Sweatt, his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, BELI   LOTNUM:   188  -a
NAME: Belinda Jane                      YEAR: 1877        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 22, 1833          DEATHDATE: Jan. 1, 1877
HEADSTONE:                      COND:
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.              VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side/VR: Jane Belinda/with William Henry, Henryetta, children of
William & Bell
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR        LOTNUM: 188 -a
NAME: Charlotte F. Sweat                YEAR: 1896        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                      COND:
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT COND: good/a small amount of
lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.              VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Adelaide E., Lillie M.
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR        LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Charles                           YEAR: 1867        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 23, 1867
HEADSTONE:                      COND:
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/infant son of C.E. & C.K. Swett/rear: with Josephine
Keyes
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR        LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Charles E. Swett A.M.             YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 12, 1839              DEATHDATE: Dec. 31, 1925
HEADSTONE:                      COND:
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Clemantine Keyes his wife/ Arthur Sheldon, Sarah
Swett/Dartmouth 1864
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR        LOTNUM: 227 -d
NAME: C.E.S.                            YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded light gray granite/low   COND: not sunken
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Charles E. Swett      COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR        LOTNUM: 228 -f
NAME: Charles Swett                              YEAR: 1861        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1804  DEATHDATE: 1861
HEADSTONE: #228-a/Charles Swett       COND:
FOOTSTONE:                      COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care COND: lichen, green &
black/good
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear:SWETT/Left side:with Anna his wife, John their son, Harriet their daughter
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CHAR
LOTNUM: 228 -a
NAME: C.S.
YEAR: 1861
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low
COND: black lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #228-f/Charles Swett
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CLEM
LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Clematine Keyes
YEAR: 1910
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 6, 1838
DEATHDATE: Oct. 7, 1910
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT
COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Charles E. Swett his wife/Arthur H. Sheldon, Sarah E. Swett his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, CLEM
LOTNUM: 227 -c
NAME: C.K.S.
YEAR: 1910
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low
COND: mower chips/sunken almost flush
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #227-e/Clemantine Keyes
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, EDIT
LOTNUM: 227 -e
NAME: Edith Josephine
YEAR: 1965
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 30, 1873
DEATHDATE: Mar. 20, 1965
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/fancy/S/ivy/SHELDON - SWETT
COND: good
MAKER: Gumb Bros. Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side: with Arthur Harold/Dau. of C.E. & C.K. Swett
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, EDMU
LOTNUM: 024 -g
NAME: Edmund Swett
YEAR: 1880
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 81
DEATHDATE: Jan. 18, 1880
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: tall shaft, urn on top/E.Swett 1857
COND: bad acid rain
MAKER:
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: front with Elizabeth L. his wife, Elizabeth T. his wife/left side Hiram G.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SWETT, EDMU
LOTNUM: 024 -d
NAME: E.S.
YEAR: 1880
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flat/marble
COND: good/sl/ tipped to left
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: #24-g/Edmund Swett
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, ELIZ       LOTNUM:   024  -g
NAME: Elizabeth L.       YEAR: 1840       AGE:  |t. 45
BIRTHDATE:              DEATHDATE: Oct. 25, 1840
HEADSTONE: #24-f/E.L.S.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: tallmarble, urn on top/ESwett1857 COND: acid rain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Edmund his wife/Elizabeth T. his wife/Garside epoxyed urn on top1997
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, ELIZ       LOTNUM:   024  -e
NAME: E.T.S.       YEAR: 1857       AGE:
BIRTHDATE:              DEATHDATE: Oct. 16, 1857
HEADSTONE: flat/marble COND: out of ground/ac. rain/chips
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: #24-g/Elizabeth T. Swett COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, HARR       LOTNUM: 228  -f
NAME: Harriet N.       YEAR: 1842       AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841        DEATHDATE: 1842
HEADSTONE: #228-c/Harriet N.  COND:
FOOTSTONE:               COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear:SWETT/Left side:with Charles, his wife Anna/their daughter/also John
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   SWETT, HARR       LOTNUM: 228  -c

NAME: H.N.S.  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: #228-f/Margaret N.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  

ALPHNAME: SWETT, HENR  
LOTNUM: 188-a  
NAME: Henryetta  
YEAR: 1850  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 22, 1847  
DEATHDATE: Mar. 1, 1850  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEET  
MAKER: Andrews & Co.  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT: left side:with William Henry, Belinda Jane Children of William & Belinda Sweat

ALPHNAME: SWETT, HIRA  
LOTNUM: 024-g  
NAME: Hiram M.  
YEAR: 1855  
AGE: 22  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: Jan. 14 1855  
HEADSTONE: #24-c/H.M.G  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: tallmarble/urn on top/E. SWETT 1857  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes  
COMMENT: on left side/front:Edmund,Elizabeth L.,Elizabeth T./Garside epoxyed urnontop97

ALPHNAME: SWETT, JOHN  
LOTNUM: 228-f  
NAME: John F.  
YEAR: 1897  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1829  
DEATHDATE: 1897  
HEADSTONE: #228-i/John F. Swett  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes  
COMMENT: Rear:SWETT/Left side:with Charles,his wife Anna their son/Harriet thei daughte

ALPHNAME: SWETT, JOHN  
LOTNUM: 228-i  
NAME: J.F.S.  
YEAR: 1897  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: #228-f/John F.  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no  
COMMENT:  

ALPHNAME: SWETT, LILL  
LOTNUM: 188-a  
NAME: Lillie M. Sweat  
YEAR: 1896  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 25, 1876  
DEATHDATE: July 15, 1894  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT  
MAKER: Andrews & Co.  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Adelaide E., Charlotte F.

ALPHNAME: SWETT, MARG  LOTNUM: 228 -f
NAME: Margaret Robinson  YEAR: 1912  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 31, 1828  DEATHDATE: Feb. 9, 1912
HEADSTONE: #228-h/Margaret Robinson Swett  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers, leaves/Perpetual Care  COND: lichen, green & black/good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Rear: SWETT/wife of John F. Swett

ALPHNAME: SWETT, MARG  LOTNUM: 228 -h
NAME: M.R.S.  YEAR: 1912  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: rounded granite/low  COND: black lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: #228-f/Margaret Robinson  COND: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SWETT, WILL  LOTNUM: 188 -a
NAME: William Sweatt  YEAR: 1808  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 26, 1808  DEATHDATE: Apr. 27, 1892
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT  COND: good/small amount lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Belinda his wife

ALPHNAME: SWETT, IDA  LOTNUM: 306 -a
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/pointed/SWETT  COND: 2 sm.chips/some lichen on base
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ida F Swett, his wife, M. Ella Swett Smith

ALPHNAME: SWETT, GEOR  LOTNUM: 306 -a
NAME: George W. Swett  YEAR: 1921  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/pointed/SWETT  COND: 2 sm.chips/some lichen on base
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ida F Swett, his wife, M. Ella Swett Smith
MONUMENT: brown granite/pointed/SWETT  
COND: 2 sm.chips/some lichen on base
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George W. Swett his wife, M. Ella Swett Smith

ALPHNAME: SYFFERMANN, CATH  
LOTNUM: 036 -a
NAME: Catherine M.  
YEAR: 1846  
AGE: 31yrs 5mos.
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: July 22, 1846
HEADSTONE:  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: point.marbleornateshaft/NOLTE  
COND:  
blacklichen/acidrain/toploose
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Charles E. Syffermann/rear with Matilda A. Nolte

ALPHNAME: TARTLETON, ANN  
LOTNUM: 064 -c
NAME: Mrs. Ann Tarleton  
YEAR: 1851  
AGE: 73
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE: July 18, 1851
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed  
COND: brokenin2/ongr/v.bad acidrain
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT:  
COND:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: yes
COMMENT:  

ALPHNAME: TAYLOR, AUGU  
LOTNUM: 126 -a
NAME: Augustus E. Taylor  
YEAR: 1890  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: August 11, 1820  
DEATHDATE: Sept. 29, 1890
HEADSTONE:  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: granite/long,narrow/low  
COND: good
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gay:EmmaJane,Adaline,AdalineMaria,FrederickTaylor,LucyAdaline/Ziba

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY  
LOTNUM: 172 -c
NAME:  
YEAR:  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: marble cross, block marble base  
COND: cross replaced on base 1997
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT:  
COND:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: no inscription/cross off base 2002

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, ANNA  
LOTNUM: 268 -a
NAME: Anna J. Shields  
YEAR: 1898  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: April 27, 1840  
DEATHDATE: June 29, 1898
HEADSTONE:  
COND:  
FOOTSTONE:  
COND:  
MONUMENT: pointed granite shaft/TRUBEY  
COND: black lichen/ leaning right
MAKER:  
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of James F. Trubey

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, ARTH  
LOTNUM: 234 -d
NAME: Arthur W. Trubey  
YEAR: 1954  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1868  
DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/almost flush/2 crosses COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: TRUBEY
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, CLAR LOTNUM: 234 -e
NAME: Clarence A. YEAR: 1973 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894 DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE: red granite rect./leaves blossom/2 crosses COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: TRUBEY/with Katherine M.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, CLAR LOTNUM: 234 -f
NAME: Clarence A. Trubey, Jr. YEAR: 1944 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar 31 1921 DEATHDATE: Jan 5 1944
HEADSTONE: metal rectangle/rippled design on edge COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/2D LT US Army World War II
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, EDIT LOTNUM: 172 -a
NAME: Edith E. Trubey YEAR: 1873 AGE: 3 yrs, 9 mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Nov. 29, 1873
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed/bird COND: base v.
loose/decoration chip
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, ELLE LOTNUM: 234 -c
NAME: Ellen Armine Cook Trubey YEAR: 1942 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865 DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE: slanted/granite COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: yes
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, JOHN LOTNUM: 335 -a
NAME: John E. Trubey YEAR: 1937 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855 DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/rounded COND: bad chip, right front of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mathilda his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, KATH LOTNUM: 234 -e
NAME: Katherine M. Trubey YEAR: 1971 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888 DEATHDATE: 1971
HEADSTONE: red granite rect./leaves blossom/2 crosses COND: good
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: TRUBEY/with Clarence A.

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, MARY LOTNUM: 172 -b
NAME: Mary YEAR: 1882 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1805 DEATHDATE: March 29, 1882
HEADSTONE: granite/double/fancy block COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: double with Wm. Trubey/wife of John Trubey

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, MATH LOTNUM: 335 -a
NAME: Matilda YEAR: 1937 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855 DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: brown granite/rounded COND: bad chip, right front of base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John his wife

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, WILL LOTNUM: 172 -b
NAME: Wm. Trubey YEAR: 1887 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 24, 1825 DEATHDATE: Nov. 19, 1887
HEADSTONE: granite/double/fancy block COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: double with Mary, wife of John Trubey

ALPHNAME: TRUBEY, WILL LOTNUM: 257 -a
NAME: The William Trubey Family YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/flowers,ribbon/TRUBEY COLLIER COND: excellent, but some bl. lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: no information given

ALPHNAME: TUCK, BETS LOTNUM: 029 -a
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 11, 1857
HEADSTONE: rounded marble with ears COND: bad acid rain, lichen/sunken
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: Erected by S.E.W. VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: VARNEY LOTNUM: 007 -a
NAME: Addie YEAR: 1955 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: light gray granite, rect./Addie
COND: tipped forward ca 45 deg.
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: see #7-b/Adeline H. Varney
COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VARNEY, ADEL
LOTNUM: 007 -b
NAME: Adeline H. Varney
YEAR: 1955
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 14, 1872
DEATHDATE: Dec. 25, 1955
HEADSTONE: #7-a/ADDIE
COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
COND: good
MONUMENT: gray granite/HYDE
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Hydia, Julia A. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VARNEY, GEOR
LOTNUM: 007 -d
NAME: Father
YEAR: 1906
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: see #7-b/George Hyde
COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite rect./FATHER
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VARNEY, JULI
LOTNUM: 007 -c
NAME: Mother
YEAR: 1929
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rect/MOTHER
COND: good
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: see #7-b/Julia A.
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VEALE, JOSE
LOTNUM: 279 (a)
NAME: Joseph
YEAR: 1909
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 16, 1909
DEATHDATE: Nov. 1, 1909
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded
COND: good, except some lichen
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: 
COND: good
MAKER: VERSE: no
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VERGE, HERB
LOTNUM: 277 (a)
NAME: Herbert Lester Verge
YEAR: 1920
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 11, 1875
DEATHDATE: Oct. 22, 1920
HEADSTONE: 
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite/VERGE/flowers
COND: some lichen/ground wash. under
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Mary Ellen Verge
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: VERGE, MARY
LOTNUM: 277 (a)
NAME: Mary Ellen Verge
YEAR: 1943
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 15, 1882
DEATHDATE: Mar. 3, 1943
**ALPHNAME: VERNON, AGNE**
**LOTNUM: 339 -a**
**NAME: Agnes M. Vernon**
**YEAR: 1909**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1848**
**DEATHDATE: 1909**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT: curved granite/VERGE/flowers**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE: no**
**COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Herbert Leslie Verge**

**ALPHNAME: VINAL, ALBE**
**LOTNUM: 270 -a**
**NAME: Alberton W. Vinal**
**YEAR: 1918**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: Jan. 11, 1895 Chelmsford**
**DEATHDATE: June 19, 1918 France**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT: granite/rough hewn/VINAL/designs**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE: no**
**COMMENT: born in Chelmsford/died in France/with John, Elizabeth/WAG 101st Engineers Train**

**ALPHNAME: VINAL, ELIZ**
**LOTNUM: 270 -a**
**NAME: Elizabeth Bridgeford**
**YEAR: 1950**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1872**
**DEATHDATE: 1950**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT: granite/rough hewn/VINAL/designs**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE: no**
**COMMENT: VINAL/with John Warren Vinal wife, Alberton W. Vinal**

**ALPHNAME: VINAL, JOHN**
**LOTNUM: 270 -a**
**NAME: John Warren Vinal**
**YEAR: 1947**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1871**
**DEATHDATE: 1947**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT: granite/rough hewn/VINAL/designs**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE: no**
**COMMENT: VINAL/with Elizabeth Bridgeford wife, Alberton W. Vinal**

**ALPHNAME: VINAL, RALP**
**LOTNUM: 294 -a**
**NAME: Ralph C. Vinal**
**YEAR: 1954**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: Oct. 1, 1891**
**DEATHDATE: Sept. 2, 1954**
**HEADSTONE: gray granite/flush rectangle/cross**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MONUMENT:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE: no**
**COMMENT: Massachusetts Co A 14 Machine Gun World War I**

**ALPHNAME: VIRGIN, GEOR**
**LOTNUM: 201 -a**
**NAME: Georgianna L.**
**YEAR: 1852**
**AGE:**


BIRTHDATE:    DEATHDATE:    July 27, 1852
HEADSTONE: pointed marble    COND: poor/bad acid
rain/tippedforw.
FOOTSTONE:    MONUMENT:    MAKER:
COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: daughter of Geo. & Lucy Virgin
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WALKER, EDWA   LOTNUM: 273 -a
NAME: Edward G. Walker   YEAR: 1959    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1870    DEATHDATE: 1959
HEADSTONE:    FOOTSTONE:    MONUMENT: granite/curved/Masonic/HATCH/flower&vine    MAKER:
COND:    COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward, Etta Hatch their daughters Ella, Mary
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WALKER, MARY   LOTNUM: 320 -c
NAME: Mary Sherburne Walker   YEAR: 1938    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 7, 1844    DEATHDATE: Sept. 24, 1938
HEADSTONE: rounded marble/flower, vine    FOOTSTONE:
COND:    COND:    MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy    MAKER:
COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WALSH, JOHN   LOTNUM: 239 -a
NAME: John F. Walsh   YEAR: 1926    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865    DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE:    FOOTSTONE:    MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy    MAKER:
COND:    COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WALSH, SARA   LOTNUM: 239 -a
NAME: Sarah B. Walsh   YEAR: 1949    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869    DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE:    FOOTSTONE:    MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy    MAKER:
COND:    COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede, Theodore Weiler
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WARE, CHAR   LOTNUM: 237 -a
NAME: Charles P. Ware   YEAR: 1927    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856    DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:    FOOTSTONE:    MONUMENT: small granite "box"/no foundation    MAKER:
COND:    COND:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Minnie M., Frank C. Sellors
ALPHNAME: WARE, MINN
LOTNUM: 237 -a
NAME: Minnie M. Briggs
YEAR: 1944
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861
DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: small granite "box"/no foundation
COND: small chip/some lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles his wife, Frank C. Sellors

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, ANN
LOTNUM: 267 -a
NAME: Annie A. Dixon
YEAR: 1929
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857
DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/columns, designs
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/front: with John his wife, their children Ethel, Bessie

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, BESS
LOTNUM: 267 -a
NAME: Bessie M. Warley
YEAR: 1898
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1893
DEATHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/columns, designs
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/front: with John, Sarah his wife, their children Ethel

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, CHAR
LOTNUM: 261 -a
NAME: Charlotte Ryde
YEAR: 1924
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842
DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: granite/WARLEY on base
COND: good/abit darker discoloration
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Warley his wife, William, Mary

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, ETHE
LOTNUM: 267 -a
NAME: Ethel Warley
YEAR: 1941
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1890
DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE:
COND:
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite/columns, designs
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual care/front: with John, Sarah his wife, their children Bessie

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, FRED
LOTNUM: 317 -c
NAME: Frederick E. Warley
YEAR: 1911
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 26, 1892
DEATHDATE: June 22, 1911
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/WARLEY
COND: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
COND:
MONUMENT:
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, GEOR
LOTNUM: 261 -a
NAME: George H. Warley YEAR: 1922 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848 DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/WARLEY on base COND: good/abit darker discoloration
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Charlotte, William, Mary
ALPHNAME: WARLEY, JOHN LOTNUM: 177/8-a
NAME: John Warley YEAR: 1893 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 5, 1827 DEATHDATE: Nov. 18, 1893
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Sarah his wife, Charles Willsteed, his wife Mary
ALPHNAME: WARLEY, JOSEPH LOTNUM: 177/8-a
NAME: Joseph Warley YEAR: 1885 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 11, 1872 DEATHDATE: July 18, 1885
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: back/children/with Sarah Warley, Mary Farham, Charles Willsteed
ALPHNAME: WARLEY, MARY LOTNUM: 261 -a
NAME: Mary M. YEAR: 1963 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878 DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/WARLEY on base COND: good/abit darker discoloration
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George, his wife Charlotte, William
ALPHNAME: WARLEY, SARAH LOTNUM: 177/8-a
NAME: Sarah Warley YEAR: 1897 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 13, 1860 DEATHDATE: Aug. 22, 1897
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: back/children/with Joseph Warley, Mary Farnham Charles Willsteed
ALPHNAME: WARLEY, SARA                                      LOTNUM: 181 -a
NAME: Sarah                                               YEAR: 1901     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1839                                      DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE:                                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite tree stump/anchor/cross              COND: excellent
MAKER: William Warley  source: Geo. Merrill         VERSE: yes
COMMENT: Daughter of T. & N. Warley/back with Silas Roberts, his wife Mary, Thos. Warley

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, SARAH                                      LOTNUM: 177/8-a
NAME: Sarah Stanton                                       YEAR: 1908     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 23, 1828                                    DEATHDATE: Dec. 23, 1908
HEADSTONE:                                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed          COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER:                                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with John Warley, his wife/Charles Willsteed, Mary his wife

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, THOM                                      LOTNUM: 181 -a
NAME: Thos. Warley                                         YEAR: 1884     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1804                                      DEATHDATE: 1884
HEADSTONE:                                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite tree stump/anchor/cross              COND: excellent
MAKER: William Warley  source: Geo. Merrill         VERSE: yes
COMMENT: back with Silas Roberts, his wife Mary, Sarah Warley

ALPHNAME: WARLEY, WILL                                      LOTNUM: 261 -a
NAME: William J.                                           YEAR: 1960     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                                      DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:                                              COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT: granite/WARLEY on base                         COND: good/abit darker discoloration
MAKER:                                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George, his wife Charlotte, Mary

ALPHNAME: WARREN                                          LOTNUM: 179 -a
NAME: Warren                                              YEAR:         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                               DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/WARREN                      COND: v.sunken/lichen/almost buried
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT:                                              COND:
MAKER:                                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: entrance stone

ALPHNAME: WARREN, CHES                                      LOTNUM: 180 -b
NAME: Chester                                             YEAR: 1894     AGE: 14 mos.
BIRTHDATE:                                               DEATHDATE: May 6, 1894
HEADSTONE: marble/block/CHESTER/flower on top            COND: tipped
back/lichen/acid rain                                   COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                              COND:
MONUMENT:                                              COND:
ALPHNAME: WATERHOUSE, BETT
LOTNUM: 279 -a
NAME: Betty Waterhouse
YEAR: 1911
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Nov. 13, 1911
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: curved granite/WATERHOUSE/design
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Herbert, Harriet Ann, Harold Waterhouse

ALPHNAME: WATERHOUSE, HARO
LOTNUM: 279 -a
NAME: Harold Waterhouse
YEAR: 1985
AGE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: curved granite/WATERHOUSE/design
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Betty, Herbert, Harriet Ann Waterhouse

ALPHNAME: WATERHOUSE, HARR
LOTNUM: 279 -a
NAME: Harriet Ann Waterhouse
YEAR: 1950
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: April 15, 1950
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: curved granite/WATERHOUSE/design
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Betty, Herbert, Harold Waterhouse

ALPHNAME: WATERHOUSE, HERB
LOTNUM: 279 -a
NAME: Herbert Waterhouse
YEAR: 1927
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 10, 1927
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: curved granite/WATERHOUSE/design
COND: good
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Betty, Harriet Ann, Harold Waterhouse

ALPHNAME: WATERS, E.F.
LOTNUM: 096 -d
NAME: E.F. Waters
YEAR: 1870
AGE: 22yrs & 10mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 20, 1870
HEADSTONE: see #96-c/EMMA
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: rounded/marble/oak leaf wreath
COND: poor/lichen/broken, on ground
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with James M. and Clara J. Sharp, their dau. Buried in Philadelphia

ALPHNAME: WATERS, EMMA
LOTNUM: 096 -c
NAME: Emma
YEAR: 1870
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: fancy/marble/EMMA
COND: fair/lichen, acid rain/loose
FOOTSTONE:
MONUMENT: see #96-d/E.F. Waters
COND:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WATSON, CHAR             LOTNUM: 051  -b
NAME: Charles H.                     YEAR: 1848   AGE: 2yrs.&5mos.
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Aug. 25, 1848
HEADSTONE: pointed marble/sandstone base  COND: leaning forward/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                             MONUMENT:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell              VERSE: yes
COMMENT: son of James M. & Mary L. Watson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WATSON, MARY              LOTNUM: 051  -a
NAME: Mary L. Watson                  YEAR: 1861   AGE: 43yrs
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Feb. 23, 1861
HEADSTONE: marble pointed/granite base  COND: was broken in 2, fixed 1997
FOOTSTONE:                             MONUMENT:
MAKER: H. W. Dresser, Lowell          VERSE: no
COMMENT: erected by his sister/below fixed break is bad acid rain
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, FRAN                LOTNUM: 037  -d
NAME: Francis Weaver                  YEAR: 1852   AGE: 64
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Nov. 7th 1852
HEADSTONE: pointed marble              COND: acid rain/broken 5 pieces
FOOTSTONE:                             MONUMENT:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Naomi his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, FRED                LOTNUM: 143  -a
NAME: Fred Allen Weaver                YEAR: 1901
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE:                             MONUMENT: granite/blocklike/WEAVER  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel Weaver, Maria Weaver, Allen Brown, Ruth Brown, Joseph Warren Weaver
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, JOSE                LOTNUM: 143  -a
NAME: Joseph Warren Weaver            YEAR: 1950
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE:                             MONUMENT: granite/blocklike/WEAVER  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel Weaver, Maria Weaver, Fred Weaver, Allen Brown, Ruth Brown
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, MARI                LOTNUM: 143  -a
NAME: Maria Brown Weaver               YEAR: 1896
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: 1896
HEADSTONE:                             MONUMENT: granite/blocklike/WEAVER  COND: excellent
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
with Samuel Hunt Weaver his wife, Fred Weaver, Allen Brown, Ruth Brown, Joseph Warren Weaver

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, NAOM
LOTNUM: 037 - d
NAME: Naomi
YEAR: 1870
AGE: 71
BIRTHDATE: 1870
DEATHDATE: Oct. 23, 1870
HEADSTONE: pointed marble
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Francis Weaver his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WEAVER, SAMU
LOTNUM: 143 - a
NAME: Samuel Hunt Weaver
YEAR: 1890
AGE: 1834
BIRTHDATE: 1834
DEATHDATE: 1890
HEADSTONE: granite/blocklike/WEAVER
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy
MAKER: 
VERSE: yes
COMMENT: with Maria Brown his wife, Fred Weaver, Allen Brown, Ruth Brown, Joseph Warren Weaver
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WEBSTER, CHAR
LOTNUM: 252 - b
NAME: Charles A. Webster
YEAR: 1898
AGE: 1861
BIRTHDATE: 1861
DEATHDATE: 1898
HEADSTONE: rounded red black granite/WEBSTER/flower
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WEILER, THEO
LOTNUM: 239 - a
NAME: Theodore C. Weiler
YEAR: 1963
AGE: 1904
BIRTHDATE: 1904
DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: granite/Walsh-McCoy
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John, Sarah Walsh, John, Martha, Vera, Elizabeth McCoy, Margaret Beede
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WELSH, WILL
LOTNUM: 316 - a
NAME: William Welsh
YEAR: 1954
AGE: Oct. 30, 1854
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 30, 1854
DEATHDATE: July 13, 1891
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle/cross
FOOTSTONE: 
MONUMENT: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts PVT. Co C 31 BN US Guards World War I
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHEELER, ARTH
LOTNUM: 247 - a
NAME: Arthur O. Wheeler
YEAR: 1954
AGE: 1879
BIRTHDATE: 1879
DEATHDATE: 1954 (cemetery rec.)
HEADSTONE: 

FOOTSTONE: COND: MONUMENT: rounded granite/WHEELER COND: excellent but chip base rear MAKER: VERSE: no COMMENT: with Eva M. his wife, Otis, his wife Ella


COMMENT: with Otis his wife, Arthur, his wife Eva, their child Hope


COMMENT: with Arthur O. Wheeler his wife


COMMENT: child of Arthur and Eva Wheeler/with Otis, his wife Ella, Arthur, his wife Eva


COMMENT: Dau. of M.F. & M.B. Wheeler


COMMENT: with his wife Ella F., Arthur, his wife Eva, their child Hope
ALPHNAME: WHIDDEN, CATHLOTNUM: 236 -b
NAME: Catherine M. YEAR: 1924 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 18, 1840 DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1924
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite shaft/WHIDDEN COND: black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with George W. Sr.

ALPHNAME: WHIDDEN, GEORLOTNUM: 236 -a
NAME: G.W.W.Jr. YEAR: 1891 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block/dark gray COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: #236-b/George W. Jr. COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: WHIDDEN, GEORLOTNUM: 236 -b
NAME: George W. Jr. YEAR: 1891 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 17, 1863 DEATHDATE: Apr. 27, 1891
HEADSTONE: #236-a/G.W.W.Jr. COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite shaft/WHIDDEN COND: black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: left side

ALPHNAME: WHIDDEN, GEORLOTNUM: 236 -b
NAME: George W. Sr. YEAR: 1920 AGE:
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: granite shaft/WHIDDEN COND: black lichen
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Catherine M.

ALPHNAME: WHITE, MARYLOTNUM: 359 -a
NAME: Mary White YEAR: 1934 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862 DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: pink granite block/pointed/LEMAN COND: very good
MAKER: F.M. Hadley Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/with Thomas, his wife Mary White

ALPHNAME: WHITLEY, ARTHLOTNUM: 314 -a
NAME: Arthur M. Whitley YEAR: 1977 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 12, 1881 DEATHDATE: Feb. 9, 1965
HEADSTONE: gray granite rectangle/flush COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Miriam Ann

ALPHNAME: WHITLEY, MIRILOTNUM: 314 -a
NAME: Miriam Ann YEAR: 1977 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 20, 1885 DEATHDATE: Mar. 10, 1977
HEADSTONE: gray granite rectangle/flush  COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Arthur M. Whitley

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, ADEL  LOTNUM: 283A -a
NAME: Adele E. Whittemore  YEAR: 1926  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874  DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE: granite/flush rectangle/MOTHER  COND: sinking/black lichen
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Arthur M. Whitley

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, JAME  LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: James Whittemore  YEAR: 1882  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 2, 1814  DEATHDATE: Feb. 28, 1882
HEADSTONE: see #60-a/FATHER  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall/gray granite/WHITTEMORE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/on front with Susan H. Varnum his wife

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, JAME  LOTNUM: 060 -a
NAME: Father  YEAR: 1882  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: curved/gray granite/FATHER  COND: tipped
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: see #60-d//James Whittemore  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/on front with Susan H. Varnum his wife

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, SUSA  LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: Susan H. Varnum  YEAR: 1900  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 27, 1819  DEATHDATE: Mar. 14, 1900
HEADSTONE: #60-b/MOTHER  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall/gray granite/WHITTEMORE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/on front with James Whittemore his wife

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, SUSA  LOTNUM: 060 -b
NAME: Mother  YEAR: 1900  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: curved/granite/MOTHER  COND: tipped
FOOTSTONE: see #60-d/Susan H. Varnum  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/on front with James Whittemore his wife

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, THEO  LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: Theodosia  YEAR: 1846  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 12, 1845  DEATHDATE: Feb. 11, 1846
HEADSTONE: see #60-c/THEODOSIA  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall/granite/Whittemore  COND: excellent
ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, THEO  LOTNUM: 060 -c
NAME: Theodosia  YEAR: 1846  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: curved/gray granite/THEODOSIA  COND: slightly tipped
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: see #60-d/THEODOSIA  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: WHITTEMORE, SUSA  LOTNUM: 060 -d
NAME: Susan A. Wellwood  YEAR: 1936  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1847  DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: tall/gray granite/WHITTEMORE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/on left side

ALPHNAME: WHITTLE, H.G.  LOTNUM: 079 -a
NAME: H.G.O. Whittle  YEAR: 1878  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1818  DEATHDATE: 1878
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite shaft/WHITTLE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Louisa Tuttle his wife

ALPHNAME: WHITTLE, LOUI  LOTNUM: 079 -a
NAME: Louisa Tuttle  YEAR: 1900  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1825  DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite shaft/WHITTLE  COND: excellent
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with H.G.O. Whittle his wife

ALPHNAME: WIGGIN, AGNE  LOTNUM: 160 -a
NAME: Agnes  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1854  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/sides slant  COND: tipped to rt. but v. firm
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Frank L. his wife, Ella H.

ALPHNAME: WIGGIN, ELDO  LOTNUM: 171 -a
NAME: Eldorah J.  YEAR: 1851  AGE: 3t.3m's & 21d's
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 10, 1851
HEADSTONE: pointed marble  COND: acid rain especially top half
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** Dau. of Noah L. & Harriett M. Wiggin

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIGGIN, ELLA

**LOTNUM:** 160 -a

**NAME:** Ella H.

**YEAR:** 1887

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1887

**DEATHDATE:** 1887

**HEADSTONE:**

**FOOTSTONE:**

**MONUMENT:** granite/rounded/sides slant

**COND:** tipped to rt. but v. firm

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** with Frank L., Agnes

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIGGIN, FRAN

**LOTNUM:** 160 -a

**NAME:** Frank L. Wiggin

**YEAR:** 1923

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1854

**DEATHDATE:** 1923

**HEADSTONE:**

**FOOTSTONE:**

**MONUMENT:** granite/rounded/sides slope

**COND:** tipped to right but firm

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** with Agnes his wife, Ella H.

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIGGIN, HARR

**LOTNUM:** 171 -b

**NAME:** Harriet M.

**YEAR:** 1885

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** Jan. 24, 1828

**DEATHDATE:** July 14, 1885

**HEADSTONE:** marble/slanted block

**FOOTSTONE:**

**MONUMENT:**

**COND:** lichen/sunken rt.front/chips

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** Wife of N. L. Wiggin

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIGGIN, NOAH

**LOTNUM:** 171 -c

**NAME:** Noah L. Wiggin

**YEAR:** 1903

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** Dec. 10, 1823

**DEATHDATE:** May 3, 1903

**HEADSTONE:** marble/slanted/curved top

**FOOTSTONE:**

**MONUMENT:**

**COND:** sunken/lichen/mower chip

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIKANDER

**LOTNUM:** 366 -b

**NAME:**

**YEAR:**

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:**

**DEATHDATE:**

**HEADSTONE:** granite square base

**FOOTSTONE:**

**MONUMENT:**

**COND:** sunken almost out of sight

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** no inscription/very close to monument

******************************************************************************

**ALPHNAME:** WIKANDER, GUST

**LOTNUM:** 366 -a

**NAME:** Gustaf R. Wikander

**YEAR:** 1920

**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1876 Sweden

**DEATHDATE:** 1920

**HEADSTONE:**

**MAKER:**

**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:**
FOOTSTONE:                                           COND:   
MONUMENT: pink granite block                        COND: excellent   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no   
COMMENT: born in Norrkoping, Sweden/with Matilda O.  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WIKANDER, LARS                  LOTNUM:   366  -d  
NAME: Lars C. Wikander                  YEAR: 1933        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Jul. 8, 1912              DEATHDATE: Sep. 15, 1983  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross            COND: very good  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT:                                           COND:   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no   
COMMENT: TSgt US Army World War II  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WIKANDER, MATI                  LOTNUM:   366  -a  
NAME: Matilda O.                        YEAR: 1966        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1885                       DEATHDATE: 1966  
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:   
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT: pink granite block                        COND: excellent   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no   
COMMENT: with Gustaf R.  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WIKANDER, OKE                   LOTNUM:   366  -c  
NAME: Oke Rudolph Wikander              YEAR: 1977        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Jul. 3, 1912               DEATHDATE: Nov. 23, 1977  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross            COND: very good  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT:                                           COND:   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no   
COMMENT: PVT US Army World War II  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WILEY, BESSI                    LOTNUM:   127  -b  
NAME: Bessie M.                         YEAR: 1870        AGE: 3yrs.   
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Mar. 10, 1870  
HEADSTONE: marble/small/leaves & flower             COND: bad acid rain  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT:                                           COND:   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes   
COMMENT: Dau. of James & Mary B. Wiley  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WILEY, GEO                      LOTNUM:   127  -a  
NAME: Baby                              YEAR: 1872        AGE: 11 days (VR)  
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 27, 1872 (VR)  
HEADSTONE: marble/small/leaf/marble base            basebarelyvisable/badacidrain      
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT:                                           COND:   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no   
COMMENT: VR:George A. Wiley, son of James H. & Mary Blood  
*****************************************************************************  
ALPHNAME:   WILEY, MARY                     LOTNUM:   127  -c  
NAME: Mary B.                           YEAR: 1873        AGE: 38yrs   
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Nov. 28, 1873  
HEADSTONE: marble/small/flower spray             COND: bad acid rain  
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:   
MONUMENT:                                           COND:   
MAKER:                                           VERSE: yes
COMMENT: wife of James H. Wiley
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WILLSTEED, CHAR             LOTNUM:   177/8-a
NAME: Charles Willsteed             YEAR: 1886        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 31, 1832          DEATHDATE: May 8, 1886
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed    COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Mary his wife, John Warley, his wife Sarah
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WILLSTEED, CHAR             LOTNUM:   177/8-a
NAME: Charles J. Willsteed            YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 26, 1856          DEATHDATE: Nov 2, 1931
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed    COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: back/children/with Mary Farnham, Sarah Warley, Joseph Warley
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WILLSTEED, MARY             LOTNUM:   177/8-a
NAME: Mary A. Aubert               YEAR: 1894        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 24, 1835          DEATHDATE: Oct. 30, 1894
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite/pointed block/Warley Willsteed    COND: white lichen/black stain
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Charles Willsteed, his wife/John Warley, his wife Sarah
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WILSON, LAUR                LOTNUM:   128  -c
NAME: Laura J. Wilson              YEAR: 1909        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1827                   DEATHDATE: 1909
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/granite base/WILSON         COND: good
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: WILSON/with Supply C. Wilson
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WILSON, SUPPL                LOTNUM:   128  -c
NAME: Supply C. Wilson              YEAR: 1865        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1813                   DEATHDATE: 1865
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT: granite block/granite base/WILSON         COND: a bit of lichen
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: WILSON/with Laura J. Wilson
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   WOLKOWICH, MONA              LOTNUM:   337  -a
NAME: Mona Wolkowich                YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919                   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/not quite flush/cross  COND: excellent/looks new 1996
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                             COND:                             
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT:                             
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOOD, SALL               LOTNUM: WoodTomb 
NAME: Sally Carlton                  YEAR: 1874                AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1789                      DEATHDATE: 1874            
HEADSTONE:                             COND:                             
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:                             
MONUMENT: Tomb/granite/tall obelisk on top/SF WOOD   COND: excellent 
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT: above door S.F.Wood 1842/with Samuel Wood his wife, Samuel Parker, wife Sarah 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOOD, SAMU               LOTNUM: WoodTomb 
NAME: Samuel Fox Wood                 YEAR: 1860                AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1772                      DEATHDATE: 1860             
HEADSTONE:                             COND:                             
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:                             
MONUMENT: Tomb/granite/tall obelisk on top/SF WOOD   COND: excellent 
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT: above door S.F.Wood 1842/with Sally Carlton his wife, Samuel Parker, wife Sarah 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOODS, E. WO              LOTNUM: 274-a                   
NAME: E. Woodroffe Darby              YEAR: 1899                AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 27, 1841            DEATHDATE: Aug. 15, 1899      
HEADSTONE:                             COND:                             
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:                             
MONUMENT: granite/obelisk/designs/WOODS   COND: very good 
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT: with Henry Woods his wife 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOODS, HENR               LOTNUM: 274-a                   
NAME: Henry Woods                     YEAR: 1915                AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 30, 1843             DEATHDATE: Mar. 20, 1915      
HEADSTONE:                             COND:                             
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:                             
MONUMENT: granite/obelisk shaft/designs/WOODS   COND: very good 
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT: with his wife E. Woodroffe Darby 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOODS, ISAA                LOTNUM: 057-b                   
NAME: Isaac Woods                     YEAR: 1889                AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: July 16, 1801             DEATHDATE: April 18, 1889      
HEADSTONE: marble/slanted/FATHER/granite base   COND: lichen/firm in ground but tilt 
FOOTSTONE:                             COND:                             
MONUMENT:                             COND:                             
MAKER:                               VERSE: no                             
COMMENT:                             
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WOODS, JACO                LOTNUM: 057-d                   
NAME: Jacob                            YEAR: 1842                AGE: 4yrs, 3mos. 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 17, 1842          
HEADSTONE: pointed marble              COND: bad acid                  
rain/lichen/chipped
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Isaac & Mary W. Woods

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODS, MARY LOTNUM: 057 -c
NAME: Mary W. Woods YEAR: 1869 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 18, 1807 DEATHDATE: April 6, 1869
HEADSTONE: slanted marble/MOTHER/granite base COND: lichen
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODWARD, HORA LOTNUM: 145 -b
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Apr. 1, 1883
HEADSTONE: doublegranite/HUSBAND COND: wife's stone missing
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODWARD, LUCY LOTNUM: 145 -a
NAME: Lucy YEAR: 1901c AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: ca 1901 (probate)
HEADSTONE: double/granite COND: missing/base only remains
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: COND:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with husband Horace Watson/name from deeds

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODWARD, MERR LOTNUM: 278(-a
NAME: Merrill YEAR: 1911 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1904 DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite cross/columns/WOODWARD COND: twisted on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Myrtle

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODWARD, MYRT LOTNUM: 278(-a
NAME: Myrtle YEAR: 1914 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1911 DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: fancy granite cross/columns/WOODWARD COND: twisted on base
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Merrill

*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WORDEN, CHAR LOTNUM: 260 -a
NAME: Charles H. Worden YEAR: 1893 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1893 DEATHDATE: 1892 [see below]
HEADSTONE: COND:
FOOTSTONE: COND:
MONUMENT: rectangular granite block/WORDEN/flowers COND: black lichen/sunken
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front with Dorothy/vital & cem. records say 1892
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WORDEN, DORO   LOTNUM: 260 -a
NAME: Dorothy C.   YEAR: 1927   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1839   DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: rectangular granite block/WORDEN/flowers   COND: black lichen/sunken
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/front with Charles/Francis Day & Minnie Day Curtis on back
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOTTON, ELLE   LOTNUM: 005 -a
NAME: Ellen B. Wotton   YEAR: 1919   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857   DEATHDATE: 1919
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: fancy/granite/WOTTON/W/pillars   COND: excellent
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: front with James S. his wife/on rear Tyler E., John J.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOTTON, JAME   LOTNUM: 005 -a
NAME: James S. Wotton   YEAR: 1936   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862   DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: fancy/granite/WOTTON/W/pillars   COND: excellent
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: front with Ellen B. his wife/rear is Tyler E., John J.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOTTON, TYLE   LOTNUM: 005 -a
NAME: Tyler E. Wotton   YEAR: 1900   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 10, 1823   DEATHDATE: June 12, 1900
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: fancy/granite/WOTTON/W/pillars   COND: very good
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Tyler E./on front are James S., wife Ellen B.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOTTON, TYLE   LOTNUM: 005 -a
NAME: Tyler E. Wotton   YEAR: 1891   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 18, 1888   DEATHDATE: Jan. 9, 1891
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: fancy/granite/WOTTON/W/pillars   COND: very good
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: rear with John J./on front James S., his wife Ellen B.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WRIGHT, ANN   LOTNUM: 272 -a
NAME: Annie   YEAR: 1936   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867   DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:   FOOTSTONE:   MONUMENT: rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT   COND: excellent
MAKER: VE RSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Harry C. his wife, Clara, Charlotte A., Grace A., Florence R.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, CHAR</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 272 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Charlotte A.</td>
<td>YEAR: 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT</td>
<td>COND: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with Harry C., his wife Annie, Clara, Charlotte A., Grace A., Florence R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, CLAR</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 272 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Clara</td>
<td>YEAR: 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT</td>
<td>COND: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with Harry C., his wife Annie, Charlotte A., Grace A., Florence R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, ETTA</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 176 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Etta B. Hanson</td>
<td>YEAR: 1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/WRIGHT/leaf design</td>
<td>COND: good/a little lichen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with Margaret, her son William, child Maude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, FLOR</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 272 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Florence R.</td>
<td>YEAR: 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEATHDATE: August 28, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT</td>
<td>COND: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with Harry C., his wife Annie, Clara, Charlotte A., Grace A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, GRAC</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 272 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Grace A.</td>
<td>YEAR: 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT</td>
<td>COND: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with Harry C., his wife Annie, Clara, Charlotte, Grace A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, HARR</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 272 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Harry C.</td>
<td>YEAR: 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>rounded granite/flowers, leaves/WRIGHT</td>
<td>COND: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td>rear: with his wife Annie, Clara, Charlotte A., Grace A., Florence R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>WRIGHT, JEFF</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 277 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td>Jefferson Wright</td>
<td>YEAR: 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHDATE: 1823                      DEATHDATE: 1909
HEADSTONE:                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                          COND:
MONUMENT: curved granite/designs on tops, sides  COND: some lichen
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, JOSE                    LOTNUM:   070  -b
NAME: Josephine M.                     YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1847                      DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: slanted granite            COND: good/small amount lichen
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT:                            COND:
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Otis D. Wright, his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, MARG                    LOTNUM:   176  -a
NAME: Margaret Wright                  YEAR: 1886        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1828                      DEATHDATE: 1886
HEADSTONE:                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: rounded granite/WRIGHT/leaf design COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with her son William, his wife Etta, child Maude
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, MAUDE                   LOTNUM:   176  -a
NAME: Maude E. Wright                  YEAR: 1895        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882                      DEATHDATE: 1895
HEADSTONE:                           COND:
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT: rounded/granite/WRIGHT/leaf design COND: good/a little black lichen
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: child with William, his wife Etta, Margaret
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, MINN                    LOTNUM:   070  -b
NAME: Minnie E.                        YEAR: 1954        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                      DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: slanted granite/WRIGHT      COND: good/small amount of lichen
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT:                            COND:
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Morton N. B. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, MORT                    LOTNUM:   070  -b
NAME: Morton N. B.                     YEAR: 1946        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                      DEATHDATE: 1946
HEADSTONE: slanted granite/WRIGHT      COND: good/small amount lichen
FOOTSTONE:                           COND:
MONUMENT:                            COND:
MAKER:                              VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Minnie E. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, MORT                    LOTNUM:   070  -c
NAME: Morton M.                         YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901                       DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE: redbrownmarble/flsh/cross/WRIGHT   COND: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT:           COND:          MAKER:         VERSE: no
COMMENT:   *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, NANC         LOTNUM:   277  -a
NAME: Nancy Wright                      YEAR: 1910        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1828                       DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE:          COND:            FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT: curved granite/designs on tops, sides  COND: some lichen
MAKER:         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Jefferson Wright his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, OTIS         LOTNUM:   070  -a
NAME: Otis D. Wright                    YEAR: 1879        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1847                       DEATHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE: slanted granite                          COND: good/small amount lichen
FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT:          COND:            MAKER:         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Josephine M. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WRIGHT, WILL         LOTNUM:   176  -a
NAME: William L. Wright                 YEAR: 1934        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1852                       DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE:          COND:            FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT: rounded granite/WRIGHT/leaf design        COND: good/a little lichen
MAKER:         VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Margaret her son, his wife Etta, child Maude
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   WYMAN, ELIZ          LOTNUM:   188  -a
NAME: Elizabeth Wyman                   YEAR: 1859        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 8, 1787               DEATHDATE: Mar. 25, 1859
HEADSTONE:          COND:            FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT: granite/short obelisk/SWEAT   COND: good/a small amount of lichen
MAKER: Andrews & Co.                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/V.R. Betsy Wyman d. Mar. 15, 1859
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   YEOMANS, EDWA        LOTNUM:   354  -a
NAME: Edward S. Yeomans                 YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 24, 1875              DEATHDATE: Mar. 26, 1937
HEADSTONE:          COND:            FOOTSTONE:          COND:            MONUMENT: granite/rounded/YEOMANS/vine,initial   COND: very good
MAKER:         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Mary Nolan, Margaret Lewis yeomans
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   YEOMANS, MARG        LOTNUM:   354  -a
NAME: Margaret Lewis Yeomans            YEAR: 1944        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 24, 1877                  DEATHDATE: Oct. 27, 1944
HEADSTONE:                                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/YEOMANS/vine,initial      COND: very good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward S. Yeoman, his wife Mary Nolan
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   YEOMANS, MARY                 LOTNUM:   354  -a
NAME: Mary Nolan                         YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 12, 1867                DEATHDATE: Nov. 22, 1913
HEADSTONE:                                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                  COND:
MONUMENT: granite/rounded/YEOMANS/vine,initial      COND: very good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward S. Yeoman his wife, Margaret Lewis yeomans
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  lots don't exist                 LOTNUM:   103 -113
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                  COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND: very good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see monument on lot 131
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  no stones                      LOTNUM:   122
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                  COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND: very good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see monument on lot 131
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  no stones                      LOTNUM:   012
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                  COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                  COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND: very good
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: see monument on lot 131
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  no stones                      LOTNUM:   013
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 019
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 022
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 025
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 045
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 161
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 163
NAME:       YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 310
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 001
NAME: no recorded graves  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 002
NAME: no recorded graves  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 014
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 043
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 068
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  COND:
FOOTSTONE:  COND:
MONUMENT:  COND:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: no stones  LOTNUM: 069
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>080</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>289</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>305</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>311</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>343</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:</th>
<th>no stones</th>
<th>LOTNUM:</th>
<th>348</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR:</td>
<td>AGE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>COND:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUMENT:</td>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MONUMENT:       COND:
MAKER:          VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   358
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   364
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   150
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   174
NAME: lot does not exist                YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   197
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   199
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Pauper lot
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   298 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   299 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   300 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   301 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   302 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************** 
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   303 
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                          COND: 
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: 
MONUMENT:                                           COND: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 

BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   210
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   212
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   175
NAME: lot does not exist                YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   290A
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   290C
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND:
MONUMENT:                                           COND:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:   no stones                       LOTNUM:   290D
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                          COND:
FOOTSTONE:                                          COND: